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Greetings from the President
It is my distinct honor to welcome you to the 18th Annual Undergraduate Research Symposium
at Minnesota State University, Mankato. Talented scholars have been assembled for your
intellectual and personal enjoyment. What an exciting year of productivity for our students and
faculty. On March 17th, seven of our students presented at the 3rd annual Posters at St. Paul held
at the Minnesota State Capitol. Earlier this month, 28 students traveled to University of North
Carolina Asheville to make 16 presentations at the National Conference of Undergraduate
Research. In addition, 20 students traveled to make 13 presentations at Winona State University
for the 5th annual Undergraduate Scholars Conference of the Minnesota State Colleges and
University system.
Today’s symposium is a celebration of intellectual exploration, creativity, hours of labor and
collaboration across students, faculty, and staff. Enjoy your time today as you listen to oral
presentations, engage in meaningful discussions with students at posters, and view presentations
of visual and performing arts. It is, in part, because of these sorts of scholarly showcases that
Minnesota State Mankato has come to be known for its Big Ideas and Real-World Thinking.
I want to express my appreciation for the efforts of the Undergraduate Research Center Council
under the leadership of Dr. Karla Lassonde. I also want to recognize the many contributions of
our faculty and staff that have made this enriching opportunity possible for our students. Your
contributions to the intellectual development of these young scholars and their pursuit of
excellence will last a lifetime.
Once again, enjoy your day as you are exposed to big ideas and real-world thinking in action.

Richard Davenport
President
Minnesota State University, Mankato
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A Message from the Undergraduate Research Center
Welcome to the 18th Annual Undergraduate Research Symposium at Minnesota State University,
Mankato. This event features scholarly and creative works from undergraduate students
representing majors from five colleges. The symposium allows undergraduates the opportunity to
engage in the process of conducting and presenting research in an academic setting. This
opportunity fosters collaboration between student presenters and an audience of faculty,
administrators, peers, and family. An added goal is to encourage undergraduates to pursue
professional development opportunities in the form of research and scholarship, teaching, and
professional practice.
Many students presenting today have received grants from the MSU-Mankato Foundation, the
Undergraduate Research Center, the Honors Program, and various academic departments.
Additionally, several students have been involved in research that was part of a larger grant from
faculty mentors. Other students initiated their own projects and conducted their research
independently under faculty supervision.
Student presenters will discuss their research or creative works through oral and poster
presentations, and artworks produced through creative research will be on view in the concurrent
Creative Works Exhibition. Students gain experience as they are challenged to communicate
their findings. It is our hope that this experience will inspire students to become future scholars
by continuing their academic journeys to develop research and creative endeavors.
We applaud these student presenters for their accomplishments and hard work throughout the
year. We wish them the best of luck on their future academic and professional journeys.

Karla Lassonde, Ph. D.
Director of the Undergraduate Research Center
Associate Professor, Department of Psychology

Alisa Eimen, Ph. D.
Coordinator of Undergraduate Research
Symposium
Professor, Department of Art
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2015-2016 Undergraduate Research Council Members
Kuldeep Agarwal
Dawn Albertson
Barb Bergman
Anne Dahlman
James Dimock
Alexandra Hilt-Panahon
Cindra Kamphoff
Karla Lassonde
Justine Martin
Mark McCullough
Carlos Panahon

Lori Piowlski
Elizabeth Sandell
Kristin Scott
Kristel Seth
Emily Stark
Marilyn Swan
Joseph Visker
Heather Von Bank
Trent Vorlicek
Gina Wenger
Fei Yuan

2015-2016 Undergraduate Research Student Council Members
Marianne Adamek
Eunwon Kim
Ryan Leba
Thu Nguyen
Haley Peterson
Katherine Rasley
Austin Rau

Katie Rubitschung
Tatiana Soboleva
Samuel Spencer
Joshua Torgeson
Mai Vang
Ekaterina Voytsekhovskaya
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FUNDING SOURCES FOR RESEARCH AND CREATIVE PROJECTS
Several of the research and creative projects presented at this year’s Minnesota State University, Mankato
Undergraduate Research Symposium were awarded funding through a competitive grant review process.
Funding sources included generous contributions from two outside sources as well as the University.
Awardees of these grants are noted within their abstract. Specific types of funding awards are outlined
below.
Minnesota State University, Mankato Foundation Awards: up to $2,000
These awards are from the Minnesota State University Foundation Board to support high quality student
scholarship at the University. Each student recipient is given $1,000 as a stipend and up to $1,000 for
supplies necessary for the completion of their project.
Undergraduate Research Center Stipend/Supply Grant: up to $1,000
An Undergraduate Research Center stipend/supply grant includes funding for both a student stipend of
$500 and up to $500 in supplies to aid in the successful completion of their project. These grants are
funded by the University.
Undergraduate Research Center Supply Grant: up to $500
An Undergraduate Research Center supply grant includes funding for supplies to help aid in the
completion of the proposed projects. These grants, like the stipend/supply grants, are funded by the
University.

URC MEDALS AND PRESENTATION AWARDS
Medallions - Each student who participates at the Undergraduate Research Symposium is awarded a
medallion in recognition of their scholarly achievement to be worn at the student’s graduation ceremony.
A solid gold ribbon is in recognition of participation at the Symposium.
Presentation Awards - Each poster and oral presentation session is judged by two judges who are
graduate students, faculty, or other qualified individuals involved on campus. Emplary presentations in
each session will be recognized with an “Outstanding Presentation” certificate announced at the
Celebration Dinner. Winners are also noted on the URC website.

UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLAR RESOURCE FAIR
Explore some resources and activities to enhance your undergraduate research experience. There will be
representatives on hand to talk with students about several opportunities. The Resource Fair will be in the
CSU Ballroom along with the poster sessions.
1. Publishing: MSU’s Journal of Undergraduate Research
2. MSU’s Honors Program
3. MSU's Fellowship Office
4. MSU’s College of Graduate Studies
*Abstracts were written by the student author(s) and reviewed by faculty mentors. Any opinions expressed do not
represent those of the URC or Minnesota State University, Mankato.
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Congratulations to the 2015-2016
Minnesota State Foundation Grant Recipients
Derek Anderson
James Joseph Adams
Dana Bennett
Nicholas Booker
Jacob Bukkila
Derick Che
Jonathan Cody
Ryan Colakovic
Jacob Conway
Franziska Deeg
Shyler Egan
Daniel John Fleming
Laurie Grund
Mehedi Hasan
Rosa Hayes
Kadditjatou Jallow
Brooke Jones
Krystal Klement
Rachel Kramer
Aldo Adrian Kusnardi
Anna Leloux

April Levar
Kourtney McNallan
Roman Mulvihill
Clenten Ndonwie
Kurtis Nelson
Iheme Paul N’Gumah
Ali Oku
Rachel Ott
Joseph Putz
Jacob Rachuy
Jessica Ranke
Katherine Rasley
Katherine Sherrard
Tatiana Soboleva
Nicole Soley
Estelle Sonya Tachago Kamdom
Alexa Turgeon
Megan Vergin
Natalie Young
Chelsea Zblewski
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Calling all Undergraduate Research Symposium Participants!
Congratulations on presenting at the 18th annual Undergraduate Research Symposium at
Minnesota State University, Mankato.
Now that you have finished all your hard work and your poster, creative work or paper is ready
for the Undergraduate Research Symposium; did you know that you can also submit a copy of
your work to Cornerstone?
Cornerstone showcases the intellectual output of Minnesota State University, Mankato's faculty,
staff, and students by preserving their works digitally and presenting them to the world in an
easy-to-find format.
After the 2016 Undergraduate Research Symposium, Library Services will be adding the abstract
booklet and proceedings to the repository as well. See what last year’s submissions look like at
http://cornerstone.lib.mnsu.edu/urs
The Proceedings are a record of what you presented. You can submit a copy of the poster,
written text of your oral presentation, or have photographs or images of your creative work
added to Cornerstone. Each item in Cornerstone receives a permanent URL which you can add
to your resume to provide evidence of your hard work to prospective employers or graduate
schools. Items for the Proceedings are due by May 2, 2016.
Did your project result in a research paper? Consider submitting it to the Journal of
Undergraduate Research, which is also archived in Cornerstone at:
http://cornerstone.lib.mnsu.edu/jur. Submission information will be coming out soon, but the
due date for papers is 4 weeks after the Symposium.
When you submit a work to Cornerstone, you will be able to see statistics on the number of times
people have downloaded your work. For example, an oral presentation from 2014 by Stephanie
Bennett entitled The Benefits of Exposure to Animals for Persons with Dementia: A Literature
Review has been downloaded 288 times since it was added to Cornerstone in November 2014.
If you are interested, we encourage you to talk to your faculty mentor or contact Heidi
Southworth, Digital Initiatives Librarian at heidi.southworth@mnsu.edu with questions.
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CONNECTING CURRENT AND FUTURE SCHOLARS
Minnesota State University, Mankato’s Undergraduate Research Center (URC) is excited to
announce a new partnership with ScholarBridge, a powerful resource to promote student and
faculty collaboration in academic research. The online network connects faculty, who can post
their availability to mentor students, and students, who can begin their search for a mentor and
focus their research insights.
Currently, the ScholarBridge network includes 12 universities nationwide, opening up numerous
cross-campus opportunities to MSU, Mankato students in addition to on-campus faculty mentors.
Partner universities include: Washington University in St. Louis, Purdue University, The
University of Alabama at Birmingham, University of Kentucky and The University of Memphis.
Interested students and faculty should visit ScholarBridge to begin the quick and easy process of
creating a free account. As part of the MSU, Mankato partnership with ScholarBridge, faculty
members have the ability to request their accounts be built on their behalf using the opt-in
feature. If a faculty member opts-in to ScholarBridge, the software generates a fully editable
profile of academic background and research interests for that individual. At that point, a faculty
member can update his or her page and create research opportunities outlining qualifications for
ideal applicants. ScholarBridge will provide periodic reminders to maintain up-to-date research
opportunities throughout the academic year.
For more information, visit www.scholarbridge.com.
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Thank you to the

for providing 30 student research awards
totaling $50,000.18

A Special Thank you to…
President Richard Davenport
Provost & Senior VP of Academic Affairs Dr. Marilyn Wells
Associate VP of Research & Dean of Graduate Studies Dr. Barry Ries
Dean of Library Services Dr. Joan Roca
Interim VP for University Advancement Paul Hustoles
Cover Design by Daniel Peluso
…and the Minnesota State University, Mankato Moderators and Judges.
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MONDAY, APRIL 18

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

9:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.

Presenter, Moderator, Judge Check-in (9-3) CSU Ballroom
Coffee and Snacks Available (9-11:30)

10:00 – 11:30 a.m.

Poster Session A
CSU Ballroom
Biological Sciences, Chemistry, Civil, Electrical,
& Integrated Engineering, Computer Science,
Construction Management, Physics, and Mathematics

10:00 – 11:00 a.m.

Oral Session 1
Art and Art History

CSU 201

10:00 – 11:00 a.m.

Oral Session 2
Economics

CSU 202

10:00 – 11:00 a.m.

Oral Session 3
Automotive and Manufacturing Engineering
Technology

CSU 203

11:05 –12:05 p.m.

Oral Session 4
Gender and Women’s Studies, Psychology

CSU 253

11:05 – 12:05 p.m.

Oral Session 5
Elementary Education

CSU 254

11:05 – 12:05 p.m.

Oral Session 6
Automotive and Manufacturing Engineering
Technology

CSU 203

11:05 – 12:05 p.m.

Oral Session 7
Psychology, Human Performance

CSU 255

12:05 – 1:05 p.m.

BREAK

Sessions resume at 1:05 p.m.
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1:05 – 2:05 p.m.

Oral Session 8
Gender and Women’s Studies

CSU 201

1:05 – 2:05 p.m.

Oral Session 9
Chemistry, Physics, Computer Science

CSU 202

1:05 – 2:05 p.m.

Oral Session 10
Art

CSU 203

1:05 – 2:05 p.m.

Oral Session 11
CSU 204
Sociology, Anthropology, Communication Studies

2:00 – 3:30 p.m.

Poster Session B
CSU Ballroom
Speech, Hearing, and Rehabilitation Studies,
English, Family Consumer Science, Geography,
German, Health Science, Human Performance, Nursing,
Psychology, Sociology

2:10 – 3:10 p.m.

Oral Session 12
History & Elementary Education

2:10 – 3:10 p.m.

Oral Session 13
CSU 255
Electrical & Computer, Integrated, and Mechanical
and Civil Engineering

3:15 – 4:15 p.m.

Oral Session 14
Economics

CSU 201

3:15 – 4:15 p.m.

Oral Session 15
Dance

CSU 202

3:00 – 5:00 p.m.

Creative Works Exhibit
Coffee and Snacks Available (3-5)

CSU Gallery

5:00 p.m.

Undergraduate Research Symposium
Celebration Dinner

CSU Ballroom
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CSU 253

1. Calcium and Phosphorus Concentrations and Scale Ring Number in Relation to Fish
Length
Keith Ngede and Eloy Gallegos
Michael Bentley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)

POSTER SESSION A

Biological Sciences, Chemistry, Civil Engineering, Computer Science,
Electrical Engineering, Construction Management, Integrated Engineering,
Physics, Mathematics

2. Using In-situ Hybridization to Localize FAM171B Expression
Brooke Jones
Geoffrey Goellner, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Ashani Sudasinghe, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
3. Cochlear Nerve Myelination in Mice Lacking Thyroid Hormone Transporters
Stephanie Peterson and Natalie Moses
David Sharlin, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)

5. Internalization of Escherichia coli (E. coli) into Lettuce Leaves through Stomata; Cross
Contamination between Bruised Leaves.
Jote Limeneh and Lucy Saidu
Michael Bentley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
6. Genetic & Morphological Description of Echinostomatids taken from Waterfowl at
Lake Winnibigoshish, Minnesota
Dana Bennett
Robert Sorensen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Tyler Achatz, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)

10:00 – 11:30 AM

4. Monarch Abundance Across an Urban Gradient
Desirea Thole
Christopher Ruhland, Faculty Mentor (Department Biological Sciences)

7. Morphological and Genetic Characteristics of Strigeidae Trematodes in Waterfowl
from Lake Winnibigoshish, Minnesota
Stephanie Botros and Rachel Eiler
Robert Sorensen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Tyler Achatz, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
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CSU BALLROOM

8. The Effects Of Ultraviolet Radiation on Decomposition of Sagebrush Litter Collected
Along an Altitudinal Gradient
Philip Fraley
Christopher Ruhland, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)

9. Microbial and Carbon Cycling Analysis of Leaf Litter in an Agricultural Landscape
during the Decomposition of Varying Lignin Composition of Sorghum bicolor
Celsey Tiry
Christopher Ruhland & Timothy Secott, Faculty Mentors (Department of Biological
Sciences)
10. The Effects of Varying Durations of Formalin Fixation on Larval Fathead Minnow’s
Pimephales promelas Genetic Utility
Ryan Leba and Coleman Mamaer
Shannon Fisher, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Nathaniel Lederman, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
11. Using Immunohistochemistry to Determine FAM171B Expression in the Brain
Ka Xiong, Kayla Kermode, and Natalie Klein
Geoffrey Goellner, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
12. β-Lactam Resistance in Staphylococcus Species Isolated from Students
Laurie Grund
Timothy Secott, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
13. Seasonal Variation in the Dorsolateral and Medial Cortex of Green Anole Lizards
Amber Day and Abdi Abdilahi
Rachel Cohen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
14. Designing a Laboratory Ercise to Illustrate Ionophores as Membrane Probes
Victoria Obrant
Timothy Secott, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
15. Amygdala Morphology And Neurogenesis In The Green Anole Lizard
Jaden Roddick, Nicholas Booker, and Abodalrahman Algamdy
Rachel Cohen, Faculty Mentor (Department Biological Sciences)
16. An Evaluation in Adherence of Bacillus and Streptomyces in Bio-cementation
Anh Pham and Hee Son
Dorothy Wrigley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
17. Are Hypothyroidism-Induced Reductions in Brain Derived Igf1 Due to Reductions in
Serum Growth Hormone?
Anna Rice and Alec Wright
David Sharlin, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
18. Regulation of Breast Cancer Bone Metastasis by Tumor Secreted BMPs
Kaylin Peterson
Cynthia Forsman, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
19. Non-Genotoxic Human APOBEC3A
Jessica Hadler
Allison Land, Faculty Mentor (Department Biological Sciences)
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20. Effects of the Endothelin Receptor Blockade on Pressure-Natriuresis in Ercised and
Sedentary SHR Female Rats
Juan Jose Quesada Olarte and Okhumhekho Kassim
Penny Knoblich, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
21. Comparative Trematode Biota of Healthy Waterbirds Harvested from Lake
Winnibigoshish Minnesota
Okhumhekho Kassim
Robert Sorensen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Tyler Achatz, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
22. Seasonal Effects on Kisspeptin Concentration in the Green Anole Lizard, Anolis
carolinensis
Nicholas Booker and Hyejoo Kang
Rachel Cohen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
23. The Impact of Aging on the Fertility of Eisenia Fetida (Earthworms)
Uyi Imasuen and Boluwatife Gbadebo
Dorothy Wrigley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
24. Structure and Anatomy of Bone from Male C57/BL6 Mice with Reduced Testosterone
Levels
Katie Rubitschung and Casey Hovey
Michael Bentley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
25. Streptomyces Tolerance to Alkaline Conditions and Production of Calcite
Kaddijatou Jallow and Ali Oku
Dorothy Wrigley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
26. Morphological Distortion Among Post-Ossified Larval Fish in Varying Durations of
Alcohol and Formalin Solutions
Endora Roberts
Shannon Fisher, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Nathaniel Lederman, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
27. Biocompatibility of Hydroxyapatite and Stainless Steel Alloys
Mehedi Hasan and Clenten Ndonwie
Michael Bentley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Kuldeep Agarwal, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Engineering Technology)
28. The Effect of Steroid Hormones on Neuronal Size and Number in Two Brain Regions
Important for Reproduction
Jaeyoung Son
Rachel Cohen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
29. Testing the Effects of a Soil Amendment of Aged Straw and Three Mulching
Treatments on the Growth of Minnesota Native Prairie Species in a Proposed OnCampus Prairie Demonstration Garden
Addeline Theis
Alison Mahoney, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
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30. Finding A Soil Dwelling Bacterium That Precipitates Calcium Carbonate and Has
Urease Activity
Andrew Tully
Timothy Secott, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
31. A Comparison of Benthic Slednet and Surface Slednet Gears with Sampling
Macroinvertebrates
Chelsea Zblewski
Shannon Fisher, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Nathaniel Lederman, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
32. Blebbistatin Effects on Muscle Protein Myosin Function
Tatiana Soboleva
Rebecca Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
33. 2D Electrophoresis Analysis of Environmentally Stressed Soybean Plants
Ryan Colakovic
James Rife, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
34. Effects of Cardiac Arrhythmic Mutant D95V on Calmodulin Structure and Stability
Jessica Ranke
Rebecca Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
35. Effect of Abiotic Stress on the Expression of Auxin Signaling F-Box 2 mRNA
Dane Dusek
James Rife, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
36. The Expression of Lipoxygenase Isoforms in Response to Wounding in Peas
Iheme Ngumah
Theresa Salerno, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
37. The Effect of Wounding on the Expression of MicroRNAs in Peas
Estelle Sonya Tachago Kamdom
Theresa Salerno, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
38. Reactive Oxygen Species Effects on Lysozyme
Jacob Rachuy
John Thoemke, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
39. Genetic Variability of Psilostomatid Isolates from Different Waterfowl Species
Collected at Lake Winnibigoshish, Minnesota
Jacob Rachuy and Stephanie Holtorf
Robert Sorensen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Tyler Achatz, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
40. Studying the Structure and Stability of F141L Calmodulin Mutant in the Assessment of
Cardiac Related Complications
Drew Kampmeyer
Rebecca Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
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41. Point Mutation D129G and Calmodulin’s Effect on Protein Stability and Structure and
its link to CPVT
Jacob Conway
Rebecca Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
42. The Effect of Sweeteners on the Renin Angiotensin System
Natalie Young
Theresa Salerno, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
43. The Effects of Sweeteners on the Expression of MiRNAs Involved in ROS
Azhar Abdukadir
Theresa Salerno, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
44. Structural Dynamics of Myosin’s Force-Generating Domain with Drug Inhibitor
Blebbistatin
Amanda Bernarde
Rebecca Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
45. Renewable Energy Potential by Methanogenesis through Anaerobic Digestion
Thu Nguyen
Stephen Druschel, Faculty Mentor (Department of Civil Engineering)
46. Pavement Light Absorbance: Melting Snow to Make Roads Safe
Megan Sandberg and Jeffrey Herr
Stephen Druschel, Faculty Mentor (Department of Civil Engineering)
47. Designing Haptic Feedback and Auditory Methods to Access Maps for the Blind
Flint Million
Guarionex Salivia, Faculty Mentor (Department of Computer Science)
48. A Web Application to Support Research On Epistemic Beliefs
Stanley Adom and Zhejian Wang
Rebecca Bates & Jonathan Hardwick, Faculty Mentors (Department of Computer Science)
Lisa Benson, Faculty Mentor (Department of Engineering and Science Education, Clemson
University)
49. Security System
Stanley Adom and Caleb Terhak
Puteri Megat Hamari, Faculty Mentor (Department of Electrical Engineering)
50. Precast vs. Cast-in-Place in Temperatures between 0°F and 40°F
Curtis Olson, Tyler Koenig, Marcus Gooden, Mohammed Al Taysan, and Brady Bierl
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management)
51. Site Logistics Plans in Construction
Alex Milliren, Adam Sik, Lucas Brown, William Knopik, and Suad Al-Marri Mohamed
Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management)
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52. Precast Vs. Cast-In-Place Wall Substructure
Nicholas Asmus, Brady Munroe, Bryce Duncan, Justin Knutson, and Ahmed Al Rukhami
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management)
53. Existing Soil Conditions in Construction
Kyle Lehnertz, Austin Blum, Nathan Johnston, and Thomas Suchecki
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management)
54. Life Alert System for Vulnerable Adults who Live Alone
BoHyun Ahn
Vincent Winstead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Electrical Engineering)
55. Interactive LED Ping Pong Table
Dominique Torres and Nathan Kannas
Puteri Megat Hamari, Faculty Mentor (Department of Electrical Engineering)
56. Substrate Integrated E-Plane Waveguide
Nicholas Buchanan
Xuanhui Wu, Faculty Mentor (Department of Electrical Engineering)
Danyang Huang, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Electrical Engineering)
57. Temperature Controlled Fan
Edgardo Martinez
Puteri Megat Hamari, Faculty Mentor (Department of Electrical Engineering)
58. Modeling of Renewable PSH systems
Katherine Rasley, April Levar, Kurtis Nelson, and Marcell Meacham
Mohammad Fanaei, Faculty Mentor (Department of Integrated Engineering)
59. Radiation Dose Characterization of 400 KeV Heavy Ion Beam
Scott Arneson, Donald Rudquist, Evan Koehler, Morgan O’Brien, and Wyatt Pouliot
Andrew Roberts, Faculty Mentor (Department of Physics)
60. A study of the dynamics of Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) using various models
for generating action potentials within neurons
Reed Woyda
Namyong Lee, Faculty Mentor (Department of Mathematics)
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1. Calcium and Phosphorus Concentrations and Scale Ring Number in Relation to Fish
Length
Keith Ngede and Eloy Gallegos
Michael Bentley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Fish scales are bone like structures composed of elements such as calcium and phosphorous
in varying concentrations. Like trees, fish scales have growth rings because of seasonal
changes. Fish scales grow slower in the winter and faster in the summer because of food
availability and water temperatures, giving them ring-like appearances. This experiment is
going to help us see the relationship between fish length and their calcium/ phosphorus
composition. We will also be able to see if the fish scales have any contaminants such as lead
from the environment they lived in. We will take individual scale samples from various fish
lengths and observe them under a light microscope in order to get an approximate ring count
for each scale. Then, using a Scanning Electron Microscope we will be able to take pictures
of fish scales in order to have a more accurate count of the fish scale rings, to measure
concentrations of calcium/ phosphorus. Based on the research we have acquired, fish length
and the number of rings have a direct correlation. Our findings will help us in determining
scale calcium, phosphorus, and other element concentrations based on their environments.
Number of rings on fish scale is affected by length of fish, and the presence of other elements
and contaminants does not correlate with size.
2. Using In-situ Hybridization to Localize FAM171B Expression
Brooke Jones
Geoffrey Goellner, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Ashani Sudasinghe, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
The neurodegenerative disorder Huntington’s disease (HD) is a progressive and fatal disorder
for which no cure exists (Orr & Zoghbi, 2000). The disease contains repeats of CAG (amino
acid glutamine-Q) in their primary amino acid sequences (Ross, 2002). In afflicted
individuals, these “polyglutamine” (polyQ) stretches expand beyond their normal ranges,
leading to brain cell death (Orr & Zoghbi, 2000), and are thus inferred to be the main cause
of pathological effects of HD (Ross, 2002). An uncharacterized protein called FAM171B
also contains a polyQ stretch and is believed to perhaps function within the brain
(Hypothetical Protein KIAA1946, 2010). The purpose of this research project is to gain
understanding of where in the body FAM171B is expressed. If FAM171B is indeed found in
the brain, it could be considered a candidate gene for a currently unidentified
neurodegenerative disease. In-situ hybridization is the technique we utilized to carry out our
research. For our purposes, this technique was performed on mouse brain tissue (IACUC: 1502) in order to test for FAM171B expression. A “probe” was prepared by sub-cloning
FAM171B into a vector containing promotors, and using these promoters to produce “in vitro
transcribed mRNA” containing complementary nucleotide base-pairs to that of the
FAM171B. Addition of DIG-labeled bases essentially labels the “probe,” allowing us to see
the complementary mRNA strand of FAM171B in tested tissues by “lighting up” after probe
application. Upon completion of our experiments, we expect to have high quality data
concerning where in the brain FAM171B is expressed.
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3. Cochlear Nerve Myelination in Mice Lacking Thyroid Hormone Transporters
Stephanie Peterson and Natalie Moses
David Sharlin, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Until the 1970s, the leading cause of preventable intellectual disability was untreated
congenital hypothyroidism. Although today every child’s thyroid function is screened at birth
and treated if hypothyroid, residual deficits remain, including auditory impairments.
However, how thyroid hormone (TH) controls development is poorly understood. Our lab is
investigating proteins that mediate the transport of TH across the cell membrane and found
mice lacking two TH transporters (Mct8/Oatp1c1) have normal cochlear development, but
altered auditory processing. This demonstrated that the speed at which auditory signals pass
from the cochlea to the brainstem was delayed. An explanation for these findings is that the
auditory pathway is hypomyelinated. Therefore, our experiments are designed to test the
hypothesis that auditory deficits observed in animals lacking TH transporters Mct8/Oatp1c1
is due, in part, to altered myelination of the auditory pathway. Nervous and cochlear tissues
from wildtype and mutant animals were processed and used to determine the levels of
myelination between central and peripheral nervous systems in our experimental groups. Our
findings will have three implications. First, it will further define the need for TH and TH
transporters in development of auditory function. Second, it will allow for either the
prevention of auditory deficits due to lack of TH (hypothyroidism) during development or
potentially offer novel modalities for treating low TH-associated deficits. Lastly, these
findings may transcend to other disorders, including autism and ADHD, as auditory
processing deficits are frequently overlooked or ignored, but are often factors in these wellrecognized disorders.
4. Monarch Abundance across an Urban Gradient
Desirea Thole
Christopher Ruhland, Faculty Mentor (Department Biological Sciences)
Declining populations of pollinators has been a significant issue in recent years, and the
monarch butterfly (Danaus plexippus) is the face of many efforts to educate the public
involving repercussions of pollinator loss. Monarch butterfly populations have decreased by
80-90% within the last two decades. Members of the milkweed genus (Asclepias spp.) serve
as the obligate host plant for monarch eggs and larvae. Numerous monarch conservation
efforts have been focused in cities, such as the establishment of pollinator gardens. However,
urban areas contain many environmental stressors that may fail to support monarch
reproduction and survival. To investigate the impact of urbanization on monarch abundance,
we monitored nine populations of A. syriaca spanning an urban gradient in the Chicago
region. We chose A. syriaca specifically because it is the most widely used monarch host
plant and is widely found in both urban and rural areas. We found no significant difference in
monarch presence along the gradient. We found an unexpected negative correlation (r = 0.61) between milkweed density and monarch abundance. These results indicate there may
be many environmental dynamics influencing monarch abundance beyond the discrete driver
of urbanization. Additionally, these results suggest that urban pollinator gardens may prove
as successful as rural milkweed populations in supporting monarchs despite the added
stressors of the urban environment.
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5. Internalization of Escherichia coli (E. coli) into Lettuce Leaves through Stomata; Cross
Contamination between Bruised Leaves.
Jote Limeneh and Lucy Saidu
Michael Bentley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
The purpose of this experiment is to find out whether bruising or physical damage of lettuce
leaves will significantly increase the cross contamination to other bruised leaves. To test this
the researchers are performing an experiment with 2 phases with 3 replicate trials. The first
phase shall include the 6 hour incubation of 4 bruised and 4 non-bruised lettuce pieces to
media containing Escherichia coli (E. coli) bacteria. And for the control group, 2 bruised
leaves will be incubated in a media with no E.coli. Then, another freshly cut 6 bruised and 4
non bruised leaf pieces will be prepared. The leaves that were in incubation will be laid over
the freshly cut leaves using this method: the 4 bruised leaves with E.coli will be laid over on
each of the 2 freshly bruised and 2 of the non-bruised leaves. Also, the 4 non-bruised leaves
with E.coli will be laid over on each of the 2 freshly bruised and 2 of the non-bruised leaves.
For the control group, 2 of the bruised leaves with no E.coli will be laid on freshly cut 2
bruised leaves. After collecting the specimen, 9 randomly systematically selected areas on
each leaf are studied under a scanning electron microscope and the number of E.coli in
contact with stomata are counted. We expect there to be significantly more bacteria touching
the stomata of bruised lettuce leaves that were exposed to E.coli infested leaves than the ones
that were not in all 3 trials. This experiment is currently in the data collection stage.
6. Genetic & Morphological Description of Echinostomatids taken from Waterfowl at
Lake Winnibigoshish, Minnesota
Dana Bennett
Robert Sorensen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Tyler Achatz, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Echinostomatids (Digenea: Echinostomatidae) are common parasitic flatworms of birds and
other vertebrates. Many echinostomatids have complex life cycles with indistinguishable
morphological characteristics which may vary by collection region. However, cryptic
echinostomatids are distinguishable through diagnostic genetic sequencing of ribosomal and
mitochondrial DNA. Unfortunately, most studies examine genetics of echinostomatids, while
ignoring diagnostic morphological data. This study utilized both genetic and morphological
data in order to validate species identifications and elucidate genetic and morphological
variation previously unreported. Echinostome parasites from waterbirds were collected in
Fall 2012 to Spring 2013 and had their DNA extracted. Polymerase chain reactions (PCR)
were used to amplify and replicate 28S & internally transcribed spacers of ITS and NADH &
Cox1 of mitochondrial DNA. PCR product was run on an agarose gel, gel extracted, and
sequenced using an ABI377. Sequences were processed using basefinder & 4peaks software.
MEGA6 software was used to generate phylogenies of each locus. The results showed 3
species of echinostomes: Hypoderaum conoideum, Echinoparyphium aconiatum, &
Echinoparyphium recurvatum. Of these 3 species, E. aconiatum & E. recurvatum are known
to be cryptic as both adults and juveniles within the waterfowl host. The adult morphology
supported the differentiation between the 3 species, however, the juveniles only differed in
the number of collar spines, an easily destroyed body feature. Mitochondrial DNA of E.
recurvatum from fall and spring collected birds showed variation at both Cox1 & NADH
indicating distinct lineages.
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7. Morphological and Genetic Characteristics of Strigeidae Trematodes in Waterfowl
from Lake Winnibigoshish, Minnesota
Stephanie Botros and Rachel Eiler
Robert Sorensen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Tyler Achatz, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
The purpose of the study was to identify and analyze morphological and genetic variation
within cryptic Family Strigeidae populations in waterfowl from Lake Winnibigoshish,
Minnesota to determine species identities and potential lineage variation. DNA was extracted
using a ZR tissue miniprep kit. Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) was done using primer
sets MPLAT, PLAT, and JB (Cox1) for mitochondrial DNA and DIG-1200R (28s) and ITS45 (ITS) for ribosomal DNA. mtDNA has been shown to track lineages and discrete
geographical populations, while rDNA has been shown diagnostic use for species
identifications across geographical regions with minimal variations. The DNA was
sequenced using ABI377 DNA sequencer and analyzed using basefinder and 4-peaks
software. Phylogenies were developed using MEGA6 software. Morphological data was
taken from permanent slides made in a prior study. The results showed mitochondrial genetic
variation between worms taken from different waterfowl hosts and from the same host in
some cases indicating distinct lineages from Lake Winnibigoshish waterfowl. 28s DNA was
found to be identical between individuals of the same species, while there was variance
between other cryptic strigeid species. This supports the presence of multiple cryptic species
and lineages within waterfowl from Lake Winnibigoshish. With the many body form
variations present, a limited number of structures were identifiable for metric comparison.
However, of the structures found there did appear to be variation between strigeid species
and within a strigeid species in different hosts. The genital cone and bulb, two cryptic
diagnostic traits for genus level diagnosis, were identified and photographed for future
reference.
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8. The Effects of Ultraviolet Radiation on Decomposition of Sagebrush Litter Collected
along an Altitudinal Gradient
Philip Fraley
Christopher Ruhland, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
A major contributor to the global carbon cycle is the decomposition of plant litter. Carbon
dioxide released from decomposing organic material is an order of magnitude greater than
that of fossil fuel combustion. Decomposition rates are typically dependent on climatic
factors such as temperature and moisture as well as initial litter chemistry. However, the
relative contribution of different wavelengths of radiation has only recently been examined
and is not completely understood. The process of photodegradation involves the direct and
indirect breakdown of plant litter components. Lignin, a major constituent of the secondary
cell wall, has been implicated as a target for photodegradation. Lignin strongly absorbs
ultraviolet radiation (“UV;” 280-400nm) and it is unknown if initial concentrations influence
decomposition rates of plant litter. We collected leaves from a 1000-m altitudinal gradient
in the Bighorn Mountains in Wyoming. Epidermal transmittance of UV increased from 12 to
20% along this gradient and there was a concomitant increase in concentrations of bulksoluble UV-absorbing compounds. We hypothesized that litter from high elevations should
photodegrade slower than their lower elevation counterparts due to increased UV-screening
by these compounds. These leaves were then placed under lamps and exposed to 3.2 kJ m-2
d-1 of UV. We examined decomposition rates at 49, 183 and 310 days. Mass loss rates
were negatively correlated with elevation and this relationship became more apparent over
time. In arid ecosystems, it appears that UV levels should be taken into consideration when
trying to model decomposition rates.
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9. Microbial and Carbon Cycling Analysis of Leaf Litter in an Agricultural Landscape
during the Decomposition of Varying Lignin Composition of Sorghum bicolor
Celsey Tiry
Christopher Ruhland & Timothy Secott, Faculty Mentors (Department of Biological
Sciences)
Sorghum bicolor is used as livestock forage because of its drought tolerance in agronomic
settings but is difficult to digest due to its high lignin content. The brown-midrib (BMR)
varieties of S.bicolor have mutations that result in reduced concentrations of lignin, a
complex polymer that provides structural rigidity in plants. The objectives of this
investigation were to examine differences in microbial communities during decomposition of
four S.bicolor strains (wild-type, bmr-6, bmr-12 and bmr-6-12) by identifying carbon
substrates used during catabolism, and to test the decomposition rate of bmr varieties relative
to their wild type counterparts. S.bicolor litter from all types were collected from senescing
litter and placed in bags in a fallow field. We examined changes in mass, cellulose,
hemicellulose, and lignin with a fiber analyzer. Changes in microbial communities were
measured by examining carbon substrate utilization with BIOLOG plates (community level
physiologic profiling; CLPP). After five months, no differences in decomposition were
observed among strains. CLPP initially indicated microbial communities associated with the
bmr-6-12 and wild type strains were significantly different. However, these differences
diminished over time, indicating the lignin content had little effect on microbial consortium.
Microbial communities in surrounding soil remained different. Communities associated with
the wild-type changed little, indicating microbes associated with the wild type were different
from those of the soil. These changes contrasted what was observed for bmr-6-12 and help
illuminate the role of microorganisms in nutrient cycling and their subsequent abilities to
break down lignin.
10. The Effects of Varying Durations of Formalin Fixation on Larval Fathead Minnow’s
Pimephales promelas Genetic Utility
Ryan Leba and Coleman Mamaer
Shannon Fisher, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Nathaniel Lederman, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Knowledge of early life history of fish is essential in the better understanding of aquatic
ecosystems and communities, allowing more effective monitoring and managing of fish
populations. However, most larval fish samples and collections are both fid and preserved in
the field as sorting and identification process is timely. Currently, the two most often used
fixatives and preservatives when fixing larvae are 10 % formalin solution or 90% ethyl
alcohol, however when using alcohol morphology is often lost due to alcohol induced
dehydration and when formalin is used DNA often becomes crosslinked and unusable. This
study aims to determine if limiting exposure time to formalin prior to preservation in 90 %
ethyl alcohol will decrease the cross linking effects of formalin on larvae’s genetics. Limiting
exposure to 10% formalin prior to fixation is hypothesized to increase genetic utility.
Specimens were obtained from Environmental Consulting &Testing Inc. and then fid in a
10% formalin solution for 12, 24 and 48 hours and then transferred into 90% ethyl alcohol.
DNA was extracted from each larvae, amplified using PCR, and then ran through a gel
electrophoresis. Results were quantified based on percent successful amplification per
treatment group and compared using a Fisher’s Exact Test. Our data suggests a decreasing
formalin exposure increases genetic utility.
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11. Using Immunohistochemistry to Determine FAM171B Expression in the Brain
Ka Xiong, Kayla Kermode, and Natalie Klein
Geoffrey Goellner, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
A number of severe neurodegenerative diseases, such as Huntington’s disease (HD), are
caused by a similar type of mutation in each of their respective underlying genes. This
mutational mechanism somehow causes expansion of a CAG repeat sequence (that codes for
the amino acid glutamine-Q) well beyond its normal size. Thus, expansion mutations in a
number of poly-glutamine (polyQ) proteins has been linked to neurodegeneration.
Furthermore, sequencing of the human genome has led to the discovery of a number of
completely uncharacterized polyQ genes. Whether these new genes will also be linked to
neurodegeneration remains to be determined. One such novel protein, denominated
FAM171B, is a protein that contains a polyQ stretch. Very little else is known about it in
terms of expression pattern and cellular function. In this study, we hope to gain a better
understanding of the normal tissue localization of FAM171B. In this regard,
immunohistochemistry was utilized to determine the expression pattern of FAM171B in
mouse brain tissue. Initial data suggests that FAM171B is indeed expressed in the brain, and
further experiments are in progress to determine specific localization patterns.
12. β-Lactam Resistance in Staphylococcus Species Isolated from Students
Laurie Grund
Timothy Secott, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
β-lactam antibiotics have been a cornerstone in the treatment of Staphylococcus aureus
infections for decades, but increasing resistance rates threaten to reduce their reliability.
Because β-lactam drugs remain one of the major classes of antibiotics, it is imperative to
understand the extent of resistance to β-lactams in the population at large. Research has
already provided information about the frequency of resistance in hospitalized individuals,
but relatively little is known about the likelihood of resistance of Staphylococcus species in
asymptomatic, healthy people. By obtaining samples of Staphylococcus species from
asymptomatic, student populations, we may gain a more thorough understanding of the
distribution and nature of β-lactam resistance. β-lactam resistance is mediated through two
pathways, the first being production of β-lactamase, and the second being production of an
altered penicillin binding protein (PBP2a), which is controlled by expression of the mecA
gene. Each student sample was evaluated for resistance with several different β-lactam drugs,
and the mechanism of resistance was tested in both pathways. Analysis of results have shown
β-lactam resistance within the student population. These finding support the additional
research that exists on β-lactam resistance. Our results were largely as anticipated; however,
we now have provided a link between β-lactam resistance mechanisms in symptomatic and
asymptomatic populations.
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13. Seasonal Variation in the Dorsolateral and Medial Cortex of Green Anole Lizards
Amber Day and Abdi Abdilahi
Rachel Cohen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
The hippocampus is a region of the brain involved in spatial learning and memory, and has
been shown to add new neurons in adult animals. Steroid hormones, specifically testosterone
(T) and its metabolites (estradiol, E2, and dihydrotestosterone, DHT), have been shown to
play a role in the addition of adult-born neurons to the brain. The green anole lizard, Anolis
carolinensis, is a seasonally breeding animal that exhibits seasonally dimorphic behaviors, as
well as seasonal anatomical differences in the brain. The pronounced differences between the
breeding and non-breeding seasons make this lizard an excellent model for the study of how
steroid hormone differences impact the brain. We examined the volume of and addition of
new adult-born neurons to the dorsolateral and medial cortex in the lizard, which is
analogous to the mammalian hippocampus. We sectioned brain tissue from breeding and
non-breeding animals, performed a Nissl stain, and are measuring volume of the regions. We
expect that the region will be larger in the breeding season due to the increase of territorial
and courtship behaviors. We also treated animals with T, DHT, E2 or nothing as a control
and performed an immunohistochemistry to examine how steroid hormones impact
neurogenesis. We expect to see significantly more neurogenesis in the dorsolateral and
medial cortex of T, DHT, E treated animals in comparison to the untreated group. Our
experimental results may provide a greater understanding of the mechanisms that regulate the
neural control of reproduction and territorial behaviors.
14. Designing a Laboratory Ercise to Illustrate Ionophores as Membrane Probes
Victoria Obrant
Timothy Secott, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Ionophores are lipophilic molecules that transport ions down a concentration gradient and
across cell membranes. As such, they are important tools for studying membrane potentials
and solute transport across cell membranes. However, the function of ionophores and their
uses are frequently a source of confusion to students studying microbial physiology. The
purpose of this investigation was to design a laboratory ercise for BIOL 476, Microbial
Physiology and Genetics, that could improve student appreciation and understanding of the
utility of ionophores. The effect of ionophores on membrane potential was indicated using
the fluorescent dye DiOC2 in a flow cytometry assay. At high intracellular concentrations,
DiOC2 fluoresces green, indicating a high membrane potential. At low concentrations,
DiOC2 fluoresces red. Escherichia coli was grown in minimal medium containing various
concentrations of potassium chloride and then incubated with the fluorescent dye DiOC2,
with or without valinomycin, a potassium ionophore. In the presence of valinomycin,
potassium ions were expected to leave the cell, causing an increase in membrane potential
and a red shift in cells. However, preliminary experiments yielded results opposite that of our
prediction. Higher internal concentrations of potassium chloride are currently being
evaluated in an attempt to determine the concentration range that results in a red shift.
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15. Amygdala Morphology and Neurogenesis in the Green Anole Lizard
Jaden Roddick, Nicholas Booker, and Abodalrahman Algamdy
Rachel Cohen, Faculty Mentor (Department Biological Sciences)
Steroid hormones and their derivatives play a major role in the reproductive system. One
region in the brain that is involved in reproduction is the amygdala. We are examining the
relationship between steroid hormones and neuron size, number and neurogenesis in the
amygdala of the green anole lizard (Anolis carolinensis). Green anoles are exceptionally
good models to examine the neural control of reproductive behaviors because they are
seasonally breeding animals and exhibit unique behavioral and physiological differences in
the breeding season compared to the non-breeding season. These behavioral differences are
likely caused by seasonal changes in circulating steroid hormone levels. For our project,
breeding green anole males were gonadectomized and a capsule containing testosterone,
estradiol, dihydrotestosterone or left empty was inserted under the anole’s skin. The animals
were injected with bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU; a new cell marker) for three days after the
treatment. After one month, brains were collected, sectioned, and placed on slides. An
immunohistochemistry for BrdU and Hu (neuronal marker) was conducted to examine the
presence of new neurons in the amygdala. Alternate sections were Nissl stained and used to
count cell number and measure soma size. We expect to see a decrease in neuron number,
soma size, and neurogenesis in the animals treated with hormones compared to the animals
treated with the blank capsule because we see this pattern in breeding season animals. This
work will help provide more insight into the neural control of reproduction.
16. An Evaluation in Adherence of Bacillus and Streptomyces in Bio-cementation
Anh Pham and Hee Son
Dorothy Wrigley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
In nature, numerous bacteria can synthesize calcite crystal products which are often used to
stabilize structures or produce cement. Substrates, like urea, which when hydrolyzed produce
NH4+ and CO32-, are reported to enhance calcite precipitation. In order to have these
bacteria produce calcite where it is desired, the bacteria must stay where placed for both
growth and the production of calcite. This research examined the degree of initial attachment
of different bacterial calcite-producing species (Bacillus and Streptomyces) to a carbonate
glass and sand-column in syringes under different pH, urea and sodium chloride
concentrations by using crystal violet staining and water retention assay. It also evaluated the
effectiveness of attachment by Bacillus and Streptomyces alone and in combination. Syringes
filled with sand were inoculated with bacteria, incubated, and assayed for water retention
caused by bacterial activities. The results showed that the calcite-producing bacteria adhered
best at pH 8.5 and 0.5 mg/L sodium chloride concentration increases the strength of the
attachment. Urea appeared to have no critical role in this process. Culture of the bacteria in
sand columns slowed water percolation through the column. Water was retained most when
the sand-column is inoculated with both species. The combination of the bacteria also
enhances the attachment of the organisms to carbonate glass compared to individual species;
however, the optimum ratio between these two species in inoculum is not determined yet.
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17. Are Hypothyroidism-Induced Reductions in Brain Derived Igf1 Due to Reductions in
Serum Growth Hormone?
Anna Rice and Alec Wright
David Sharlin, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Low thyroid hormone (TH) during development results in permanent neurological deficits.
Similarly, low insulin-like growth factor 1 (Igf1) during development results in neurological
deficits. Furthermore, studies in rodents have documented similar neuroanatomical defects
between low TH and low Igf1. TH, GH, and Igf1 interact at the hypothalamus, pituitary, and
liver; contributing to circulating levels of Igf1. Considering this, it is reasonable to propose
that changes in locally produced brain Igf1 following thyroid hormone insufficiency is due,
in part, to a disruption of the TH-GH-Igf1 axis. To clarify this, we are testing whether
changes in brain Igf1 mRNA is an indirect result of changes in serum GH that accompany
low TH. Two groups of timed pregnant mice will be used: control and hypothyroid.
Hypothyroid dams will be treated on embryonic day 14 with chemicals that inhibit thyroid
gland function. To test the idea that changes in brain-derived Igf1 following hypothyroidism
are independent of changes that occur in serum growth hormone, hypothyroid and control
pups will be injected daily with growth hormone or saline from postnatal day (P) 1 until P14.
At P14, experimental pups will euthanized, and serum and brain tissue will be collected for
analysis of serum hormones and brain Igf1. It is predicted that growth hormone provisions
provided to hypothyroid pups will have no effect on the hypothyroidism-induced reductions
in brain Igf1; supporting the idea that reduction in brain-derived Igf1 levels following
hypothyroidism are independent of the serum growth hormone changes.
18. Regulation of Breast Cancer Bone Metastasis by Tumor Secreted BMPs
Kaylin Peterson
Cynthia Forsman, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Breast, as well as other cancers, preferentially metastasize to the bone creating lesions that
are often extremely painful and lead to fractures. Currently, there is limited treatment for
bone metastases other than palliative. It is critical that we understand how breast cancer cells
(BCCs) are able to promote colonization of and subsequent growth in the bone. This study
will help identify therapeutically targetable interactions between the bone and BCCs.
Osteoclasts are required for normal bone development, repair and maintenance. Their
primary function is to degrade bone in response to homeostatic or repair cues. Tumor cells
may secrete factors that enhance osteoclast activity and maturation. We are just now
beginning to appreciate that BMPs play a role in osteoclast activity (Pham et al., 2011,
Jensen et al., 2010) independent of osteoblasts which are well known targets of BMP. Our
preliminary data show that bonetropic BCCs downregulate BMP2 and upregulate BMP4 and
BMP7. This switch may be the basis by which BCCs influence osteoclast activity. To assess
the ability of different BMP ligands to contribute to osteoclast differentiation, osteoclast
precursors were isolated from C57/Bl6 mice, induced to differentiate with RANKL and
treated with BMP2, BMP4, or BMP7. Cells were harvested and changes in osteoclast specific
gene expression measured. The number of nuclei, size and activity were also measured. Our
findings demonstrate that specific BMP ligands differentially affect both osteoclast
differentiation and activity. Furthermore, those BMP ligands which are upregulated in many
BCCs may play a significant role is osteoclastogenesis.
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19. Non-Genotoxic Human APOBEC3A
Jessica Hadler
Allison Land, Faculty Mentor (Department Biological Sciences)
APOBEC3A (A3A) is an enzyme that deaminates DNA cytosine to produce uracil. A3A
plays a role in innate immunity to foreign DNA like HIV-1. HIV-1 counteracts APOBEC3
proteins with Vif, which targets the APOBEC3s for degradation. When A3A is naturally
expressed in monocyte immune cells, it is retained in the cytoplasm. When A3A is
transfected into cells, the localization is cell wide and it is able to mutate the genome. To
circumvent this genotoxicity and mimic the natural scenario, a nuclear export sequence
(NES) can be tacked onto A3A. A3A-NES has a cytoplasmic localization, and is nongenotoxic. The purpose of this research is to examine whether or not wild type and nongenotoxic human A3A are equally susceptible to Vif. I hypothesize that non-genotoxic
versions of A3A are not equally degraded by Vif. To test my hypothesis, I will construct
A3A constructs in the same plasmid background as APOBEC3G (A3G), an APOBEC3
protein known to be effectively neutralized by Vif. These plasmids will then be transfected
into the human 293T cells with and without Vif. First, I used mutagenic primers to amplify
A3G. Currently I am using the NotI and EcoRV restriction enzymes to cut my PCR amplicon
and plasmid backbone. After I will ligate these pieces of DNA together. This product will be
sequenced and maxi prepped to transfect into 293T cells. An immunoblot will be assessed,
and I hope to see no significant cytotoxicity with A3A, and to find out that Vif helps decrease
A3A levels.
20. Effects of the Endothelin Receptor Blockade on Pressure-Natriuresis in Ercised and
Sedentary SHR Female Rats
Juan Jose Quesada Olarte and Okhumhekho Kassim
Penny Knoblich, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
This research was designed to investigate the mechanisms by which exercise affects blood
pressure. Blood pressure is strongly influenced by blood volume, which is related to sodium
(salt) and water retention by the kidneys. The kidneys excrete extra sodium and water when
blood pressure is raised, a process called pressure natriuresis. Previous studies in this lab
found that when female hypertensive rats (SHR) ercised, they excreted more sodium in their
urine when blood pressure was raised, than did sedentary SHR. Ercise causes the blood
vessels to secrete endothelin. Endothelin binds to two different receptors, the ETA and ETB
receptors, which are found in the kidneys. The ETA receptors’ role is to constrict the blood
vessels in the kidney, and increase sodium and water excretion. This research investigated
the role of endothelin in the improvement in pressure natriuresis observed in exercised
female SHR, by blocking the endothelin A (ETA) receptors. Twenty rats were randomly
assigned to an exercise group (exercised voluntarily from 4 to 12 weeks of age) or a
sedentary group. At 12 weeks of age, rats were anesthetized, and received either the ETA
blocker or the vehicle control. After catheterization of the carotid artery and jugular vein, the
rat was allowed a 30-minute equilibration period before the collection of a 15 minute
baseline urine. Following this, arterial blood pressure was raised by ligating three abdominal
arteries. Four additional urine samples were collected. Urine samples will be analyzed for
sodium and water content, and values compared between groups.
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21. Comparative Trematode Biota of Healthy Waterbirds Harvested from Lake
Winnibigoshish Minnesota
Okhumhekho Kassim
Robert Sorensen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Tyler Achatz, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Parasitic surveys are important to gauge the normal parasitic biota within a population of
hosts. In the Midwest United States, few survey studies have been conducted on the healthy
parasitic biota of waterfowl. This study examined the trematode biota of apparently healthy
American coot (Fulica americana) and ring-necked duck (Aythya collaris). In the fall of
2012, 10 F. americana and 12 A. collaris were hunter shot and harvested from Lake
Winnibigoshish, Minnesota along with 7 A. collaris in Spring of 2013. All of the birds
harvested were assumed healthy prior to being shot by hunters. The intestines were extracted,
rinsed, and examined for trematodes. Trematodes found were frozen for genetic analysis or
fid in formalin for morphological analysis. There were 8 trematode species found in F.
americana and 10 were found in fall A. collaris. There were 2 trematode species found in
both F. americana and A. collaris. These were Zygocotyle lunata and Sphaeridiotrema
pseudoglobulus. Three trematodes associated to waterbird mortality events were also
identified. They are Leyogonimus polyoon, Cyathocotyle bushiensis, S. pseudoglobulus. L.
polyoon was found only in F. americana and had the greatest intensity of all trematodes
found. This is a base line study representing the normal parasitic biota found in F. americana
and A. collaris.
22. Seasonal Effects on Kisspeptin Concentration in the Green Anole Lizard, Anolis
carolinensis
Nicholas Booker and Hyejoo Kang
Rachel Cohen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Gonadal steroid hormones are responsible for reproductive behaviors; disruption in
production of these hormones is also linked to fertility issues. The hypothalamic-pituitarygonadal (HPG) axis controls the production of sex steroid hormones, testosterone and
estradiol. A peptide, kisspeptin, stimulates this axis by acting on neurons in the
hypothalamus. The green anole lizard, Anolis carolinensis, is a seasonally breeding animal
that shows drastic changes in behavior and physiology between the breeding and nonbreeding seasons. One such change is a large increase in testosterone levels in the breeding
season compared to the non-breeding season. These fluctuations in testosterone concentration
in green anoles allows for a great opportunity to study the HPG axis. In the current study, we
used brain tissue from breeding and non-breeding season green anoles to perform western
blot analysis on kisspeptin concentration. Due to the increase in testosterone in the breeding
season, we hypothesized that an increase in kisspeptin concentrations will be observed in
breeding season compared to the non-breeding season lizards. These results would suggest
that kisspeptin does indeed play a role in stimulating the HPG axis and that kisspeptin could
potentially be used as a treatment for infertility.
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23. The Impact of Aging on the Fertility of Eisenia Fetida (Earthworms)
Uyi Imasuen and Boluwatife Gbadebo
Dorothy Wrigley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Eisenia Fetida (also known as the earthworm) has some notable growth characteristics. As
opposed to having specific growth periods, (i.e. adolescence in humans) an earthworm
continues growing right up until their lifetime expires. However, previous work has shown
that fertility decreases with age, despite a continuous growth period. In this study, the
reproductive organ morphology of earthworms is being examined via dissection and
microscopy. By examining the morphology of the testes and ovaries in young, fertile
earthworms and old, less fertile earthworms it can be determined if degeneration of one or
both of these organs accompanies the decreased fertility. This project developed a method for
harvesting and preserving segments of the worm with reproductive organs. The worms were
anesthetized with the solution MgCl2 in 10% ethanol PBS which was found to work best to
incapacitate. Once incapacitated, worms were cut approximately 4 segments past the
clitellum and prepped for dissection. Prepping for dissection included; preservation for 1.5
hours in 4% paraformaldehyde and serial preservations of a full day or more in ethanol (30%
to 50% to 75%) solution. The reproductive organs that were harvested were too small to
weigh. Instead, the organs will be placed into a slide and viewed under a light microscope.
Microscopic examination and measurement are the best ways to assess the gross morphology
of the testes, seminal vesicles, and ovaries. Data on the comparisons of old and young worms
is ongoing and will be presented.
24. Structure and Anatomy of Bone from Male C57/BL6 Mice with Reduced Testosterone
Levels
Katie Rubitschung and Casey Hovey
Michael Bentley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Osteoporosis is common in post-menopausal women and in later years, of men as hormone
levels decline. Calcium and phosphorus homeostasis is a complex processes involving many
different components. More than 99% of total body calcium and phosphorus is stored in bone
in the form of phosphate and hydroxide salts. Part of this research aimed to look at bone
density, calcium levels, and phosphorus levels in both castrated and uncastrated (control)
male C57/BL6 mice. The control group consisted of six non-castrated male mice. The
experimental group consisted of six mice, which had been anesthetized with isoflurane and
castrated using aseptic surgical technique. Three to four weeks after surgery, the mice were
euthanized and the long bones were harvested, and weighed for bone density measurement.
Calcium and phosphorus levels were measured using scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS). The results of this research will provide
information about the effect of low levels of testosterone on bone mineralization.
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25. Streptomyces Tolerance to Alkaline Conditions and Production of Calcite
Kaddijatou Jallow and Ali Oku
Dorothy Wrigley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Concrete is prone to cracking and failure due to infiltrating water damage. Repair of cracks
with calcium carbonate crystals (calcite) would prolong the life of concrete. Bacteria can
promote calcite crystallization by acting as nucleation sites for calcite. This project focused
on discovering the best environmental conditions in which three strains of bacteria could
produce optimum amounts of calcite. The bacteria need to raise the pH or a least maintain the
alkaline pH of the medium and cause the precipitation of the alkaline insoluble calcium
carbonate. Two Streptomyces strains and one Bacillus strain, which enhance calcite
production on agar plates, were tested for the ability to grow and alter the initial alkaline pH
of media (pH8) with different carbon source. The initial and final pH of the cultures was
monitored and monitoring growth by plate counts or changes in turbidity. Their ability to
produce calcite with the same carbon sources in modified B4 medium was used for detecting
calcite precipitation. Calcite production was measured by passing the bacteria and media
with the calcite through a filter paper. The filter paper was dried and weighed. The amount of
calcite was calculated from the change in weight of dry filter paper. Both the glucose based
B4 and the peptone based B4 allowed the organism to grow but led to an acidic pH. Glucose
in B4 was also more acidic. However, neither glucose nor peptone based B4 media resulted
in significant precipitation of calcite.
26. Morphological Distortion among Post-Ossified Larval Fish in Varying Durations of
Alcohol And Formalin Solutions
Endora Roberts
Shannon Fisher, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Nathaniel Lederman, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Larval fish identification is a tedious and time consuming process. Therefore larvae are
usually fid and preserved for later analysis. Literature indicated that researchers are moving
away from formalin as a fixative due to its carcinogenic nature. However, formalin remains
the preferred option if preventing morphometric distortion is warranted. Studies have
suggested that prior fixing in formalin could reduce the amount of morphometric distortion
induced by the ethyl alcohol preservation. However, no mention of time or amount of
distortion that occurred among fixation periods was mentioned. We assessed larval fish
distortion as a result of varying 10% formalin fixation followed by preservation in 90% ethyl
alcohol. Preliminary results show a significant (p < .05) difference between the 12 and 48
hour fixation in formalin, but no significant difference (P > 0.05) between the 24 and 48 hour
fixation after being preserved in 90% ethyl alcohol. The 48 hour fixation period showed a
greater distortion. The study is ongoing and being completed by the Minnesota State
University, Mankato Subunit of the Minnesota Chapter of the American Fisheries Society.
Preliminary results were presented at the 2016 Midwest Fish and Wildlife Conference in
Grand Rapids, Michigan for fish at one day old. The final results are pending at the postossified level. However, these data may be useful for attempts to establish standardized larval
fish sampling that protocols that preserve the morphological characteristics while also
limiting exposure of employees to exposure to formalin.
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27. Biocompatibility of Hydroxyapatite and Stainless Steel Alloys
Mehedi Hasan and Clenten Ndonwie
Michael Bentley, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Kuldeep Agarwal, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Engineering Technology)
The biomaterial used in medical implantable devices must sufﬁciently integrate within
biological tissue and be biocompatible. One such metal is stainless steel. Hydroxyapatite
(HA), a major and essential component of normal bone and teeth, is often used for coating
metal implants to initiate infiltration. In the present study, our focus is on the
biocompatibility of a mixture alloy of stainless steel and hydroxyapatite, fabricated by using
a three-dimensional printer. To test the biocompatibility of the fabricated metal implant in
vivo, one millimeter-sized metal pieces of high and low HA ratio mixture alloys were
inserted on rat skulls through a small incision on the back made using a sterilized
implantation surgery. After one month, the metal pieces were removed and observed under
scanning electron microscopy to determine the degree of infiltrated bone and connective
tissue. The surrounding connective tissues were also examined for inflammation and other
tissue damages. The result showed that, the metal alloys were encapsulated by dense
connective tissue continuous with dermis and periosteum without having any signs of
inflammation or rejection. Furthermore, connective tissue infiltrated into spaces within alloy,
between and around the spheres of stainless steel, to form a dense matrix of cellular and
fibrous material throughout the implant. Our findings will help improve medical device
alloys for hip, femur and other implants.
28. The Effect of Steroid Hormones on Neuronal Size and Number in Two Brain Regions
Important for Reproduction
Jaeyoung Son
Rachel Cohen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Steroid hormones, such as testosterone (T) and its metabolites (estradiol, E2, and
dihydrotestosterone, DHT), are critical for the production of reproductive behavior. These
hormones play a role in neural plasticity, such as changes in neuronal size change and brain
region volume. Our study is examining the role of steroid hormones in maintaining the
morphology of brain areas involved in reproduction, such as the ventromedial hypothalamus
(VMH) and preoptic area (POA). We are using the green anole lizard (Anolis carolinensis) as
a model because they are seasonally dimorphic, with more reproductive behaviors and higher
steroid hormones in the breeding compared to non-breeding season. We treated our animals
with different steroid hormones: T, DHT, E2, and blank capsules as a control. We collected
the brains, sectioned the tissue and measured neuron size, number and density in the VMH
and POA. We are expecting to find smaller and increased numbers of neurons in the animals
treated with steroid hormones compared to the controls. This result would support the idea
that steroid hormones are critical for the maintenance of brain areas important for
reproduction.
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29. Testing the Effects of a Soil Amendment of Aged Straw and Three Mulching
Treatments on the Growth of Minnesota Native Prairie Species in a Proposed OnCampus Prairie Demonstration Garden
Addeline Theis
Alison Mahoney, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Southern Minnesota’s native biome, the tallgrass prairie, contains mostly herbaceous
perennials, especially grasses, which mature slowly and die back to the ground each fall. This
biomass decays slowly, creating a deep thatch that creates natural mulch, which prevents soil
water loss and discourages invasion by weeds by shading the soil surface. Prairie soils are
high in organic matter. Once established, prairie vegetation is tough, dense, and selfsustaining with very few weeds. At early stages, however, plants may struggle during hot dry
conditions and weeds may be a problem. Mulching may protect soil and young plants from
desiccation, and it may prevent weed germination. Using a straw mulch would more closelyapproximate the naturally-occurring mulch of a prairie compared to woodchips that are often
used by landscapers but would not be found in a prairie. I used a 2 x 3 factorial design to test
the effect of adding aged straw to the soil of one of two experimental blocks prior to planting.
I also tested the effects of three mulching treatments within each block: aged straw,
woodchips, and bare soil. Three native prairie species were planted in each of three treatment
replicates per block. I measured the heights of the plants 12 times from June to September
2015. Results show that plants within the block without the soil amendment tended to be
taller, which was unexpected. Initial statistical analyses suggest mean proportional plant
heights among treatments are not significantly different. This experiment was performed in a
neglected area south of Ford Hall. During the course of the experiment, other prairie species
were planted. Results of this experiment may help guide the establishment and care of a selfsustaining demonstration garden that will inspire people to plant prairie species around their
homes. My project was funded by a Department of Biological Sciences grant.
30. Finding a Soil Dwelling Bacterium that Precipitates Calcium Carbonate and Has
Urease Activity
Andrew Tully
Timothy Secott, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Cement structures of all kinds surround modern civilization and the deterioration of these
structures is unavoidable. A large amount of money is spent to fix and maintain these
structures. The idea of biological cementation is to use an organism to maintain and sustain
concrete through wear and tear that occurs over time. Most studies have tried to utilize
Bacillus species for biological cementation but for my research I decided to study a soil
derived bacterium that precipitates calcium carbonate and has urease activity. One of the
ways these bacteria can be helpful in biological cementation is through Calcium carbonate
Precipitation and urease activity. I began by sampling soil environments to obtain a natural
bacterium that was able to precipitate calcium carbonate. Then I used PCR and agarose gel
electrophoresis to obtain genetic material. The DNA was sent to be sequenced so I could
figure out the exact bacterium I was working with. Now I am running urease and protein
assays to judge the organisms ability the utilize urea and see if it could be a candidate for
biological cementation studies in the future. This research could lead to the finding of
bacterial strains that can be candidates for biological cementation and possibly better for
cementation then highly studied Bacillus strains.
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31. A Comparison of Benthic Slednet and Surface Slednet Gears with Sampling
Macroinvertebrates
Chelsea Zblewski
Shannon Fisher, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Nathaniel Lederman, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
The Minnesota River has been degraded by habitat alterations, invasive species, and runoff
from industrial and agriculture sources. Assessing degradation can be difficult; however,
macroinvertebrates can help index riverine system conditions. An abundance of pollutanttolerant macroinvertebrates tends to be an indication of degraded habitats. Therefore,
monitoring macroinvertebrates can help determine the levels of impairments present in
riverine ecosystems. Common methods to capture the macroinvertebrates are tow nets, surber
sampler, kick nets, and Hester-Dendy samplers; surface and benthic sled nets were identified
as the best potential gear for the physical characteristics of a deep and fast flowing system
such as the Minnesota River. How benthic and surface sled net catches comparisons are
unknown to us. Therefore, we assessed macroinvertebrates captured between the two sled net
strategies. Data will provide insight about the performance of these gears for sampling
macroinvertebrates in the Minnesota River. As long-term sampling, will help improve
efficiency and data value. We believe more individual macroinvertebrates and more
macroinvertebrate taxa will be captured in the surface sled net samples because there appears
to be more algae and other food resources at the surface during the time of sampling. Data
collected so far have shown several families of Ditera, Ephemeroptera, and Hemiptera are
commonly captured using surface sled net. These will also be useful in furthering our
understanding of the quality of the Minnesota River water, and the role macroinvertebrates
play in the functionality of the system.
32. Blebbistatin Effects on Muscle Protein Myosin Function
Tatiana Soboleva
Rebecca Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
Muscle contraction and relaxation is driven by the interaction of myosin and its major
binding partner actin. In this actomyosin complex, myosin is the molecular “motor” using
ATP, to produce force and movement. The myosin motor domain is composed of three major
parts: the force-generating domain, including relay helix, SH1 helix, and converter; the ATP
binding pocket, and the actin-binding cleft. At the molecular level, myosin undergoes a series
of structural changes upon force generation, including the bending of the relay helix and a
large-scale rotation of the converter. During contraction, the relay helix exhibits a “straight”
conformation followed by bending during relaxation. Muscle relaxation has recently shown
to exist in highly-ordered relaxed state, known as the super-relaxed (SRX) state. The SRX
state is characterized by slow ATP turnover and it is believed to play a role in heart diseases,
particularly in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM), ischemia, and hypoxia. Recent studies
have shown blebbistatin, a potent drug inhibitor of myosin, binds tightly to the myosin motor
domain and mimics the SRX state. Blebbistatin is a useful tool in studying muscle SRX state
mechanisms and for method development in the treatment of cardiac muscle dysfunction.
This project focuses on understanding how blebbistatin and the SRX state effect myosin
structural dynamics with emphasis on changes in the relay helix conformation.
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33. 2D Electrophoresis Analysis of Environmentally Stressed Soybean Plants
Ryan Colakovic
James Rife, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
Soybeans are economically important to Minnesota with a projected harvest of eight million
acres in 2015, the third highest state. Biological and environmental stresses can reduce yield,
impacting Minnesota’s economy. By understanding response mechanisms to stressors in
specific organs of the plants, improvements in yield can be made. Sample plants were treated
for five hours with cold, drought, and salt stress. Cold stressed plants were exposed to 4°C,
drought stressed plants had their bare roots exposed to air, and salt stressed plants had their
roots soaked in a 0.3M NaCl solution. Leaf and root samples were collected for each group
and analyzed using two-dimensional gel electrophoresis to detect changes in protein
expression. Proteins were extracted using trichloroacetic acid and acetone prior to being
redissolved in a 9M Urea, 1% CHAPS, 1% DTT, and 1% ampholyte solution for isoelectric
focusing. The proteins were then analyzed in two dimensions. The first dimension was ran on
IPG Ready Strip gels from BioRad with a pH gradient from 3 to 10. The second dimension
was ran on Criterion XT Bis-Tris gels from BioRad. A BioRad Imager was used to compare
intensities of protein spots in the samples. Proteins were identified on the gel and the
differences in protein expression for each stressor were compared to the control plant. These
changes in protein expression in response to stress provide insight into the plant’s stress
response mechanism.
34. Effects of Cardiac Arrhythmic Mutant D95V on Calmodulin Structure and Stability
Jessica Ranke
Rebecca Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
Calmodulin (CaM) is a small, highly conserved, ubiquitous calcium regulating protein. The
structure consists of two lobes, an N-terminal lobe and a C-terminal lobe, each one binding
two calcium ions for a total of four calcium ions per CaM molecule. CaM interacts with a
vast number of proteins throughout the human body. CaM binds to calcium/calmodulin
protein kinase II (CaMKII) in cardiac cells which regulates calcium homeostasis. There are
five point mutations found in CaM that cause cardiac diseases such as arrhythmias. The
physiological and diagnostic effects of the different CaM mutations have on humans have
been studied in varying depth depending on the mutation. The specific mutation D95V on the
second human CaM gene known as CALM2, was first discovered in infants with recurrent
cardiac arrest. The mutation is located near a calcium binding site in the C-terminal lobe of
CaM and therefore directly affects the binding affinity of calcium to CaM. The D95V point
mutation was generated using site-directed mutagenesis and the mutated DNA was amplified
using polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Recombinant protein technology was used to isolate
the mutant CaM protein which was then purified using phenyl sepharose chromatography.
The overall goal is determine changes in CaM structural dynamics and its interaction with
CaMKII.
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35. Effect of Abiotic Stress on the Expression of Auxin Signaling F-Box 2 mRNA
Dane Dusek
James Rife, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
Auxin plays important roles in plant growth and development including stem elongation,
phototropic and gravitropic responses, apical dominance, and lateral and adventitious root
formation. A plant’s response to auxin involves Auxin/Indole-3-acetic acid (Aux/IAA)
proteins, Auxin Response Factors (ARFs), Auxin Signaling F-Box Proteins (AFB1, AFB2
and AFB3) and components of the protein degradation pathway. Due to plants being
immobile, environmental stress can be detrimental to their productivity. Plants have evolved
defense mechanisms to cope with these environmental stressors. These defense mechanisms
often impact the auxin signaling pathway. The goal of this project was to investigate the
effect of environmental stress on expression of AFB-2, Auxin Signaling F-Box2. Four groups
of Glycine max (soybean) plants were grown. While one group served as a control, the other
groups were treated with abiotic stressors including drought, cold temperature, and high
salinity. mRNAs were isolated using a mirVana miRNA Isolation kit (Life Technologies).
cDNA copies of the isolated mRNAs were made using a High-Capacity cDNA Reverse
Transcription kit (Applied Biosystems). Finally, Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction
was performed to determine the relative quantities of the cDNA. The stresses had no
significant effect on the expression of AFB2 in the leaves. However, root samples showed a
50% decrease in expression of AFB2 in drought and cold treated plants, whereas the high
salinity treatment doubled the expression of AFB2 compared to the control.
36. The Expression of Lipoxygenase Isoforms in Response to Wounding in Peas
Iheme Ngumah
Theresa Salerno, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
Peas are an important leguminous crop and, like soybeans, are subject to loss in yields
because of infection and abiotic stresses. Lipoxygenases are enzymes that function in many
roles in plant development and defense. They exist in multiple forms and have been
implicated in the wound response. Veronico’s research group studied the expression of a
specific type of LOX called LOXN2 in pea after mechanical wounding. Their data showed
an increase in the expression of LOXN2 and this occurred three hours after wounding.
Limited studies have been done in pea leaves. In this research study, Little Marvel pea
seedlings were grown for 14 days. Then the leaves for one set of plants were wounded and
the second set of plants were left untreated. Plants tissues were harvested 0, 4, 8, 12, and 24
hours after wounding and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen. The messenger RNAs from
the plant tissues were purified by using the mirVANA microRNA Isolation Kit. Quality and
quantity of the larger RNAs were assessed using a Nanodrop Lite instrument. Total cDNAs
were obtained using random hexamers and a High Capacity cDNA RT-PCR Kit. Primers and
probes were designed to specifically measure the expression of LOXN2 and LOXN3 as well
as elongation factor-1 alpha as the endogenous control. Initial qPCR results gave standard
curves with high PCR efficiencies of 99.25% and 99.75% for the LOXN3 target and for EF1alpha, respectively. It is hypothesized that the expression of LOXN2 and LOXN3 will
increase after mechanical wounding.
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37. The Effect of Wounding on the Expression of MicroRNAs in Peas
Estelle Sonya Tachago Kamdom
Theresa Salerno, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
Legumes and other crops are constantly challenged by abiotic and biotic stresses that
decrease average yields by more than 50%. Previous studies have shown that microRNAs
play crucial roles in plant defense mechanisms in response to stress. When wheat plants were
wounded, decreased levels of miR-169 and miR-167 and increased levels of miR-319 were
observed. In another wounding study with wild tobacco, both miR-167 and mi-RNA 319
levels were increased. This study investigated the effect of wounding on the expression of
miR-167 and miR-319 in pea leaves. Little marvel pea seeds were planted in soil and placed
in a growth chamber. After 14 days, leaves in one set of pots were wounded by a hemostat
and leaves in a second set of pots were not treated. Leaves were harvested at 0, 4, 8, 12, and
24 hours after mechanical wounding and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen. Small RNAs
were isolated using a modification of the mirVana Kit procedure. Absorbance values at 260
and 280 nm were used to assess acceptable quality and quantity of the purified small RNAs.
DNA copies of the isolated RNA were made by reverse transcription using the Taqman
MicroRNA RT Kit. qPCR methods were designed to amplify the cDNA and monitor the
expression of miR-167 and mi-319. Efficiency curves showed that the qPCR designs were
successful. The initial studies have shown that levels of expression of miR-319 and miR-167
were up-regulated at 4 and 8 hours but not 12 hours after wounding compared to the control
pea leaf samples.
38. Reactive Oxygen Species Effects on Lysozyme
Jacob Rachuy
John Thoemke, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) target specific amino acids within protein structures, then
can cause molecular changes that disrupt the structure and function of the protein. Previous
work with the protein lysozyme reacting with singlet oxygen shows that the protein’s
biological activity is impaired. Fluorescence spectroscopy is used to elucidate the structure
changes near specific amino acid residues. The procedure involves irradiating lysozyme
solutions with visible light, in the presence of the sensitizer methylene blue. This irradiation
forms singlet oxygen that is then available to react with lysozyme. Samples of lysozyme are
exposed to irradiation over varying time increments. These samples are then tested by UV
and fluorescence spectroscopy to find out how the samples change due to varying irradiation
exposure. Changes in the fluorescence spectra for lysozyme exposed to varying time
increments will help determine the kinetics of the reaction of lysozyme with singlet oxygen.
Better understanding of the rate kinetics associated with singlet oxygen reacting with
lysozyme will allow for greater classification of the effects singlet oxygen has on the
structure and functionality of lysozyme.
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39. Genetic Variability of Psilostomatid Isolates from Different Waterfowl Species
Collected at Lake Winnibigoshish, Minnesota
Jacob Rachuy and Stephanie Holtorf
Robert Sorensen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Tyler Achatz, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Biological Sciences)
Trematodes are internal parasitic flatworms that infect vertebrates. Psilostomatids, a common
name for members of the trematode Family Psilostomatidae, have been described primarily
in Eurasia. However, cryptic psilostomatid species have recently been identified within North
America during an extensive morphological survey of gut helminths of waterbirds from Lake
Winnibigoshish, Minnesota. This study aimed at identifying genetic variation at a conserved
locus to identify species diversity of the psilostomatid species between various definitive
hosts of waterbirds. The conserved region of 28S DNA has been used for diagnostic
sequencing for the identification of the psilostomatid species. 7 samples from mallard, 2 from
blue-winged teal, 3 from ring-necked ducks, and 1 from lesser scaup have been sequenced.
Thus far 5 distinct species, 3 of which recently described, have been identified. 2 more
species are genetically distinct at 2 & 1 nucleotide positions. One species was found to have
a variable nucleotide present within that species (C or T at that location only in this species).
Seasonal comparisons made for psilostomatid species found within mallards showed no
seasonal differences or host differences. Variation has been found for one suspected
psilostomatid species in both seasons and more than 1 host type. This variation needs to be
examined morphologically to identify any potential speciation or confirm it as a variable
nucleotide location. Intraspecific variation can be examined for each of the 5 species found.
40. Studying the Structure and Stability of F141L Calmodulin Mutant in the Assessment of
Cardiac Related Complications
Drew Kampmeyer
Rebecca Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
Calmodulin (CaM) is a ubiquitous protein that carries many different important roles within
eukaryotes organisms. Its most recognized role is its ability to efficiently sense and bind
calcium (Ca2+) when there is an influx within the intracellular compartments of cells. By
binding Ca2+, CaM is able to interact and signal many other proteins in a very quick manner.
Being that it is such a nimble protein, it has great importance in the cells of cardiac and
skeletal muscle. Within these spaces CaM binds Ca2+ and signals calmodulin-dependent
protein kinase II (CaMKII), which then goes on to phosphorylate ryanodine receptor 2, thus
controlling the Ca2+ flux. When the genes that code for CaM become mutated, many
dangerous disease states manifest. Focusing on one mutant variant specifically, F141L, is
phenotypically expressed by recurrent cardiac arrest (RCA) and early onset severe long QT
(EsLQT). This being only one of many fatal cardiac related diseases arising from mutated
CaM, there is much work going into the underpinnings of the biochemical and biophysical
implications of such mutants. This study aims to further this understanding by creating
mutated CaM protein by use of recombinant protein expression technology, then studying its
structural dynamics. The assays that will be utilized will aim to look at the stability and
structure of the F141L mutant. The stability test will be carried out by thermal denaturation
and the structure by circular dichroism. Gaining a better understanding of these aspects will
help in the production of possible pharmaceuticals targeting CaM related issues.
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41. Point Mutation D129G and Calmodulin’s Effect on Protein Stability and Structure and
its Link to CPVT
Jacob Conway
Rebecca Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
The protein calmodulin (CaM) functions as a ubiquitous calcium (Ca2+) sensing protein and
is present in all eukaryotic cell types. In cardiomyocytes (cardiac muscle cells), calmodulin
helps mediate Ca2+ homeostasis and binds to Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II
(CaMKII). Ca2+/CaM binding to CaMKII in cardiomyocytes leads to phosphorylation of a
diverse set of targets including voltage-gated sodium channels, voltage gated potassium
channels and the calcium-induced calcium release channels (ryanodine receptors). Numerous
cardiac pathologies have been linked to amino acid point mutations in CaM. Early onset
severe long QT syndrome (esLQT) is an inherited disorder that causes cardiac episodes that
degenerate into ventricular fibrillation, which can cause sudden death. The recurrent cardiac
arrest and esLQT has been linked to an aspartic acid to glycine mutation at amino acid
residue 129 in CaM (D129G). This mutation is located in the C-terminal lobe of CaM and
has been previously shown to decrease Ca2+ affinity of this lobe. Structurally, CaM consists
of two lobes: a N-terminal lobe and C-terminal lobe connected by flexible linker. Each lobe
can bind two calcium ions. This decreased Ca2+ affinity suggests changes in CaM's ability to
bind many of its targets, including CaMKII, which require a Ca2+-bound CaM. Changes in
CaM's structural integrity and structural dynamics as well as its interaction with CaMKII are
monitored by various biophysical techniques including circular dichroism and thermal
denaturation.
42. The Effect of Sweeteners on the Renin Angiotnesin System
Natalie Young
Theresa Salerno, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
Excess amounts of sugars can cause diabetes and chronic kidney diseases. Recently stevia
and saccharin have been used to lower calorie intake and reduce blood sugar. Extracts of
stevia may reduce blood pressure and could be a useful hypotensive agent. The mechanism
has not yet been determined but may relate to the renin angiotensin system (RAS). A key
protein in the system is the (Pro)renin receptor (PRR). PRR may lead to upregulation of
genes associated with hypertension and chronic kidney disease. Recent studies have shown
that sweeteners affect RAS; however their effect on PRR is unknown. PRR is a
transmembrane protein with a large extracellular domain. The extracellular domain can be
cleaved to make a soluble form of PRR. We performed a preliminary study to test the effect
of sweeteners on PRR expression in the rat kidney. Rats were fed standard diets with
supplements of sucrose or stevia. The kidney tissues were frozen in liquid nitrogen and
samples were later extracted to obtain RNA and protein. At the mRNA level, PRR mRNA
expressions were not statistically different. This suggested that sweeteners do not affect PRR
mRNA expression. Western blotting was used to measure PRR protein expression in the
samples. The initial blot suggested the presence of both intact and soluble PRR proteins and a
significant decrease in the protein expression of the soluble PRR in the kidneys of rats fed
stevia and sucrose. Further studies with a second antibody did not support this initial
observation.
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43. The Effects of Sweeteners on the Expression of MiRNAs Involved in ROS
Azhar Abdukadir
Theresa Salerno, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
Hyperglycemia is a crucial factor in the development of diabetic nephropathy. Studies have
shown that microRNAs play a critical role in the development of diabetic kidney
damage.MicroRNA-25 targets the expression of the NADPH oxidase (NOX) protein, which
normally increases reactive oxygen species (ROS).Studies have shown that miR-25 levels
were decreased by high glucose in mesangial cells of the kidney. This increased generation
of reactive oxygen species (ROS) because of elevated NOX 4 protein synthesis.MicroRNA377 has also been shown to have an important role in kidney oxidative stress, and was up
regulated with a high fructose diet. This caused a decrease in the levels of superoxide
dismutase resulting in increased levels of oxygen free radicals. The general objective of this
research project was to analyze the effect of sweeteners on the expression of miRNAs in rat
kidneys. Rats (four per experimental group) were given osmolite diets supplemented with
stevia, saccharin, and sucrose. Following a six-week treatment, the kidneys were obtained
and frozen in liquid nitrogen. Small RNAs were isolated using the mirVana microRNA kit.
Following analysis for quality and quantity, the specific miRNAs were converted into
cDNAs with the Taqman MicroRNA Reverse Transcription Kit. This was followed by
amplification using the quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) and analyzed using
the delta delta Ct method. Efficiency curves have validated the successful development of
methods to measure the expressions of MiR-25 and snU6 RNA, the endogenous control.
Initial studies have shown that sucrose diets decrease the relative expression of miR-25.
44. Structural Dynamics of Myosin’s Force-Generating Domain with Drug Inhibitor
Blebbistatin
Amanda Bernarde
Rebecca Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
Myosin and actin are the two vital components of every muscle contained within the body.
The cross-bridging that occurs between these two components, in combination with
harvested energy from breaking a bond of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), will cause muscle
contractions. When energy is scarce or an inhibitor is present, the myosin-actin complex is
unable to generate normal muscle contraction. Blebbistatin, a potent myosin II drug inhibitor,
stops myosin from breaking down subsequent ATP molecules by impeding the component’s
ability to release the ATP hydrolysis products, thus halting the cross-bridging cycle before a
contraction can occur. Myosin is spin-labeled at a cysteine amino acid residue located in the
SH1 helix, a crucial alpha-helix in the force-generating domain of myosin. Myosin’s
function, the ability to bind and hydrolyze ATP, was tested with blebbistatin-induced
inhibition of ~80% of wildtype myosin activity. By combining spin-labeled myosin and
actin, electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) was used to compare the structural dynamics
when the system is in the presence and absence of blebbistatin. Indication of structural
changes can supplement research information pertaining to the drug and can also help further
understand the mechanism of blebbistatin inhibition in future studies.
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45. Renewable Energy Potential by Methanogenesis through Anaerobic Digestion
Thu Nguyen
Stephen Druschel, Faculty Mentor (Department of Civil Engineering)
Today, there is an increasing demand for energy to support daily activities plus a desire to
reduce reliance on fossil fuels (coal, oil, natural gas). This demand leads to the development
of more renewable energy sources for power generation. This research analyzed the potential
for methane production, which can be used to run a turbine and generate electricity, using
anaerobic digestion of high strength wastes, specifically agricultural byproducts of soybean
oil refining. Anaerobic digestion is a collection of processes (methanogenesis) by which
microorganisms break down organic carbon in the absence of oxygen to produce a biogas
that consists of approximately 50% methane and 50% carbon dioxide. In this research, 300
mL experimental units were filled with high strength waste material, additive supplements
and water. A small aliquot of biomass from an existing anaerobic digester that converts
wastewater sludge into methane was used as an inoculum. Up to fifteen experimental units at
a time were placed on individual magnetic stir plates within a temperature-controlled
incubator. Gases produced in an experimental unit were passed through a carbon dioxide
removal (scrubbing) solution then measured using a volumetric flow counter to determine
methane production. Results were evaluated first by waste material and supplement treatment
in a factorial/effects screening approach, then for optimum amount of preferred treatments to
narrow design approaches. This project concludes with a cost-benefit analysis of anaerobic
digestion-methane production on a full scale implementation, with additional cost offsets
gained by elimination of off-site disposal for the agricultural byproduct and waste.
46. Pavement Light Absorbance: Melting Snow to Make Roads Safe
Megan Sandberg and Jeffrey Herr
Stephen Druschel, Faculty Mentor (Department of Civil Engineering)
Icy and snowy road conditions in Minnesota are causative factors of motor vehicle accidents.
Chlorides effectively melt snow and ice but are expensive and detrimental to the
environment. Roadways that absorb light require lesser amounts of chlorides or other
chemicals to effectively melt snow and ice. The purpose of this study was to determine if
roadway conditions of age, surface material, and snow and ice pack affected light absorption.
We used a light meter (HOBO devise) to measure light intensity above the roadway and light
intensity reflected from the roadway to estimate light absorption for newer and older roads,
for cement and asphalt surfaces, and for various snow and ice conditions. Measures were
obtained between December 2014 and April 2015 on roadways in Southwest Minnesota.
Light reflection for concrete was 28.3% for newer roads and 9.8% for older roads. Light
reflection for asphalt was 39.5% for newer roads, 7.8% for medium aged roads, and 5.2% for
old roads. Light reflection for snow and ice was 7.8% (swept, dry); 11. 5% (clean, mostly
melted); 14.5% (semi-dirty, run over); 25.7% (dirty snow, run over); 37.7% (wet road, with
no snow); and 63.5% (clean, partially melted). Our result indicated that older roads absorbed
more sunlight than newer roads. Dirty snow conditions absorbed more sunlight than clean
snow. These findings suggest that roadways can be built to optimize snow melt through the
use of natural light and that snow and ice conditions affect may slow or accelerate melting.
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47. Designing Haptic Feedback and Auditory Methods to Access Maps for the Blind
Flint Million
Guarionex Salivia, Faculty Mentor (Department of Computer Science)
Individuals who are blind or visually impaired face numerous challenges when it comes to
accessing visual information. One type of information which presents significant challenges
to blind or visually impaired people is geographic maps. GIS software solutions such as
ArcGIS are commonly used to provide insight into data based on geographic features and/or
political delineations. In this project we explore the use of haptic feedback as a method to
assist blind individuals in accessing and interpreting map data. We designed a prototype
application using an Android tablet which can present information on a map both via haptic
feedback as well as via speech and sound effects. We plan to connect the application with
ArcGIS so a blind individual could independently create and then access various maps and
statistical analyses.
48. A Web Application to Support Research On Epistemic Beliefs
Stanley Adom and Zhejian Wang
Rebecca Bates & Jonathan Hardwick, Faculty Mentors (Department of Computer Science)
Lisa Benson, Faculty Mentor (Department of Engineering and Science Education, Clemson
University)
Research into the epistemic beliefs of engineering students – that is, their beliefs about
knowledge, its structure and where it comes from – is currently being used to guide and
improve the educational process, and to provide insight into how people learn. Datagathering for this research includes presenting subjects with a set of knowledge-related
words, and then measuring how the subjects perceive the importance of and relationships
between the words. This project presents a novel web application designed to support this
data-gathering task in an intuitive and visual manner. Researchers load the web app with a
list of predetermined words, which appear in circles on a blank canvas. A web prototype has
been created to structure how the site is going to look. Then, we created a website application
dividing different sections into keywords, circles, and colors. The goal is to have the user can
move, resize, delete, create and link word-circles to represent how they perceive the
importance of and relationship between the words. The digital diagrams created, can be used
as prompts in qualitative interviews. The diagrams will also allow research to be extended
quantitatively, as comparisons of relationships, size, and placement can be done across
multiple subjects, or with the same subject at different times. Within the month of March, the
web application would include a database to store students and teachers information; and
improvements would be made based on feedback from the researchers about ease of use and
quality of data collection.
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49. Security System
Stanley Adom and Caleb Terhak
Puteri Megat Hamari, Faculty Mentor (Department of Electrical Engineering)
A cheap alarm system was created using a Raspberry Pi that has better functionality than
current security systems in market. The project was motivated by roommates’ constantly
opening door in the wrong situation. To solve this, a notification is sent to the phone once the
door is touched. The end user of the security system downloads an app and configures how
they want the security system to be used. Options include setting the security system to take
pictures of the intruder, what time to turn the system off/on; in case user is already in room
and wants it off. Since the creator of the system are engineers and want to get the most out of
the Raspberry Pi, the security system could be transformed to a notification system once the
user is already in the room. Depending on the user settings, LEDs light up once the door is
touched and songs can be played from a music bank. A prototype has been built and
implemented to gather data: the camera takes a picture once the touch sense is touched, LED
patterns have been set, and common songs like jingle bells has been created. However,
sending all those data using wi-fi is the current battle. Within the month of March, the team
would look to take down this problem.
50. Precast vs. Cast-in-Place in Temperatures between 0°F and 40°F
Curtis Olson, Tyler Koenig, Marcus Gooden, Mohammed Al Taysan, and Brady Bierl
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management)
The objective of this work is to study the influence of temperatures between 0° and 40° F on
precast and cast in place structural concrete methodologies, and the purpose for this research
is to get a better understanding of concrete costs in climates similar to those in the Northern
United States. The variable that is focused on is the temperature change of above 40°F and in
between 0° and 40°F. With that variable in mind researchers tested the change in risks
associated with overall cost, production rates, and labor hours on site. Researchers have
compared individual structural member prices and production rates from employers in the
industry who have given input. This data was analyzed individually and in a building
information model (BIM) to provide a better understanding of the impact of risks associated
with variable changes. From the given data collected the research supported that the precast
methodology virtually eliminates most risks that would normally be associated with the cast
in place methodology.
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51. Site Logistics Plans in Construction
Alex Milliren, Adam Sik, Lucas Brown, William Knopik, and Suad Al-Marri
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management)
In the construction industry, risk management has a significant importance. Focusing on site
planning is one of the key factors on how efficiently a project begins, develops and finishes.
The challenge is the dynamic of site logistics changes from one project to another. It is the
management of all activities on a site, which facilitate movement and coordination of the
people, material, and equipment. Developing a site logistics plan is different for all
companies, but there are factors that are integrated in every plan. The research shows that site
logistic plans are a driving factor on whether a construction company is successful or not in
managing their projects efficiently and safely. Creating a site specific logistics plan will
improve the company project management practices. This research used a questionnaire
survey to collect information about the best practices in developing site logistic plan. Four
contractors were contacted to respond to this questionnaire survey. The questionnaire was
used to gain an understanding of what must be included into a site logistics plan. These
questions focused on how a company develops and executes a plan. The survey results and
analysis provide insights on how to develop a thorough logistics plan.
52. Precast Vs. Cast-In-Place Wall Substructure
Nicholas Asmus, Brady Munroe, Bryce Duncan, Justin Knutson, and Ahmed Al Rukhami
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management)
In construction industry there are two main methods that construction companies use to place
concrete for the substructure walls on their projects; the two main methods are either precast
concrete or cast-in-place concrete. Both of them produce similar products, however, the risks
that are assessed with each procedure are quite different. A construction company should
assess the risks for both different procedures and compare the outcomes in order to find out
which one is the least detrimental (least risky) to their project. This research includes the
study of peer reviewed journal articles as well as information from a questionnaire that was
administered to several construction companies who place their own concrete.
53. Existing Soil Conditions in Construction
Kyle Lehnertz, Austin Blum, Nathan Johnston, and Thomas Suchecki
Mohamed Diab, Faculty Mentor (Department of Construction Management)
The construction industry is all about identifying risks and being able to handle these risks
properly. One risk associated with any construction site is the existing soil conditions.
Whether it is contamination, water content, unstable soil or even frost, these risks need to be
identified and the proper steps must be taken to mitigate these risks. Through reading studies
from numerous authors it can be concluded that if the proper tests are performed and the
proper steps are taken after the tests to mitigate whatever risks are found, money and time
can be saved throughout the duration of the project.
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54. Life Alert System for Vulnerable Adults Who Live Alone
BoHyun Ahn
Vincent Winstead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Electrical Engineering)
A life alert system is necessary to detect a medical or life issue of vulnerable adults who live
alone. This will prevent the adults from getting worse. As medical technology and the
standard of living have improved, the aging population has increased. As a result, the number
of vulnerable adults who live alone has increased. Asking for help by themselves may be
impossible if they have a medical or life issue. Some accidents may go unnoticed for
individuals living alone. When accidents regarding vulnerable adults occur, it may take days
or weeks to become known by family or neighbors. To solve this problem, I invented a life
alert system for vulnerable adults in their homes. To demonstrate the system, I set up one
passive infrared sensor, four ultrasonic sensors, and one web camera in a booth to detect the
user’s motion over an extended time period. If the two of four ultrasonic sensors cannot
detect the user at a certain time, it is possible that an accident has occurred. At this time, a
camera turns on and shows the accident scene through a website. An emergency response
agency, a social work agency, or family member is alerted to this website when the camera
turns on. This allows a prompt reaction to assist the vulnerable adult.
55. Interactive LED Ping Pong Table
Dominique Torres and Nathan Kannas
Puteri Megat Hamari, Faculty Mentor (Department of Electrical Engineering)
Our project turns a normal game of ping pong into a much more interactive, interesting, and
challenging experience. As a team we decided to create a table that would allow users a more
interactive experience playing “Pong”. In order to win a game of Pong teams must
successfully throw a ping pong ball into one cup placed at the other end of the table. Once a
ball has landed in each cup it may be removed from the playing field. After all ten cups have
been removed from the playing field the game is over and the team with cups still in play is
crowned the winner. In order to make our table more interactive we incorporated a set of
infrared sensors, relay boards, LED rings, and micro-controllers to play tones, illuminate
lights, and track progress of the game. During this process we spent time reading up on
various micro-controllers, sensors, and electrical components. The combination of our
research, previous knowledge, and hard work has enabled us to make a substantial amount of
progress on our Pong Table and we continue to work on it with plans to have the final
product completed by the end of March.
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56. Substrate Integrated E-Plane Waveguide
Nicholas Buchanan
Xuanhui Wu, Faculty Mentor (Department of Electrical Engineering)
Danyang Huang, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Electrical Engineering)
With the increase of wireless systems and devices in use today, waveguides have been used
in many different communication applications to increase efficiency and power capability.
Substrate-integrated waveguide technology provides a solution to problems that arise with
previous waveguide technology by constructing the waveguide into a printed circuit board.
The compact size and possibility for low cost fabrication processes provide solutions to many
of the problems with traditional waveguides, and allow for the integration into many of
today’s devices. Previous substrate-integrated waveguides have provided much flexibility in
relation to the H-plane requirements and components, however, E-plane designs have largely
been constrained by the fid thickness of the printed circuit board. In this project, the
orientation of the waveguide provides flexibility in the E-plane to provide for the design of
integrated E-plane components into the printed circuit board. The initial design tests the
feasibility and performance of an end-launch substrate-integrated E-plane waveguide (SIEW)
with a three layer design connected by copper vias. The initial design was created through
ANSYS HFSS software by developing the model and optimizing various component
specifications throughout the design. The waveguide was optimized to function in the 12-13
GHz range with a return loss.
57. Temperature Controlled Fan
Edgardo Martinez
Puteri Megat Hamari, Faculty Mentor (Department of Electrical Engineering)
As international students living in the dorms, we usually tend to have problems with
regulating the temperature in our rooms during winter and summer. This can be complicated
when we have A/C or fans in our rooms and with the sudden climate changes. At times our
rooms during summer might get too cold, or too hot during winter due to internal building
heat, so we decided to program a fan to change its intensity based on the room temperature.
Our method to achieve this automation was to increase the fan intensity by 25% for every 10
degree change in temperature. We also decided to turn the fan off when the sensor reads
room temperature, around 20 degrees Celsius. We divided our tasks in terms of software,
hardware, and actually building the components together. We found that the small fan we
used was good enough for a small computer. We also were able to connect the fan via
Bluetooth which means we are now able to control the fan with our phone. The larger
implication here is that connecting more fans we are able to build a base for them and use
them to cool computers and full rooms. This at a larger scale can be implemented inside of
computers to be cooled off automatically.
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58. Modeling of Renewable PSH Systems
Katherine Rasley, April Levar, Kurtis Nelson, and Marcell Meacham
Mohammad Fanaei, Faculty Mentor (Department of Integrated Engineering)
Surplus electric power produced during off-peak hours can be used to pump water from a
lower to higher elevation to be stored. The stored energy can then be harnessed by running
water from the higher to lower elevation during peak hours. This promising and cheap
method for large-scale energy storage is called Pumped Storage Hydropower (PSH). This
system can be integrated with unpredictable and inconsistent renewable resources, mainly
wind and solar, to provide a reliable, clean power source. Considering the Minnesota state
mandate of 25% power production from renewable resources by 2025 and recent
international efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions (Paris agreement, December 2015),
further investigation of this integration is warranted. The objective of this research project is
to model the integration of PSH systems with renewable resources in three different ways: (a)
mathematically analyzing energy production capabilities of renewable resources, namely
wind and solar, based on a given geographic location and its historical data, as well as energy
storage capabilities of a given site for implementing PSH; (b) visual modelling of an
integrated PSH system using CAD software; and (c) fabricating a scaled table-top physical
representation of the system to facilitate deeper understanding of integrated PSH. The
primary approach of our study is the literary review of past research. The broader impact of
this research study is to develop an interactive mathematical model that can serve as a tool to
assess the feasibility of this integrated design in an arbitrary geographic location.
59. Radiation Dose Characterization of 400 KeV Heavy Ion Beam
Scott Arneson, Donald Rudquist, Evan Koehler, Morgan O’Brien, and Wyatt Pouliot
Andrew Roberts, Faculty Mentor (Department of Physics)
We developed the characterization of the radiation dose rate produced by the 400KV Van de
Graaff particle accelerator at the Applied Nuclear Science Lab at Minnesota State University,
Mankato. The purpose was to establish operation parameters for providing known radiation
doses for studies in materials science and biology. The radiation dose is surprisingly centered
toward the low energy end of the accelerator, dominated by relatively low energy x-rays
produced with the high current scattered beam. Beam generation and acceleration control
were optimized to maximize the radiation dose available. Results show that the dose rate is
proportional to the amount of beam current and strongly dependent on accelerating voltage.
Also, we were able to reproducibly validate that the radiation dose rate is proportional to
1/R^2 as the position of the dosimeter is moved away from the radiation hotspot. A
maximum radiation dose of 5.5 rad/hr was observed at the broad hotspot, allowing for a
radiation dosage of over 100 rad per day.
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60. A Study of the Dynamics of Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) Using Various
Models for Generating Action Potentials Within Neurons
Reed Woyda
Namyong Lee, Faculty Mentor (Department of Mathematics)
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, also known as Lou Gehrig’s disease, is a progressive
neurodegenerative disease which attacks nerve cells and pathways in the brain and spinal
cord. ALS leads to loss of control of one’s body. Starting with difficulty in speaking,
swallowing and eventually breathing. ALS has no known cure and the cause of most cases is
unknown. With an increasing life expectancy, 68 years in 1960 and 79 years in 2012, the
rarity of ALS has seen a decline. As we see the life expectancy of the human race increase,
we see an increase in the likelihood of errors and degradation within human bodies. Studying
how ALS initiates, operates and progresses uncovers details about ALS, and is applicable in
the realm of all neurodegenerative diseases. Through the use of various models such as the
Hodgkin-Huxley model (1952), the Morris-Lecar model (1981), and the FitzHugh-Nagumo
(1961), it is possible to visualize the dynamics of the inner workings of neurons and the
actions potentials they create. These models were used to illuminate how ALS leads to the
death of neural propagation through axons when axial blockage is encountered.
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Lessons of Virtue: Portrayals of Women in Dutch Genre Painting
Keely Wardyn
Alisa Eimen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art)
The visual arts can serve as a window into society and its cultural expectations. Seventeenthcentury Dutch paintings helped establish the societal expectations for Dutch women during this
time period. The paintings of artists such as Johannes Vermeer, Judith Leyster and Nicolaes
Maes give clues as to the roles of Dutch women through their realistic portrayals of everyday
life. Depictions of women vary significantly during this period. Women portrayed as lazy
housemaids, diligent workers and even prostitutes served as guides or moralizing commentaries
for the daughters of middle class art patrons. In Dutch society the status of the household
reflected the status of the Republic and at the helm of household affairs were women. Therefore,
teaching women domestic responsibilities became a central focus in society and visual
representations of women reflect the significance of the domestic sphere. Through an analysis of
Dutch genre paintings of the seventeenth-century a clearer picture of the expectations of women
can be garnered.
Kehinde Wiley: Creative Genius or One-Note Sellout?
Emily Luehmann
Alisa Eimen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art)
As a relatively new player in the art arena, Kehinde Wiley has already generated a notable
amount of interest and feedback. Best known for his large-scale paintings which re-interpret Old
Masters’ portraiture by using randomly selected low-status people of color as the subject matter,
Wiley’s work explores themes of power, race, and identity. Two of his most recent series
continue in the same vein while also bringing globalization and gender into the discussion.
Although Wiley has already produced a vast body of well-known work, the short amount of time
in which he has done so has resulted in a need for more extensive evaluation. By examining his
early paintings, one can clearly see that Wiley’s work began with a thoughtful, fresh approach of
using the traditional artistic canon to address important issues. However, later series such as
“The World Stage” and “An Economy of Grace” seem to do little more than recycle the same
artistic formula, with a few mild alterations added in order to identify them as new. Furthermore,
paintings done for the clientele in the music industry seem to go against Wiley’s oft-spoken
interest in giving power to the underrepresented. While Wiley’s art is certainly not without merit,
it is evident that a critical eye must be continue to be used when evaluating his body of work.
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The Use of Elements of Modern Art in the Work of Jaune Quick-to-See Smith
Marilyn Evenmo
Gina Wenger, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art)
The contemporary artist Jaune Quick-to-See Smith is a member of a generation of Native
American artists who incorporate elements of modern art in their work, as opposed to working
solely within traditional pictorial methods. Artists such as Smith do not use these artistic
elements simply for their aesthetic value, but rather as a means to address the violence of the
colonial and post-colonial world. In her paintings and prints, Smith juxtaposes references to
Native American art and history with techniques of modern art, including appropriation, collage,
and the use of text. Through an examination of Smith’s use of these artistic techniques I will
demonstrate how her works engage viewers in a dialogue about sexism, racism, and identity, as
well as celebrate the achievements of Native American women. This type of analysis is
significant in that it elucidates one of the ways contemporary artists have used the visual
elements of modern art to address past and ongoing social and political issues.
Mental Stills
Hanna Newman
Mika Negishi Laidlaw, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art)
Mental Stills is an exploitation of subconscious reactions documented with black and white film
photographs. Using my own mind as the subject of this series I practiced automatized creation by
reacting to my environments, given objects and tools upon initial response. The resulting
photographs revealed reflections of my mental and emotional states that had not been
acknowledged prior to the time the photograph was taken. Mental Stills exhibited at the Emy
Frentz Gallery this recent October, 2015. This series of film photographs was displayed in
chronological order, emphasizing a progression of change in mental states throughout the twoyear duration of this project.
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Airfare in Domestic Non-Stop Hub-To-Hub Markets: A Time Series Analysis
Karl Stenerson
Kwang Woo Park, Faculty Mentor (Department of Economics)
The purpose of our research is to analyze airfare determinants. The US airline industry provides
11 million jobs to the economy and accounts for 5% of US GDP. The ability of an airline to
transport efficiently is an important driver of economic growth. Hence, it is valuable to
understand the economic agents and market behaviors of the airline industry in terms of the US
economy. In this paper, we analyze historical and present determinants of airfare and aim to
deduce what forces have kept airfare high in a recent period of low fuel prices and continued
efficiency gains in airplanes and route networks. This paper offers a brief history of the US
airline industry since deregulation in 1978 and a review of important empirical research.
Previous studies have suggested the consolidation and merging over the past decade has shifted
the competitive nature of the market away from pure competition towards monopolistic and
duopolistic. We conduct a time-series analysis of airfare in a hub-to-hub airport-pair market. We
find that the Delta/Northwest merger has caused a significant increase in the 25th percentile
ticket price for non-stop passengers in a hub-to-hub market. Our results also suggest that, since
2001, legacy competition has become less influential on airfare, while low-cost carrier
competition has maintained relatively large downward pressure. Our research has important
implications regarding the competitive nature of domestic airline markets, which is a critical
component of research into the efficacy of potential regulatory policies.
Effectiveness of Spending and Median Household Income on Education
Clint Haala
Phillip Miller, Faculty Mentor (Department of Economics)
According to the ACT organization, 1,845,787 students took the ACT in 2014, over 200,000
more than those who took the SAT. The ACT score students receive upon completion is used to
assess almost every college admission review. The importance of this paper is twofold, first is to
determine the effectiveness of state and federal funding on student learning, second the
importance of socioeconomic variables in determining the student’s level of intelligence. The
significance of raising scores means that students themselves are more intelligent and thus more
prepared for post-secondary education. We will be testing whether an increase in combined state
and federal spending has a positive or no relationship with ACT scores for each state. Along with
the variable of each state’s spending of education, we will be looking at the median household
income for each state over the course of several years. This will answer the question of does
having more money for each household equate to better test scores among states. The answers to
these questions can lend to a more practical means of increasing ACT scores among students
rather than wasting tax dollars that may be more useful being allotted somewhere else. The
empirical findings show that there is a is no significance relationship between funding and
changes in ACT scores, along with those finding, median household income is statistically
significant to the changes in ACT scores.
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War Economies – An Examination of World’s Countries and their Military Expenditure
Franziska Deeg
Kwang Woo Park, Faculty Mentor (Department of Economics)
The governments of so called war economies spend extraordinary amounts in the military sector
and intervene in the market. On the one hand, parts of the economy like education or the social
sector might suffer from an under-allocation of resources and a disadvantage might arise for the
ordinary population. On the other hand, the economy of those countries might be stimulated by a
conflict situation and high expanses for military are necessary because a big part of the
population depend on this sector. The purpose of this empirical research is to examine if military
expenditure influences economic growth. There might be a point on which economies do not
profit from high military expanses anymore and economic growth turns negative. To investigate
this research question, we conduct a time series approach on the GDP growth rate and military
expanses of defined war economies. In addition, other sectors of the economy will be examined
to find out if there is a trade-off between military expenditure and, for example, the educational
sector which could also contribute to a higher growth rate but has not enough financial power to
develop itself. We attempt to get a better understanding on the relationship between military
expenses and economic growth. As a result, we want to convey policy implications regarding
efficient ways of distributing resources.
Determinants of Divorce in the U.S
Pa Musa Manneh
Kwang Woo Park, Faculty Mentor (Department of Economics)
All around the United States, divorce has persistently been on the increase. It has become an
inevitable epidemic in today’s society, however the likelihood of divorce varies. In this paper,
we will focus on 2014 as our base year of study and try to find the correlation between divorce
and other variables such as income. The divorce rate in 2014 was estimated to be 6.3% per every
1000. With a total population of 256,483,624 there were 1,627,724 divorces reported in 2014
which is significantly high. This paper will work on using divorce as a dependable variable in
conjunction with other independent variables such as income, education, age etc to check the
correlation these variables have with the divorce rate. Regression analysis will be made using
ordinary least squares to make empirical analysis on the rapid increase in divorces. Divorces in
the U.S differ by regions, population, income, education etc therefore we aim to have a vivid
understanding of the continuous increasing divorces in the United States. Keywords: Ordinary
least squares, Divorce, correlation, regression.
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Hydrogen as an Alternative Fuel
Samuel Starks and Trevor Krueger
Bruce Jones, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Manufacturing Technology)
The hydrogen molecule is the most abundant element on the planet. With evermore interest in
relinquishing our need for fossil fuels, this abundance is one of the primary reasons that
hydrogen is a front runner in the alternative fuel race. To gather information on Hydrogen
conversions in an internal combustion engine, multiple SAE journal entries, websites, and
leaders in the industry were studied to point out some of the challenges that would be faced.
Through the SAE journals, positive results were found on hydrogen conversions. The emissions
were practically eliminated. In order to achieve that, the engine parameters going from gasoline
to hydrogen had to be drastically changed. To test the hydrogen conversion effects, an Arctic Cat
Prowler was converted to run on Hydrogen fuel. This four wheel drive utility vehicle was first
tested in its stock state while running on gasoline. The emissions, max speed, acceleration, and
max power were recorded to keep a history and compare to the hydrogen data. Once converted,
the same tests were performed while the vehicle was run on hydrogen.
Blended Ethanol Fuels on Small Engines
Paris Smith
Gary Mead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Engineering and Technology)
Senior students attending Minnesota State University, Mankato conducted a research study
determining the effects of various low level ethanol blends on Small Non Road Engines
(SNREs). Examples of SNREs would include portable generators, leaf blowers, chain saws, etc.
One of the main focuses is to find possible situations that can occur in commercial and or
residential equipment. It is very crucial that these appliances operate to their full potential. There
have been plenty of circumstances where natural disasters have occurred and backup generators
were needed. SNRE’s contain carburetors which makes it difficult to compensate for changes in
fuel. While in storage ethanol can oxidize and deteriorate which leaves deposits in the fuel
system and cause corrosion to the metals. The research included a storage study on 32 Troy-Bilt
TB32 EC 2 cycle engines, along with 32 Honda Generators. When removed from storage,
performance and emissions were tested. The fuels used in the study were E0, E10, E15 and E20.
Research was performed during the beginning of the study, at 6 months and 12 months to
determine whether or not the engines would perform normally with the ethanol blends. The
performance tests and emission tests that were conducted show possible increases in emissions,
start ability issues as well as the amount of time the engine can run without causing performance
issues. When the study was completed the engines were disassemble and examined to see the
effects of the fuels.
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Commissioning an Engine Dynamometer for FSAE
Eric Pelletier and Thomas Thuening
Bruce Jones, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Engineering and Technology)
To properly test and tune an engine, an engine dynamometer must be able to dampen the
oscillations of the engine speed. For this to happen the dynamometer to be used must be
commissioned to the engine’s natural frequencies and power output. The engine must be able to
idle and hold a target engine speed to have the results be repeatable. Once this is done then the
software and the dynamometer can start to communicate between the two. At different engine
speed targets the software has to have three parameters changed to dampen the oscillations from
the dynamometer trying to keep the engine at a steady engine speed. The three areas that are
controlled are the “Gain”, the “Drift”, and the “Rate”. The “Gain” is how severely the program
will tell the dynamometer to load the engine to reach the target engine speeds. “Drift” controls
how fast the software will tell the dynamometer to load the engine to correct for the oscillation
and over shoot of the set point. For the final controlling value is the “Rate” which is meant for
compensating the smaller oscillations and fine tuning. After this is done then the engine can
make a full horsepower run. We are currently working on obtaining results from testing. While
commissioning the dynamometer to the software and we had experienced component failure in
the engine. The engine is being put back together to continue testing.
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“Reality” TV: Portrayals of Labor and Birth in a Mainstream Reality Series One Born
Every Minute
Kyrsten Harper, Rebecca Rand, Lauren Sobotta, and Nicole Soley
Shannon Miller, Faculty Mentor (Department of Gender and Women’s Studies)
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Equal, but Different: Science Communication Impact on Beliefs of Sex Differences in the
Brain
Laura Fry
Dawn Albertson, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)

“Reality” TV: Portrayals of Labor and Birth in a Mainstream Reality Series One Born
Every Minute
Kyrsten Harper, Rebecca Rand, Lauren Sobotta, and Nicole Soley
Shannon Miller, Faculty Mentor (Department of Gender and Women’s Studies)
Labor and birth have become predominantly medicalized in the United States. The media has a
strong influence on people’s perceptions, attitudes, and behavior, and can serve to reinforce
cultural norms—specifically, mainstream media disproportionately promotes medicalized birth.
The media has a tendency to portray labor and birth as a dangerous affair, and as a result, may
contribute to the culture of fear around labor and birth. In this feminist, qualitative media
analysis, we examine several mothers’ experiences giving birth on a popular reality television
series called, “One Born Every Minute”. We analyze how these mothers’ births are portrayed in
four episodes, paying close attention to the frequency of perceived danger and who identifies as
the decision maker. We asked two questions to guide our study: 1) How often is birth portrayed
as dangerous in the reality television show One Born Every Minute?, and 2) Who are presented
as decision makers during labor and birth? Our initial findings show that labor and birth are more
frequently portrayed as dangerous than not, and that women are most often the least empowered
to make decisions during labor and birth, after their family members and doctors. This analysis
will reflect popular beliefs about labor and delivery and may shed light on the disempowerment
of mothers in labor and birth. Additionally, we may observe how intersectionality relates to the
empowerment of women’s experiences during labor and delivery.
A Critical Analysis of Sexual Education and the Benefits of Including Pleasure within
Sexual Education Curriculum
Samantha Kerr, Hannah Comer, Danielle Gamble, Alexandra Olson, and Liberty Lough
Shannon Miller, Faculty Mentor (Department of Gender and Women’s Studies)
The purpose of this research is to analyze, compare, and contrast three different sets of sexual
education curriculum that includes educational information about pleasure within the material.
Comprehensive sexual education curriculum hones in on the importance of including many
different aspects and types of sexuality as well as addressing socio-cultural, biological,
psychological and spiritual dimensions of sexuality. Our research will look at comprehensive
sexual education curriculum that includes pleasure within its lesson plan, and discussing the
benefits and significance of educating adolescents about the importance of exploring and
enjoying one’s sexuality in the process of achieving sexual maturity. From our findings, we hope
to address the ways in which incorporating pleasure within sexual educational material promotes
healthy sexuality and consensual, non-exploitative, and pleasurable sexual relationships.
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College Students’ Resource Choices for STI and Pregnancy Prevention
Shaina Daleiden, Britta Higginbotham, Taylor Besse, and Crystal Burger
Shannon Miller, Faculty Mentor (Department of Gender and Women’s Studies)
There are varying resources for college students to find information about pregnancy prevention
and sexually transmitted infection (STI) prevention. The purpose of this research study is to
determine which resources college students use to access information about pregnancy and STI
prevention. Three popular resources that offer this information are the internet, peers, and
medical professionals. In this study, college students ages 18 to 24 complete a survey to
determine how common each of these resources are and why they are the most commonly
chosen resource. This study will help bridge gaps between these three resources by analyzing
their levels of trustworthiness, confidentiality and convenience based on college student
viewpoints. The aim of the research study is to highlight how student views may vary by race,
gender, and sexuality. Suggestions for further research include surveying students in this age
group who are not enrolled in college to understand the viewpoints of young people with
different socioeconomic statuses.
Equal, but Different: Science Communication Impact on Beliefs of Sex Differences in the
Brain
Laura Fry
Dawn Albertson, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
A misunderstanding remains that male and female brains differ greatly. These perceived
differences and capabilities are believed to be biologically determined. However, there are no
significant differences in cognition between the sexes and no research supporting the idea that
these slight differences cause women to be less capable at gaining academic distinction in math
or science. This idea has been used to justify the unequal treatment of girls in the U.S.
educational system and has provided rationale for discriminating against women in the
workplace. The term 'Neurosexism’ refers to this phenomena of citing exaggerated
understandings of neuroscience to promote sexism. Participants were randomly assigned to view
one of eight lectures covering research supported information regarding sex difference in the
brain. These vary in gender of presenter, presenter’s level of reliance on popular assumptions,
and inclusion of information on neurosexism. Participant’s understanding and retention will be
tested and they will assess the perceived credibility of the presenter. Though their education
credentials are identical, we expect the female neuroscientist to be perceived as less credible. We
anticipate that her perceived credibility decreases if she provides information regarding
neurosexism. We anticipate the highest levels of understanding and retention will come from
participants viewing male presenters relying on popular assumptions and omitting information
regarding neurosexism. We predict videos which rely on popular assumptions to be retained at
higher rates than more scientific videos. Identifying the sources of misunderstanding will help
scientists better communicate their findings and may in turn promote equality amongst the ses.
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Culturally Responsive Teaching Strategies for Pre-Service Teachers
Katherine Gibson, Amanda Roche, and Patrick McCarthy
Elizabeth Sandell & Steven Reuter, Faculty Mentors (Department of Elementary Education)
This project examined the culturally responsive teaching strategies implemented by the members
of the Elementary & Early Childhood department. This topic was of interest because faculty
members want to demonstrate and model skills in culturally responsive teaching. Our research
question was how faculty can integrate culturally responsive strategies to respond to cultures of
pre-service elementary education teachers. Investigators completed a literature review to identify
key strategies for culturally responsive teaching. The project generated a checklist of strategies
which was shared with faculty members to provide content validity.
Impact of Community-Based Creative Arts Programs on Youth
Kasey Jacques, John Seipel, Nyairah Abdullah, and Trelijah Miller
Elizabeth Sandell, Faculty Mentor (Department of Elementary Education)
Jessica Deselms, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Psychology)
The purpose of our study was to reflect on how community-based cultural arts programs have
had an impact on academic achievement, academic performance, and self-esteem among youth,
aged 13 to 24 years old. Community-based creative arts offer a medium through which youth
direct their energy toward achieving positive social, emotional, and academic outcomes (Wright,
John, Alaggia, & Sheel, 2006). Our study took an approach known as “Positive Youth
Development (PYD).” According to Ersing (2009, page 27), “(PYD) is a promising approach
that rejects labeling young people as ‘at risk’ for a host of social, emotional, and behavioral
problems and, instead, embraces a philosophy that views youths as capable individuals striving
to achieve their full potential.” This project involved focus groups with adults who were leaders
or staff members in community-based creative arts programs that serve youth (ages 13 to 24
years old). Focus group members were identified based on their professional experience and
roles working with youth in the local community. Results of this study may be used by
participating community agencies in advocacy, marketing, and fundraising. Information may be
informative for local school decision-makers, social service providers, and advocates for arts in
education.
Physics Comic Book: A Classroom Resource for Engaging Students
Jacob Bukkila
Ruth Dawley-Carr, Faculty Mentor (Department of Educational Studies)
For most students going through school, physics can be an intimidating course. Large and
complicated textbooks are daunting, the material itself can sometimes be conceptually difficult,
and on top of all that, physics uses the language of math to communicate ideas. Additionally,
societal expectations have turned women away from the sciences, creating an unequal
distribution of gender in science occupations. For these reasons, students are often intimidated by
physics. The purpose of this project is to make physics more accessible to every student,
especially women, through the use of a comic book. Comic books provide a multitude of
advantages for engaging students in the classroom. Students are more likely to relate to a
character in a story than they are to relate to a textbook; comic books can be used to incorporate
art into a science classroom; and they can serve as a tool to discuss issues facing physics and
society as a whole. Making connections between physics, the student’s personal lives, and the
society they live in is essential for fully engaging students in the classroom.
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Cultural Competency of Military Veterans: A Literature Review
Joe Itoh
Elizabeth Sandell, Faculty Mentor (Department of Elementary Education)
Kellian Clink, Faculty Mentor (Department of Library Services)
The purpose of this study was to review the scholarly literature to shed light on the cultural
orientations of military veterans who matriculate as undergraduate students in a public university
setting. In general, academic literature focuses either on military personnel who are currently
serving or on other professionals (healthcare providers, social workers, counselors, etc.) who
interact with military members or veterans. In other words, current literature does not address the
cultural orientation of returning military members who enroll in post-secondary education
(Rasmussen & Sieck, 2012; Reger & others, 2008; and Selmeski, 2006). For purposes of this
study, cultural competency is defined as the process by which people learn to value & respond
respectfully to people of all cultures (Bennett, 1993). Cultural orientation is defined as the
relative position or attitude of an individual in relation to others and their cultures (Bennett,
1993). Understanding the cultural orientations of returning military members may assist in
reintegration into multicultural education settings. Outcomes of this study may be useful for
design of a more in-depth, quantitative study of veterans at MSU, Mankato. Results may be also
be useful for program design and assessment for educational and military training. MSU,
Mankato may also use this information in considering the effectiveness of its cultural diversity
goal: experience diversity with supervised reflection and recognition and response to conditions
of marginalized populations.
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URC Abstract Design for Manufacture of FSAE Uprights
Alexander Sheldon
Gary Mead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Engineering and Technology)
The Uprights of an FSAE car hold the wheel bearings of the car in the center of the uprights and
is connected to the control arms of the car. The uprights are an expensive custom part of the car
and the machinability of the uprights is valuable because, it is expensive to machine a small
quantity of custom parts. The research was around the design for the uprights to satisfy all of the
parameters. The uprights are designed with the manufacturing process in mind to allow
machining time on the part to be reduced. Designing for manufacturing (DFM) is done to allow
for the cost of the part to be reduced by making the machining process quicker. The uprights
were designed to allow for the uprights to be orientated in the CNC Mill twice and having to
orient the part twice allows for minimal set up time and reduces the cost associated with
orientation. When designing to manufacture the uprights they were designed within the
capabilities of the machines. The size of aluminum plates that the uprights were machined out of
was selected based upon common aluminum sheet sizes to reduce the cost. To allow for
manufacturability the uprights were designed to have the set up in a CNC machine twice and
having a drill press perform the remaining machining. The research on how to DFM of the
Upright system allows for future FSAE teams to take components of the upright and allow them
to design similar uprights.
FSAE Tubular Frame Torsional Stiffness to Weight Research
Joe Jaspers and Steven Thuening
Gary Mead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Engineering and Technology)
The research project consists of designing, testing and building a Formula SAE Tubular frame.
The frame is the structure that supports the main components. The team’s goal was to reduce the
weight 10% when compared to the previous year’s car while maintaining a torsional stiffness
between 1,200-1,300 lb-ft/deg. Torsional stiffness is the resistance to twisting forces. Having low
stiffness cause an unpredictable car. The previous year’s finished chassis was 91 lbs. The team
started off by examining the 2016 FSAE rules. The rules denote certain criteria such as tube
sizing, templates, and general building requirements. Following the rules the team designed a
frame using CAD (Computer Aided Design). When designing the chassis each tube needed to
have a purpose and either be in compression or tension to ensure no excess weight. With the
design in CAD, the team was then able to work with the other systems to see where changes
needed to be made. The rear section of the car was redesigned to incorporate the engine as a semi
stressed member which stiffened the frame without the adding weight. The frame was simulated
using FEA (Finite Element Analysis) software to find critical and noncritical tubes as well as
general trends. Once finalized, the team started building. The frame weighs 71lbs and the team is
positive that the goal can be met for torsional rigidity. Once the Frame is complete it can be
torsionally tested to compare its simulated to actual stiffness as well as the weight.
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Formula Society of Automotive Engineers Injector Flow
Olumide Ige
Bruce Jones, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Engineering Technology)
Gary Mead, Faculty Mentor (Department of Automotive Engineering and Technology)
The motivation behind this research project was to investigate the use of fuel to cool the air that
enters the engine. The value of this information is furthering the Minnesota State University,
Mankato Formula SAE teams understanding of controlling intake air temperatures. The goal of
the research was to validate if an opposed flow injection could increase power in practice as the
calculations have shown. To accomplish our goal, we would test for horsepower produced at the
wheels on a Superflow chassis dynamometer. We would attain horsepower numbers of three
setups with different injector sizing, pulse width, and orientation. The intake tract would also be
checked for pooling to determine if the injected fuel is effectively atomizing and mixing with the
air. From our research and the previous year’s results, it is certain that a secondary injector does
decrease the intake air temperature in the manifold. Last year’s team used opposed flow injection
with the secondary injector placed after the plenum. Our research wanted to test using co-flow
injection before the turbocharger and opposed-flow injection after the turbocharger. The thought
process here is that in compressing the air, the turbocharger will increase the temperature of the
air charge. If we are able to cool the charge during or right after compression, we will see cooler
intake temperatures. By pointing the injector directly at the compressor wheel, we will be able to
use turbulent air in the compressor housing to help facilitate fuel atomization.
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The Influence of Weight on Age of First Consensual Sexual Activities
Nicole Thompson
Kevin Filter, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
In the United States, the numbers of individuals who are classified as overweight is steadily
rising. Some research has suggested that normal weight women may be more sexually active
than overweight women while other studies have suggested the opposite. Because past research
has suggested that weight can influence sexual behavior, the purpose of this study is to determine
if body mass is related to the age of first consensual sexual experiences. Undergraduates at a
Midwestern University completed a survey regarding the age, weight, and height they were at the
time for various consensual sexual activities. In order to ensure validity, the participants were
asked to provide a medical documentation that stated their height, weight, and age within the
year indicated in the survey. The results expected will indicate that normal weight males will
have participated in sexual activities earlier than overweight and underweight males. It is
expected that underweight and normal weight females will engage in vaginal intercourse at an
earlier age than overweight females but overweight females are expected to have participated in
other sexual activities at an earlier age.
In-Depth Exploration into Student-Professor Rapport
Nena McCalla, Calyce O’Connor, and Ethan Wynia
Kristie Campana, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
The purpose of this research was to examine professor-student rapport, or the relationships that
develop between professor and student. Previous research has used the Professor Student
Rapport Scale (PSRS). Our goal in this research was to explore these dimensions in greater detail
through a descriptive research approach. This research study will provide the scholarly
community with additional information about the PSRS as well as provide college instructors
with greater understanding of professor-student rapport, how it develops, and how in influences
student outcomes and attitudes. We interviewed approximately 30 students about their
experience of rapport in a class they enjoyed and a class that they did not enjoy. At this time, we
have created several common dimensions of student experiences, and we are currently coding
recordings to identify how prominent each theme is in the interviews. Our goal is to reach 90%
agreement among our ratings. Initial findings suggest that teachers who treat students like
individuals (e.g. learning names) and who are responsive (e.g. prompt emails) are more likely to
develop good rapport. Rapport is also related to student engagement. Additionally, students
rarely consider ways they could also help to build rapport. This research will help professors
consider the importance and effect of building rapport. Preliminary results also suggest that
students do not think about their own role in rapport building, and could benefit from taking
initiative to build rapport with their professors.
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Therapeutic Benefits of Art Therapy with Older Adults with Dementia
Monica Villarreal
Jeffrey Buchanan, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
Art therapy is commonly used in adult day centers and long-term care facilities with older adults
suffering from dementia. Art therapy as a therapeutic intervention for this population is still
relatively new and “art therapy” can refer to many different methods and procedures, so it is
unclear how effective these various interventions are. The purpose of this literature review was
to evaluate the empirical literature examining the effectiveness of art therapy in this population.
Inclusion criteria included studies where participants were diagnosed with dementia and studies
using qualitative methods of analysis. Studies that were excluded studies that didn’t involve
older adults. In order to find relevant studies, academic search sites (i.e., ResearchGate,
PsycInfo, Pubmed, and Ageline) were utilized and the following search terms were entered into
each of these databases: “art therapy”, “art therapy dementia”, and “art therapy Alzheimer’s
disease”. A total of 8 studies met inclusion criteria. The findings of this literature review show
that individuals who are diagnosed with dementia and are exposed to art therapy show
improvements in self-awareness, develop social skills, improve reality orientation, reduce
anxiety, and increase self-esteem. These findings suggest that art therapy may improve
behavioral symptoms and the quality of life in persons with dementia. Based on these findings, it
is recommended that future studies more closely examine the administration of the art therapy by
the facilitator. Overall, there is a need for further carefully designed clinical studies that evaluate
art programs that are being utilized as a resource for persons with dementia.
Increasing Mobility and Balance: The beneficial Effects of Treadling in Elderly Women
Shyler Egan, Joseph Putz, and Anna Leloux
Mary Visser, Faculty Mentor (Department of Human Performance)
Research has demonstrated the benefits of regular physical activity, yet people tend to be less
active as they age. Lack of regular activity may impact the aging process by increasing the risk
of chronic disease and fall risk. Fitness professionals have striven to find activities that are
simple, safe and beneficial for older adults. The two-footed treadle is a novel device that has
been demonstrated to increase blood flow in lower extremities, however it is unknown what
other therapeutic benefits it may have. The purpose of this project was to determine how regular
use of the device impacts measures of agility, walking speed, and balance in women 70-90 years
of age. Four women were screened for disqualifying conditions. Baseline measures of the upand-go test, foursquare step test, timed walk, 60 second treadle count, and the Activity-specific
Balance Confidence Scale (ABC) were obtained. The women then trained for up to 30 minutes,
twice a day, five days a week for six weeks. Student technicians supervised all training, and each
woman trained with the same treadle. Results revealed improvement from pre- to post-training
for most exercises and the women reported their mobility and balance had improved, although
these effects were not significant. We concluded that further research with a larger sample is
needed, but the treadle may be a viable exercise device for this age group. We would also like to
test at least one other training pattern to determine if less frequent exercise would result in
similar measureable outcomes.
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Perceptions of Safety within Residence Halls at a Midwestern College Campus
Alissa Shape, Jade Anderson, Stephanie Feldman, and Ellen Hammerschmidt,
Shannon Miller, Faculty Mentor (Department of Gender and Women’s Studies)
Sexual violence is often considered a widespread issue in American society. Though sexual
violence takes many forms, the topic of campus sexual violence is especially pressing as it has
occupied a fair amount of controversy in American media. The experience of sexual violence for
college students is often traumatic as they navigate through the administrative systems and
criminal justice systems of their respective communities and from a feminist perspective,
students that become victims of campus sexual violence are often met with institutional
resistance and inadequacies. This research surveys students in introduction level courses at a
Midwestern college campus and seeks knowledge from its students on the topics of campus
safety and sexual violence. The findings from this research help to critically address the climate
of the college campus from the student's perspective and addresses the intricacies of identities
and how those identities shape the experiences of both safety and violence.
Media’s Depiction of the Black Lives Matter Activism
Paige Heinrich, Janelle Brown, Matthew Danielson, and Courtney Fisher
Shannon Miller, Faculty Mentor (Department of Gender and Women’s Studies)
Black Lives Matter (BLM) is a modern activist movement against state sanctioned violence
towards black people. The movement has created many varying opinions, receiving plenty of
news coverage. Some argue that mainstream media does not accurately depict or represent the
goals of the movement which are hoping to restore freedom and justice for Black people and, by
extension all people, as well as to acknowledge, respect and celebrate differences. For this study,
we will analyze multiple articles from MSNBC, Fox News, CNN, Huffington Post, and The New
York Times from October 2015 to February 2016. We analyze print news, and our initial
findings show that there are conflicting accounts of the BLM movement. We find that the
misleading depiction and language used within this media furthers misunderstandings. This
movement requires critical analysis due to it complexity, allowing for other perspectives and
voices to be acknowledged properly. The language writers use influence consumers' opinions of
the BLM movement. This research will allow us to better understand how the media depicts and
portrays the BLM movement.
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Representation of Reproductive Service Advertisements in Gay Parent Magazine
Elise Pawlak and Greta Maas
Shannon Miller, Faculty Mentor (Department of Gender and Women’s Studies)
As legislation and opinions surrounding assisted reproductive technology services (ART
services) for lesbian and gay families have progressed in the United States, the accessibility and
availability of these services have increased. In addition, fertility clinics now advertise their
services to lesbian and gay families. The purpose of our research study is to examine ART
services advertised in the popular Gay Parent Magazine. We focus on their most recent issues,
January-February 2016 and March-April 2016 to examine the ART services that are offered and
their strategies for marketing to lesbian and gay families. We look to see if specific ART services
are offered at a greater frequency than others, and also whether fertility clinics market their
services equally to gay men and lesbians. Using quantitative methods, we have found that more
advertisements focus on ART services such as in vitro fertilization, donation programs, and
insemination, and a lack of surrogacy resources. We’ve also found that many of the
advertisements seem to be directed to either women, or take a gender neutral approach. There
seems to be a lack of advertisements focused specifically for gay men. The significance of our
research is that Gay Parent Magazine and their advertisers provide more exposure of ART
services to lesbians in comparison to gay men parents. As a magazine that services lesbian and
gay men parents, it is vital that there is equal representation of ART services and the clinics that
offer them to each family type.
Mommy Motives: On the Intersections of Motherhood and Sexual and Reproductive
Education
Shannon Weiss and Quentina Dunbar
Ana Perez, Faculty Mentor (Department of Gender and Women’s Studies)
Sexual and reproductive education is essential to obtaining the knowledge necessary to make
informed decisions about sex, sexuality and motherhood. Informed by post structural,
postmodern and feminist standpoint theories, which deal with the significance and importance of
individual lived experiences over generalized narratives, we examined the intersections of sexual
and reproductive education and consequential ideas about motherhood. Our research consists of
qualitative methods. We held focus groups drawing participants from students at Minnesota State
University, Mankato. This subgroup was selected because they are most likely to have recently
undergone some form of sexual and reproductive education in secondary school. The data
concludes there is a disconnect between sexual and reproductive education and motherhood
studies. The knowledge gap presented results in a very narrow idea of who may constitute as a
“suitable” mother. We have included a proposed k-12 comprehensive sexual and reproductive
curriculum as an answer to the current education disparities. Further study on this is essential to
the critical evaluation of how well we are preparing future mothers and the constructs of
expectations they are expected to meet.
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Relationship of Vpx and APOBEC3A
Jacob Rachuy
Allison Land, Faculty Mentor (Department of Chemistry)
APOBEC3A is a catalytically active DNA cytosine deaminase expressed in monocyte immune
cells. This function allows APOBEC3A to mutate and restrict viruses, potentially including HIV.
HIV-1, the causative agent of the major HIV/AIDS pandemic, is incapable of infecting
monocytes. HIV-2, a less common variant, is capable of infecting monocytes. The unique protein
Vpx, produced solely by HIV-2, is thought to be responsible for allowing HIV-2 infection in this
immune cell. I hypothesize that wild-type Vpx is capable of degrading APOBEC3A and limiting
its mutagenic capabilities, thus allowing HIV-2 to infect monocytes. To test this hypothesis, a
mutant Vpx protein, called H82A, is being constructed using mutagenic primers. This mutant
lacks the ability to bind to APOBEC3A. Once created, the plasmid containing the mutated Vpx
will be expressed in 293T cells along with APOBEC3A. Vpx without the mutation, along with
ABOBEC3A, will also be expressed in 293T cells. Immunoblotting will be utilized to visualize
these results and confirm the degradation, or lack of degradation of APOBEC3A. By comparing
the expression levels of APOBEC3A in cells with H82A mutant Vpx to cells with wild type
Vpx, it can be shown whether Vpx binding to APOBEC3A has an effect on degradation of
APOBEC3A. This project will develop a model which will be used to assess the HIV-1 and
HIV-2 restrictive abilities of APOBEC3A in human monocytes.
Methods for Characterization of Carbonaceous Meteorites
Brandon Baer
Analia Dall’Asén, Faculty Mentor (Department of Physics)
Raman Spectroscopy, Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy
are three non-destructive methods for determining the chemical composition and structure,
topography, and elemental composition of a sample, respectively. In particular, these techniques
are excellent for studying meteorites in order to further understand the evolution of planet
formation. In Dr. Analía Dall’Asén’s laboratory, we have a custom-built micro-Raman system
that will be used to characterize carbonaceous meteorites. We have been optimizing the system
using samples of known Raman signal such as silicon, diamond and C60, to be confident that we
are receiving the best possible signal. We have also analyzed the power relationship between the
laser output, and the power arriving at the sample. We expect to complete optimization, after
which we will begin analyzing a new meteorite sample. We have conducted analysis of scanning
electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy images, of meteorite samples,
which gives us information about the topography and two-dimensional distribution of elements
from the sample surface. We completed the analysis using software to stitch together multiple
image files into a composite representation. The analysis found significant amounts of
aluminum, iron, magnesium, and carbon. We correlate the obtained elements with the materials
identified using Raman spectroscopy, such as olivine, pyrone and graphite. The combination of
these three techniques is a powerful set of tools for the analysis of carbonaceous meteorites.
Going forward, these methods will lead to information on the composition of materials in the
early solar system and could potentially answer questions regarding planetary formation.
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Evaluating the Advantages of Braille Display Technology in Software Development
Flint Million
Guarionex Salivia, Faculty Mentor (Department of Computer Science)
People who are blind or have visual impairments face unique challenges as software developers.
Screen reading technology is often unable to represent properly the complex and dynamic nature
of modern application interfaces. To help alleviate this problem, a developer may choose to use
electronic, refreshable Braille displays in addition to screen readers, which provide access to user
interfaces in Braille. We explore the use of a combination of both speech and Braille interfaces
as opposed to a screen reader only interface, to improve the performance and user experience of
visually impaired individuals while performing common entry-level software development tasks.
A single-subject longitudinal study shows gains in performance and improved user experience
for the participant.
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PHYSICAL//VISUAL: Translating Martial Arts to Gallery Arts
Katelyn Dick
Liz Miller, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art)
Through the use of ink on paper, the artist works within a martial arts discipline as a framework
for mark making. By restricting the manner in which marks are made, a series of ink drawings
are created which evoke the energy of a performance, but remove the performer from view.
What remains in terms of scale evokes thoughts of Asian painting traditions, particularly Song
dynasty landscape painting, and in terms of content evokes American Action painters such as
Jackson Pollock, Sam Francis, and Franz Kline. As martial arts continue to be explored and
practiced on a global scale, we see the potential for interpretation and reimagination of what it
means to be a martial artist or have a martial arts background when one exists outside the
framework of the discipline's nation of origin.
Expressionist Architecture Woodcuts
Nhi Nguyen
Josh Winkler, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art)
Curt Germundson, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art)
The purpose of this project is to celebrate the achievements of the expressionist architecture
movement from the early 20th century to this day. By taking advantage of the multiple, and the
portability of paper, I will use the woodblock printmaking medium to spread expressionist
images of these stationary architecture spaces. I will focus on three significant buildings: Gaudi's
Barcelona church, Hans Poelzig's Grosses Schauspielhaus, and Erich Mendelsohn's Einstein
Tower. My printed images will be accessible to a variety of viewers in different ways. For
viewers that may be unfamiliar with the history of this movement, they can interpret the
expressive marks of my wood gouges, and the delicate surface of the handmade paper through
their own perspectives. Even without seeing the printed objects, visually impaired people can
feel the building designs by placing their hands on the carved woodblocks, which also will be on
display with the finished prints.
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7-Day Project
Joshua Schutz and Hanna Newman
Amy Toscani, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art)
There are plenty of misconceptions about artists, and we collectively believe we can deconstruct
some of those stereotypes by allowing the viewer to witness process. With an understanding
other artists inevitably influence our individual work, we decided to further an exploration of
process and material. Hanna Newman, Tyler Schrandt, and Josh Schutz spent 7 complete days
and nights in the ceramic studio. Living in the studio required a creative arrangement: sleeping in
the adjoining sculpture studio to limit noise, buying prepared food in advance, and figuring out
hygienic arrangements on campus using the recreational facilities. The unpredictable results
amounted to an exhibition in the CSU Art Gallery three weeks upon completion of the project.
We noticed common threads in our work and recreated our physical work spaces inside of the
gallery. To further our exploration we worked during the closing reception and revealed
documentation from the experience via a live web blog. The implications of the project involved
sharing process in a meaningful way for the viewer while retaining artistic merit. There are
hundreds of pictures and hours of untouched footage we found as potential for the Creative
Works Exhibit. On top of the remaining documentation was the remaining influence from the
experience reflected in our recent work. Finding threads between our creations and our ability to
create a disconnecting narrative in the gallery space, we lost clarity in terms of the lived
experience. We hope to create a stronger connection with our presentation of untouched
documentation and a further exploration of influenced work. In the future we plan on applying
for additional gallery space to perform our creative process without the necessity of
documentation.
The Industrialized Agricultural System: Corn, Candy, Disease, and Dependence
Nicole Soley
Josh Winkler, Faculty Mentor (Department of Art)
There are many pitfalls of the industrial agriculture system including disease, fossil fuel
dependence, pesticide use, and the lack of sustainability. As an artist, I chose to discuss these
issues through imagery. Printmaking, by way of the “multiple original,” allows for the
distribution of my images and their commentary unto a broad audience, generating social
consciousness. The process of photo-lithography enables me to work in layers of color and handdrawn imagery, resulting in lush visual narratives. These artworks address the relationships
between the living and the chemical, the artificial and the grotesque, the consumer and the food
as “product.” Moreover, the compositions are littered with candy, derived from corn, alluding to
the industry’s dependence on commodity crops. Shedding light on these relationships through
the use of violent imagery, puddles of petroleum, and dead animals, the works acknowledge
ideas of dominance, submission, mass production and waste. By depicting the relationships
between these problems, the images evoke social consciousness among consumers.
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ORAL SESSION 11

Sociology, Anthropology, and Communication Studies
Spinning Charlotte's Web: The Intersectional System of Meat, Cancer, and Capitalism
Ashley Flaherty
Carol Glasser, Faculty Mentor (Department of Sociology)
Am I Still a Slave?: An Analysis of Critical Race Theory
Thomas Rolph
Afroza Anwary, Faculty Mentor (Department of Sociology)
Weathering and Trauma on Bone
Marie Cato
Kathleen Blue, Faculty Mentor (Department of Anthropology)
Authentic Leadership in a Diverse Community
Claire Palo
Kristen Cvancara, Faculty Mentor (Department of Communication Studies)

1:05 – 2:05 PM
CSU 204
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Spinning Charlotte's Web: The Intersectional System of Meat, Cancer, and Capitalism
Ashley Flaherty
Carol Glasser, Faculty Mentor (Department of Sociology)
As more pronounced arguments are made about meat consumption harming various aspects of
public health, those who live in communities which house slaughterhouses must negotiate what it
means to live in this community, to work in this community, and to be financially supported by
the industry. In this study of one Midwestern town, the two main industries are a slaughterhouse
and a cancer research institute which are owned by the same company. Previous research has
shown that meat consumption and slaughterhouses largely affect the environment, public health,
and animals. As processed meat has been classified as a carcinogen that causes cancer, the
community that is studied still continues to support both the slaughterhouse and cancer research
institute despite potential effects on their housing, health, and safety. Understanding how people
negotiate the roles that the two main industries play in their community through semi-structured
interviews is the primary purpose of this exploratory study.
Am I Still a Slave?: An Analysis of Critical Race Theory
Thomas Rolph
Afroza Anwary, Faculty Mentor (Department of Sociology)
Our social world can be intriguing and disorientating, profound and overwhelming, though the
complexities of living and learning from it become daunting toward the realities of our social
issues. The "War on Drugs" has become nothing less of a more perplexing set of policies that has
done nothing well toward solving any of the issues it was set on fixing. The war has become, as
it could be argued has always been, (a war) on minorities. Nothing short of stunting any, and all
progress of the Civil Rights Movement, Black Americans are incarcerated six times more than
Whites, though White Americans are five times more likely to consume drugs (Fortner and
Warde 2013). Black Americans have seen time and time again, social policies, stigmas, and
blatant racism, consume American idealism. The war has been a pariah to the culture and society
nationally, where many Black Americans feel it has become a criminal justice system that favors
their subordinance. This analysis focusing on Critical Race Theory and Blumer's Group-Position
Theory, attempts to understand the complexities of race, society, and culture holistically, which
has become a glaring hypocrisy. Much of the research is secondary content analysis from a
chronological and historical perspective, using fairly contemporary journals, that provide much
of the analysis of previous research and highlight the disparities and complexities of the issue.
The drug apartheid has "misled people, wasted resources, damaged lives, and distract the issues
from purposeful addressment" (Buchanan 2015). Serious understanding has to become of this
issue so that it does not continue the perpetual psychosis of lunacy.
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Weathering and Trauma on Bone
Marie Cato
Kathleen Blue, Faculty Mentor (Department of Anthropology)
The weather plays a significant role in how bones reacts to different forms of trauma. Depending
on the type of weather conditions and what type of trauma is being exposed on to the bones, this
can make a huge difference in how the bone breaks. When it comes to looking at fractures, it is
important to allow the bones to be altered by the weather conditions. This way we can base any
findings off of the fact that the weather is, indeed, changing to the molecular structure of the
bone. There was a two part system created to help applying trauma. This system stayed
consistent and if there seem to be no progress, the system was altered a bit to satisfy the needs of
continuously trying to apply fracture markings. The location of where the bones would be laying
out was also taken into consideration. They were placed in an area where they could be open to
all the changing temperatures. The remains were placed where they could be exposed to sunlight
and insects, as well as snow. After implementing this research, what was hoped to be found is
that weather does play a significant role in how bone reacts when trauma is applied, and the
changes that bones make under these different temperic pressures. This could help when looking
at remains and trying to distinguish how remains have been in a certain area, and what trauma
can cause on a deceased individual.
Authentic Leadership in a Diverse Community
Claire Palo
Kristen Cvancara, Faculty Mentor (Department of Communication Studies)
Authentic leaders are governed by a strong set of internal values and morals and lead with
conviction. Authenticity emerges from reciprocal processes between leaders and followers, with
leaders communicating a genuine passion and purpose. In a multicultural setting in which
individuals have different beliefs, values, and attitudes, a leader has the dilemma of presenting
authentic self while preventing ethnocentrism: the belief that one’s own culture and values are
superior to another’s may interfere with a leader’s ability to relate and communicate effectively.
A case study of a leader in a diverse community setting was conducted. A qualitative interview
was performed to understand the methods for avoiding ethnocentrism while remaining authentic.
Open-ended interview questions pertaining to leadership style, culture, and personal values were
asked, including how a leader prevents ethnocentrism when working with individuals with
contrasting values. The hour-long interview occurred in the leader’s professional environment,
was audio recorded, and notes were taken. Results and analysis are currently underway.
Anticipated results will comprise of a in depth description of how one particular leader uses
communication strategies to negotiate the expression of authentic self and a sensitivity to the
personal backgrounds and experiences of each follower. The case study will increase an
understanding of the ways the dilemma can be addressed. An implication of this work is that
students in leadership roles who work with people from various backgrounds will gain strategies
for communicating the authentic self.
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1. Cognitive Abilities & Language Skills in People with Aphasia
Laura Schwickerath and Cassie Ross
H. Sheen Chiou, Faculty Mentor (Department of Speech, Hearing, & Rehabilitation Studies)

POSTER SESSION B

Speech, Hearing, and Rehabilitation Studies, English, Family Consumer
Science, Geography, German, Health Science, Human Performance, Nursing,
Psychology, Sociology

2. How Different Measures Affect Cognitive Abilities in People with Aphasia
Kristina Hanson and Jade Mussehl
H. Sheen Chiou, Faculty Mentor (Department of Speech, Hearing, & Rehabilitation Studies)
3. Comparison of Cognitive Abilities With Left Versus Right Hemisphere Brain Damage
Michele Hoerdt
H. Sheen Chiou, Faculty Mentor (Department of Speech, Hearing, & Rehabilitation Studies)
4. Effect of Bilingual Cognitive Intervention on Literacy Skills: A Single Subject Design
Study
Danielle Barr, Kristina Hanson, Kellie Metzger, and Kortni Thompson
Megan Mahowald, Faculty Mentor (Department of Speech, Hearing, & Rehabilitation
Studies)

2:00-3:30 PM

5. The Story Telling Abilities of Bilingual Elementary Students in the Midwest
Aisha Khalif and Bethany Bishop
Megan Mahowald, Faculty Mentor (Department of Speech, Hearing, & Rehabilitation
Studies)
Kathryn Haglin, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Speech, Hearing, &
Rehabilitation Studies)
6. Development of Conjunctions in School Age Children
Monique LaFontaine, Mariah Anderson, Brook Binner, and Kailey Clark
Megan Mahowald, Faculty Mentor (Department of Speech, Hearing, & Rehabilitation
Studies)
7. The Effects of a Rhythm Intervention on the Early Literacy Development: A Single
Subject Design Experiment
Alexis Bachmann
Megan Mahowald, Faculty Mentor (Department of Speech, Hearing, & Rehabilitation
Studies)
Kelsey Collins, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Speech, Hearing, & Rehabilitation
Studies)
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8. Evaluating the Quality of Advising and Tutoring Services Provided by the Center for
Academic Success at Minnesota State University, Mankato
Zachary Petzel, Tyler Keller, and Jacob Tschann
Heather Camp, Faculty Mentor (Department of English)

9. Dating Without Devices
Steven Clark, Mallory Spier, and Megan Yerhot
Daniel Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Family Consumer Science)
10. Analyzing Stream Network Changes from 1855 to Present for Watonwan River
Watershed
Roman Mulvihill

Fei Yuan, Faculty Mentor (Department of Geography)
11. Greater Mankato Employees: Where Do They Live and Why?
Yves Oelke
Rama P. Mohapatra, Faculty Mentor (Department of Geography)
12. Monumental Architecture: The Nazi Rally Grounds
Hunter Berbrich and Scott Parker
Nadja Krämer, Faculty Mentor (Department of German)
13. Hermann The German: From Ancient Warrior to Monument in the United States
Katelynn Malecha and Jonathan Smith
Nadja Krämer, Faculty Mentor (Department of German)
14. The Reichstag in Berlin: Self-Representation of a New Germany
Mikayla Keener
Nadja Krämer, Faculty Mentor (Department of German)
15. Viennese Coffeehouses: Memorials to a Bygone Area
Marielle Jenquin
Nadja Krämer, Faculty Mentor (Department of German)
16. Stone Memories: Monarchy to Democracy in Brick and Mortar
Cody Nickel
Nadja Krämer, Faculty Mentor (Department of German)
17. Nutrition between Faculty and College Students
Jessica Schisel, Holly Wick, Pa Xiong, and Maika Xiong
Joseph Visker, Faculty Mentor (Department of Health Science)
18. Interpreting the Interscholastic Sport Eco-System: A Pilot Investigation
Zachary McCarver
Emily Stark, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
Jedediah Blanton, Faculty Mentor (Department of Human Performance)
Austin O’Brien, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Human Performance)
19. Evaluating Anaerobic Work Capacity Using Time and Intensity in Cyclists Performing
High-Intensity Interval Training
Luke Krynski
Robert Pettitt, Faculty Mentor (Department of Human Performance)
Zachery Roloff, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Human Performance)
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20. Managing Processes Used by Families During the Chronic Illness Experience
Rhianna Gwilt
Norma Krumwiede, Faculty Mentor (Department of Nursing)
21. The Lived Experience of Nursing Students during an Evaluative Simulation
Kayla Patterson
Colleen Royle, Faculty Mentor (Department of Nursing)
22. Coordinating Processes Used by Families Managing the Chronic Illness Experience
Lauren Thompson
Norma Krumwiede, Faculty Mentor (Department of Nursing)
23. Family Communication Construct: Examining Family Nursing Science and Practice
Allison Maleska
Norma Krumwiede, Faculty Mentor (Department of Nursing)
24. Pondering Processes Used by Families Managing the Chronic Illness Experience
Tara Reynolds
Norma Krumwiede, Faculty Mentor (Department of Nursing)
25. Examining Empirical Evidence to Conceptualize the Family Anxiety Construct
Mara Irmiter
Norma Krumwiede, Faculty Mentor (Department of Nursing)
26. Personality Differences in Deception Detection
Samuel Spencer
Emily Stark, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
27. Psychological Comprehension
Haley Rohloff and Katelyn Hakinson
Karla Lassonde, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
28. Sex Worker Stigma: The Influence of Job Title on Victim Empathy
Zoe Schaefer and Kayla Van Amber
Eric Sprankle, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
Cody Butcher & Neil Gleason, Graduate Student Mentors (Department of Psychology)
29. Understanding Influences on Successful Performances in Groups
Kendra Steinberg and Paige Wheeler
Emily Stark, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
30. Truthfulness and Deception: How Do People Tell the Difference?
Katelyn Hakinson and Megan Lahti
Emily Stark, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
31. Analog vs. App: Math Fact Fluency
Kourtney McNallan and Rachel Kramer
Shawna Petersen-Brown & Carlos Panahon, Faculty Mentors (Department of Psychology)
RaeLynn Lamminen, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Psychology)
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32. So You Think You Can Detect Deception?
Shaylyn Lyksett, Kaitlyn Hunstad, and Brianna Fitzgibbons
Emily Stark, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
33. Effective Paraprofessional Implementation of Reading Fluency Intervention
Krystal Klement
Shawna Petersen-Brown & Carlos Panahon, Faculty Mentors (Department of Psychology)
Cassandra Schreiber, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Psychology)
34. Choice Intervention on Writing Performance
Erin Kahnke and Carrington Riss
Shawna Petersen-Brown & Carlos Panahon, Faculty Mentors (Department of Psychology)
35. Well-known Techniques Lead to Memory Improvement in Students
Luke Zabel and Rebecca Osborne
Karla Lassonde, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
36. Veteran Stereotypes
Katherine Sherrard
Karla Lassonde, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
37. Why Women Stay in Abusive Relationships
Kathy Thao
Afroza Anwary, Faculty Mentor (Department of Sociology)
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1. Cognitive Abilities & Language Skills in People with Aphasia
Laura Schwickerath and Cassie Ross
H. Sheen Chiou, Faculty Mentor (Department of Speech, Hearing, & Rehabilitation Studies)
This research study is a critical component to understanding the co-dependency and
relationship of language and cognition. The purpose of this study was to investigate the
relationships between cognitive abilities and language skills in people with aphasia. Data
from the assessments of 14 individuals with varying types of aphasia, 10 with anomic, 2 with
Broca’s, and 2 with conduction, were used for this research. Results were compared from the
overall scores and subtest scores of the language based Western Aphasia Battery, (WAB),
Communication Actives of Daily Living- Second Edition (CADL-2), American SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association Functional Assessment of Communication Skills (ASHA
FACS), and cognitive based Cognitive Linguistic Quick Test subtests Design Generation
(DG) and Symbol Trails (ST) to find if there were any relationships between language and
cognition portions of the tests. The Auditory Verbal Comprehension subtest of the WAB and
the overall CADL score showed significant correlation with the DG and ST. The ability to
comprehend language and use language in daily activities in people with aphasia is related to
their cognitive abilities. On additional research finding was the score of the ASHAFACS has
a significant correspondence with the ST score and did not show a meaningful
correspondence with the DG score. This helped demonstrate the relationship of the
performance of functional communication evaluated in the ASHAFACS with the measure of
planning and mental flexibility evaluated in the ST. The DG test measures creative
productive thinking that does not relate as well with the functional based aspects of
ASHAFACS.
2. How Different Measures Affect Cognitive Abilities in People with Aphasia
Kristina Hanson and Jade Mussehl
H. Sheen Chiou, Faculty Mentor (Department of Speech, Hearing, & Rehabilitation Studies)
It is challenging to assess cognitive ability in people with language impairment due to a brain
injury (aphasia) because most cognitive tasks are linguistically-based. The first research
question was: does a person with aphasia perform differently between two aphasia friendly
cognitive tasks? Second, does timed- versus time-free measures influence their performance?
Fourteen participants with different types and severities of aphasia completed symbol trails
and design generation from the Cognitive Linguistic Quick Test within three-minute time
limit (timed condition) and then modified to unlimited time (time-free condition). Both tasks
measure the persons' ecutive functions, visuospatial skills, and attention. Accuracy measure
was calculated by the total number of correct designs (or lines) divided by total number of
attempts. Efficiency measure was the total amount of time spent on the task divided by the
total number of correct responses, which indicates the participants' effort to complete the
task. The results indicated that, without time constraint, people with aphasia demonstrated
similar accuracy performances between the two cognitive tasks; however, they completed the
symbol trail task more efficiently than the design generation task. Moreover, people with
aphasia performed better at the design generation task but not the symbol trail task without
time constraint compared to the three-minute limit. The findings supported that people with
aphasia demonstrated difficulties in their ecutive functions, attention and visuospatial skills.
The design generation task appeared to be a more challenging task for people with aphasia
because they appeared to put more effort into completing the task.
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3. Comparison of Cognitive Abilities With Left Versus Right Hemisphere Brain Damage
Michele Hoerdt
H. Sheen Chiou, Faculty Mentor (Department of Speech, Hearing, & Rehabilitation Studies)
The left and right hemispheres of the brain carry out different functions, both of which are
important for speech, language, and communication. The left side of the brain handles tasks
involving logic, sequencing, analysis, and language. The right side of the brain handles
nonlinguistic roles such as creativity, imagination, and artistic skills. Damage to either side of
the brain can leave a person with major deficits, but the type of difficulties a person might
have can be determined by the location of the damage. Brain damage can also affect
cognitive flexibility ability, which make it difficult for someone to flexibly switch to a
different response when the current conditions change. This switching ability can be assessed
by using tasks involving a shift in a certain category such as shape, color, or numbers and
letters (Rende, 2000). Six research participants with left hemisphere brain damage and two
research participants with right hemisphere brain damage participated in the study. The study
investigated their performance on language-based versus nonlinguistic-based cognitive tasks
involving switching abilities. Data analyses were conducted by examining data patterns
between the two groups using visual graphs. The results showed that when comparing with
individuals with right hemisphere damage, individuals with left hemisphere damage had an
easier time with nonlinguistic-based switching tasks. Individuals with left hemisphere
damage appeared to take advantage of their intact right hemisphere to process nonlinguistic
tasks; however, their damaged left-hemisphere was not able to support their language-based
performance. Language-based switching tasks were difficult for both groups.
4. Effect of Bilingual Cognitive Intervention on Literacy Skills: A Single Subject Design
Study
Danielle Barr, Kristina Hanson, Kellie Metzger, and Kortni Thompson
Megan Mahowald, Faculty Mentor (Department of Speech, Hearing, & Rehabilitation
Studies)
Despite the efficacy of cognitive therapy (drill and strategy based instruction to improve
attention and memory) in adults with acquired communication disorders, there is a dearth of
research on how these cognitive protocols impact children and adolescent’s language and
literacy skills and individuals who are bilingual. Therefore, this single subject design study
explores the effectiveness of cognitive therapy in a college-aged bilingual individual with
language and reading difficulties. The participant, Tomas, is a twenty-two year old college
freshman who has been diagnosed with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
and ecutive functioning disorder. He is seeking to improve his reading, writing and
comprehension. Tomas was born in Mexico City, Mexico. At the age of twelve, he attended
an academy where he received speech and language services for three hours a day. Tomas
started learning English at the academy; however, his relative strengths are in speaking,
reading and writing in Spanish; though he struggles in reading comprehension in Spanish.
Three 90 minute sessions per week for 12 weeks were conducted; including an English,
Spanish and homework session. In the English and Spanish sessions, Tomas participated in
spelling sorts, reading comprehension and attention and memory tasks. The Spanish session
targets writing and vocabulary knowledge. The homework session is designed to reinforce
strategies from prior sessions in order to foster his academic independence and success.
Preliminary data indicate that Tomas has made some improvement across all reading and
memory tasks.
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5. The Story Telling Abilities of Bilingual Elementary Students in the Midwest
Aisha Khalif and Bethany Bishop
Megan Mahowald, Faculty Mentor (Department of Speech, Hearing, & Rehabilitation
Studies)
Kathryn Haglin, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Speech, Hearing, &
Rehabilitation Studies)
The purpose of this study was to determine the ability to produce narratives in English and
Somali of first and second-grade students. The participants were 16 Somali students who are
bilingual in Somali and English. Two stories were presented to the children, and each story
was told in both languages, Somali and English. Detailed rubrics were scored to analyze the
results of each participant’s retelling of story. The scores were derived from the following
categories: (Engagement, Organization, Voice, Language Usage, and fluency). Children were
rated as (Merging (1), Developing (2), and Proficient (3)). Scores on the rubric will be used
to determine which language was stronger in retelling the story. Most of the participants
showed a developing stage in both English and Somali, whereas some of the participants
showed a proficient stage in both languages. The implications of this work will include
designing a tool that determines language proficiency, which can inform learning abilities
that a student has and the specific language and the learning barriers that may emerge.
6. Development of Conjunctions in School Age Children
Monique LaFontaine, Mariah Anderson, Brook Binner, and Kailey Clark
Megan Mahowald, Faculty Mentor (Department of Speech, Hearing, & Rehabilitation
Studies)
The purpose of our research is to analyze the development of syntax, specifically
conjunctions, in children in first, third and fifth grade. This is important to our field because
we could potentially come up with a tool for speech language pathologist to use by
measuring the use of syntax in child development. Based on previous research of similar
language samples, the use of conjunctions across a variety of narrative and expository tasks
have been sensitive to identifying children who have language disorders. Language samples
were collected with children in first, third and fifth grade using these procedures: The
samples were transcribed. The students’ use of conjunctions have been analyzed by the
complexity throughout the language samples, keeping in mind the development of sentence
structure and its complexity. The students used OWLS (Oral and Written Language Scales)
which provides skills to assessing oral and written language across an age range. Preliminary
analysis reveals that the use of conjunctions becomes more complex as the child gets older
and is correlated to children’s scores on standardized language assessments.
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7. The Effects of a Rhythm Intervention on the Early Literacy Development: A Single
Subject Design Experiment
Alexis Bachmann
Megan Mahowald, Faculty Mentor (Department of Speech, Hearing, & Rehabilitation
Studies)
Kelsey Collins, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Speech, Hearing, & Rehabilitation
Studies)
This single subject study researches the link between rhythm and early literacy skills in
children with disabilities. Rhythmic tasks are used to help improve the participant’s
phonemic awareness, which will help the children develop literacy skills. The first
participant, Alex is a five-year-old boy with Down syndrome. Alex attended 2 60-minute
sessions over the course of 12 weeks. The second participant, Taylor is a four- year- old girl
with suspected Autism. She attended 1 60-minute session for twelve weeks. Both participants
are working to improve on language and early literacy skills. Intervention sessions include
short stories, songs with rhythm activities, and target word activities. Therapy sessions are
focused on developing phonemic awareness skills. Preliminary data shows that Alex and
Taylor have made improvements with language and literacy tasks.
8. Evaluating the Quality of Advising and Tutoring Services Provided by the Center for
Academic Success at Minnesota State University, Mankato
Zachary Petzel, Tyler Keller, and Jacob Tschann
Heather Camp, Faculty Mentor (Department of English)
This research focuses on the effectiveness of the Center for Academic Success (CAS), an on
campus tutoring and advising center at Minnesota State University, Mankato. Studies have
found that academic performance of students who have received tutoring and advising
services perform better in class and have higher GPAs [1,2,3,4]. A study done by Lehigh
University to evaluate the effectiveness of tutoring found that “students demonstrated
understanding significantly more frequently than not after they received tutoring” [4].
However, other studies have found that there is no correlation between the time spent in a
tutoring center and academic performance [1,3]. Not all tutoring centers use the same
approaches and techniques for tutoring, which is a possible explanation for the mid results of
these studies. This research will aim to use a qualitative approach to measure the
effectiveness of the CAS. It will also consider the most effective tutoring and advising
methods for students. These methods can be used to better improve the CAS and offer a more
positive tutoring and advising experience for students to excel academically.
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9. Dating Without Devices
Steven Clark, Mallory Spier, and Megan Yerhot
Daniel Moen, Faculty Mentor (Department of Family Consumer Science)
The purpose of this study is to analyze the perceived outcomes when college students go
"tech free" on a date while collecting demographic data about dating practices. This study
focuses on the dating habits/trends and experience of dating without devices for currently
enrolled Minnesota State University, Mankato students. This research will be useful in
providing practical information about satisfaction levels when technology is absent when
going on a date. Our results will be collected through conducting a voluntary and confidential
online survey using Qualtrics Survey Software. The survey is open to currently enrolled
Minnesota State University, Mankato students. Participants are provided the opportunity to
share the link to the survey with fellow Minnesota State University, Mankato college
students. The results and finding are in progress. We are in the process of recruiting and
already have a substantial amount of participants and will be analyzing the data soon. The
conclusion is also in progress and will be determined once our data has been analyzed and
organized.
10. Analyzing Stream Network Changes from 1855 to Present for Watonwan River
Watershed
Roman Mulvihill

Fei Yuan, Faculty Mentor (Department of Geography)
Research will be focused on the Watonwan River watershed that flows into the Blue Earth
River, the Minnesota River’s largest tributary. Since the 1800’s major changes have
occurred in the Watonwan River system’s structure due to erosion, and climate and
landscape changes. Now the watershed contributes to the Blue Earth River’s transfer of
large amounts of sediment and nitrates into the Minnesota River adversely affecting the
overall water quality. Through historical plat map, digital elevation data, air photo
interpretation, field survey, and hydrological data analysis, the stream network changes of
the Watonwan River Watershed and their causes and effects will be analyzed. Results from
this research can facilitate future water quality improvement programs by Minnesota
residents and local agencies such as the regional Water Resources Center and Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency.
11. Greater Mankato Employees: Where Do They Live and Why?
Yves Oelke
Rama P. Mohapatra, Faculty Mentor (Department of Geography)
This study shows where the Employees of ten major greater Mankato area employers are
living and how their route to Mankato looks like. Furthermore, it examines in which areas a
high number of those Employees are living and if there is a connection to those areas and the
rent prices or the amount of real estate taxes compared to Mankato. Are there other places
than Mankato which offer more lifestyle, which are more worth living or just have the right
neighborhood? Perhaps there is also a possibility that the twin cities metropolitan area has his
role into the choice of the right place to live. On one hand some people might prefer a short
stay in the car every day but on the other hand their might be other people for those other
factors count more than saving time, those could be a short connection to a transit hub for
busses, trains or airplanes. Furthermore, it could be also social reasons behind that, for
example having the whole family at a particular location.
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12. Monumental Architecture: The Nazi Rally Grounds
Hunter Berbrich and Scott Parker
Nadja Krämer, Faculty Mentor (Department of German)
The research looks at the Nazi Party rally grounds within Nürnberg, Germany. The rally
grounds were used as the center of Nazi propaganda and served as a gathering place for
hundreds of thousands of Nazi supporters. Within these grounds, the Nazis showcased their
military might and focused on anchoring Germanic patriotism/collectiveness as an entity
during their annual rally. Nürnberg was once an Imperial capital for the Holy Roman Empire
and also represents the embodiment of a medieval German city. Adolf Hitler and his Nazi
party used this location to bolster nostalgia and connect the Third Reich to the First Reich.
Hitler dreamed of grandeur and added monumental architecture to leave a mark and begin the
new Aryan Empire. We are part of a faculty-led Study Tour to Germany and Austria during
spring break 2016. We will present, through first-hand experience, how the architecture of
the Nazi rally grounds is connected to the past and how Germans view and treat the remains
of this area today. The project provides insight into both the architecture’s purpose and how
the German people have chosen to coexist with the memory that lies within these buildings.
13. Hermann The German: From Ancient Warrior to Monument in the United States
Katelynn Malecha and Jonathan Smith
Nadja Krämer, Faculty Mentor (Department of German)
“Hermann the German” is a monument in New Ulm, Minnesota and considered a symbol of
freedom and belonging by the German community. Yet, why would a monument dedicated
to an ancient Germanic warrior and hero play such a dominant role in the self-definition of
German immigrants to the U.S., a solid 2000 years after Hermann's successful battle against
invading Roman armies? Hermann was not only the first recorded hero and unifier of his
Germanic peoples, he also symbolizes freedom, strength, hope, heritage, and contributions
within the USA. He represents a tangible identity that recalls adversities and the price of
freedom regardless of historical point time. The focus of this research is to trace the
adversarial discussion around the construction of the monument, the vision of its creators and
the impact it had on German-American community in New Ulm and the U.S. The project
compares and identifies the symbolic importance of the monument for the German-American
community from the 19th century to contemporary times. It traces the conception of the idea,
to the building of the monument, to its present day significance. The paper shows how the
Hermann monument in New Ulm provides the foundation and maintenance of a German
identity that reverberates with the contemporary descendants of the early German settlers not
only in Brown County, Minnesota, but also all over the United States.
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14. The Reichstag in Berlin: Self-Representation of a New Germany
Mikayla Keener
Nadja Krämer, Faculty Mentor (Department of German)
The German reunification on October 3rd, 1990 prompted many changes among them the
transferring of the seat of government from the city of Bonn to Berlin, with the Reichstag
building becoming the new home of the German parliament, the Bundestag. The Reichstag
building had suffered damages from the Reichstag fire in 1933, which aided Hitler in his rise
to dictatorial power, and additional damage from the Allied bombing in World War II. Sir
Norman Foster, a British architect, led the building’s reconstruction with the intent to convey
Germany’s newfound unity without concealing the shameful past of Nazism that has marked
this building. The reconstruction of the Reichstag incorporated a number of multidimensional designs and materials, referencing Paul Wallot’s original 1894 design with a
glass cupola, a transparent material as a symbol to the public and ultimately a reflection of
national identity. How does a building convey once torn country’s new identity with an open
attitude about its shameful past? This project examines the meticulous planning spent to
represent the people without masking or glorifying a monstrous past. As part of a faculty led
MSU Study Tour, I will conduct this research through first-hand experience.
15. Viennese Coffeehouses: Memorials to a Bygone Area
Marielle Jenquin
Nadja Krämer, Faculty Mentor (Department of German)
The terms coffeehouse and coffee shop appear to be similar. Both refer to an establishment
where one can indulge in a good cup of coffee. Coffeehouses, however, are special. Unlike
Starbucks where one briefly stops in before work, or passes through a drive through, there is
no sense of time in a Viennese Coffeehouse, nor a sense of commitment to the
responsibilities of life. The history of coffeehouses reaches back to the 1500s, when the first
one was established in Mecca, Saudi Arabia. Coffee then began to spread globally.
Coffeehouses in Europe have been elegant establishments where individuals have come to
relax, or engage in discussions regarding the arts or politics in an inviting, yet relaxing
atmosphere. Café Sperl represents the history of Viennese coffeehouses well, since it is still
furnished as it was the day it opened in 1880. This project will explore how Viennese
Coffeehouses are inscribed with the history of the past, and represent a memorial of Vienna's
varied history. This project will examine how Viennese coffeehouses provide a calming and
yet engaging environment, and their importance in history and today’s culture. This
ultimately raises the question, how did it become this way? Coffee shops can be found
globally, so why are Viennese coffeehouses so unique? Being a member of a faculty led
MSU Study Tour this spring, I will examine Viennese Coffeehouses through first-hand
experience. By “reading” the Viennese coffeehouses, the project examines building’s
location, architecture, the interior and its significance for understanding Viennese history.
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16. Stone Memories: Monarchy to Democracy in Brick and Mortar
Cody Nickel
Nadja Krämer, Faculty Mentor (Department of German)
Sigmund Freud asserted, “Now let us make the fantastic supposition that Rome were not a
human dwelling-place, but a mental entity with just as long and varied past history: that is, in
which nothing once constructed had perished, and all the earlier stages of development had
survived alongside the latest” (Civilization and Its Discontents). This suggests that buildings
may come and go, but their existences have lasting social and political implications that
reverberate into the present; even if other buildings have been constructed in their place. The
epitome of this idea can be seen in the Palace of the Republic/Stadtschloss/Humboldt Forum
in Berlin. The Stadtschloss (City Palace) was the seat of power of the Hohenzollern dynasty
from the 15th century and served the monarchy until its downfall in 1918. During the time of
the German Democratic Republic it was demolished in 1950 and the Palace of the Republic,
or the East German Parliament, eventually replaced the palace. After the fall of the Berlin
Wall, the Palace of the Republic was destroyed. A heated discussion ensued on what should
stand now in its place. Eventually, it was settled to rebuild the Stadtschloss in almost the
same manner; however, it will be a museum as well, named the Humboldt Forum. As a
member of a faculty-led trip to Berlin, I will examine through firsthand experience the
Humboldt Forum and how it shows that impressions from the past remain to this day in the
present.
17. Nutrition between Faculty and College Students
Jessica Schisel, Holly Wick, Pa Xiong, and Maika Xiong
Joseph Visker, Faculty Mentor (Department of Health Science)
Receiving a well-balanced diet is often perceived as a barrier in a college student's lifestyle.
Healthy nutritional behavior is important and beneficial for college students. The purpose of
this research study was to assess student’s and faculty’s knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors
towards nutrition at a large, public, Midwestern university. Method. A Likert type and
multiple choice survey about nutrition containing 11 attitude, 10 behavior,10 knowledge and
5 demographic questions were distributed to a convenience sample of university students
(n=65) and faculty (n=10). Surveys were then collected and computed using descriptive
statistics in SPSS. Results. Over 80% of students agreed that nutrition is important to them.
Students reported to eating the recommended serving sizes, according to Choose MyPlate,
except for dairy and fruit. Over 90% of students understood how to read a nutrition label.
Over 80% of students understood that nutritious foods can reduce the risk of diseases and
over 60% of students knew how much of the plate should contain fruits and vegetables.
Conclusion/Discussion. The majority of students were able to understand the importance of
nutrition, reading nutrition labels, and knowing the daily recommended amount of food
intake. Assessing nutrition can lead to a better understanding of barriers that both students
and faculty in a college environment experience, therefore making the implementation of
programs more effective. Implications for health education will be discussed.
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18. Interpreting the Interscholastic Sport Eco-System: A Pilot Investigation
Zachary McCarver
Emily Stark, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
Jedediah Blanton, Faculty Mentor (Department of Human Performance)
Austin O’Brien, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Human Performance)
Recently, high school sport coaches and administrators have expressed an interest in
advocating for “education- based athletics” to define and differentiate the interscholastic
adolescent sport experience from private sport offerings (Blanton, 2013). In related studies,
investigators have identified that sport can contribute to teaching valuable life lessons if
coaches consistently adhere to a life skills infused coaching philosophy (Hodge et al., 2013).
Though researchers have done well to examine how sport influences development through
coach and athlete interactions, a missing component in contemporary research is a
consideration of the context where sport performance takes place. To better understand how
sport could impact young people, researchers should examine those individuals in leadership
positions as persons of influence over the adolescent athlete’s interscholastic sport
experiences. Interviews with a coach and an athletic director about the full sporting context
within an educational institution revealed two key components of how the context can
contribute to an education-based athletic environment. A “shared leadership vision” in the
education-based sport experience was repeatedly acknowledged. Qualities such as
responsibility, adaptability, and integrity were all used as teaching tools while giving each
level of the sport system autonomy in developing those qualities. Intentional, but not sportcentered, social gatherings were also profound throughout each interview. Experiences
outside of sport itself were expressed as having an everlasting impact on athletes’
development, such as team gatherings and leadership conferences. Based on the interviews, it
seems necessary to incorporate a shared vision focused toward athlete’s psychological
growth throughout the educational sport system.
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19. Evaluating Anaerobic Work Capacity Using Time and Intensity in Cyclists Performing
High-Intensity Interval Training
Luke Krynski
Robert Pettitt, Faculty Mentor (Department of Human Performance)
Zachery Roloff, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Human Performance)
The 3-min all-out exercise test (3 MT) was derived as a method to estimate CP and W’. The
cycling 3 MT with a verification bout also provides VO2max. Prior researchers have used the
3 MT to prescribe and evaluate high-intensity intervals; however, the metabolic response of
these intervals relative to VO2max has not been directly reported. Purpose: We investigated
the efficacy of prescribing intervals based off of CP and W’ values acquired from a 3 MT
performed on a CompuTrainer. Methods: 5 trained male cyclists completed a 3 MT. Each
subject brought their personal road bike to the lab and affixed it to the CompuTrainer for the
3 MT and 4 different interval sets. The interval sets were 3 minutes with a 60% depletion of
W’, 3 minutes with an 80% depletion of W’, 5 minutes with a 60% depletion of W’, and 5
minutes with an 80% depletion of W’. The power output for the intervals was determined
using the inverse time model. Consistency of the end VO2 values relative to VO2max was
evaluated using intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), typical error (TE), and coefficient of
variation (CV). Results: Peak VO2 (ml/kg/min) values from the 3 MT (58 ± 7), 3 min 60%
(57 ± 7), 3 min 80% (59 ± 6), 5 min 60% (54 ± 7), 5 min 80% (56 ± 7) interval sets did not
differ (F = 2.41, p = 0.41). There was a high level of measurement agreement between each
of the VO2 values (ICC = 0.92, TE = 1.54 ml/kg/min, CV = 2.9%). Conclusion: The
intervals prescribed from CP and W’ values acquired from a 3 MT performed on a
CompuTrainer are accurate and will evoke VO2max.
20. Managing Processes Used by Families During the Chronic Illness Experience
Rhianna Gwilt
Norma Krumwiede, Faculty Mentor (Department of Nursing)
Since nursing is the diagnosis and treatment of actual or potential responses to illness or
injury and the family is the identified client, then knowledge development in the emerging
field of family nursing must focus on the whole of the family health experience. This is of
particular significance when the family is dealing with chronic illness over time; family
perception is an important element in family stress management. The influences of chronic
illnesses on the needs of families in the changing healthcare environment. Numerous studies
have reported the impact of chronic illness on the individuals and to a lesser extent, families.
The purpose of this study was to identify family managing processes when experiencing a
chronic illness. The research question was: How do families manage as they engage within
the chronic illness experience? Strauss & Corbin’s grounded theory paradigm model was
used to analyze archived data from nine family interview transcripts. Findings revealed the
causal conditions of ongoing changes and shifting emotions. The emerging phenomenon of
the importance of managing the engagement of the family to respond to the chronic illness
experience. Barriers to family management included, family secrets, avoidance of illness, and
denial of impending changes related to chronic illness experience. Facilitating conditions
included redefining roles in order to manage the illnesses, having strong support systems.
The clinical relevance of the study leads to family balancing regarding competing demands
and level of stress, family preparedness related to capacity for adaptation, and family
response to changing roles and responsibility.
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21. The Lived Experience of Nursing Students during an Evaluative Simulation
Kayla Patterson
Colleen Royle, Faculty Mentor (Department of Nursing)
Theorist van Manen uses two types of meaning, cognitive and non-cognitive, to illuminate
meanings behind a phenomenon. The four fundamental existentials are spatiality,
corporeality, temporality, and relationality is seen to belong to the student think-out-loud,
stories, and shared experiences. The aim of this study was to transform personal experiences
into disciplinary understanding. This single group qualitative phenomenological design as
proposed by van Manen was used to inform the data analysis process. Rigor was enhanced by
sensitivity, researcher's ability to identify subtle nuances and cues in the data text that led to
meaning. Extended immersion, bracketing, use of triangulation, and an extensive audit trail
were also used. Findings revealed that the nursing student’s way of being in the world was
shaped by the meanings of the evaluative simulation experience. Nursing student
understandings were influenced by their meaning of family nursing in the context of
speaking the unspeakable. A framework of the four existentials guided the co-construction of
meanings that guides the development of the study and enables the researcher to link the
findings to nursing’s body of knowledge. Faculty caring, based on the understanding of the
student experience, is enhanced through the presence of a nursing faculty who acknowledges
the significance of the student relationship, experience and understandings with family
nursing in the context of crisis. This understanding supports faculty level approaches that
decrease the student’s suffering and struggle and act on a commitment to be with and for the
student during this experience.
22. Coordinating Processes Used by Families Managing the Chronic Illness Experience
Lauren Thompson
Norma Krumwiede, Faculty Mentor (Department of Nursing)
The purpose of this study is to identify coordinating as a specific process of engagement that
families utilize when managing the chronic illness experiencing. Findings of this study will
contribute to understanding the rural family process of coordinating the processes used to
manage the chronic illness experience. Qualitative grounded theory methodology was used to
address the research problem of: How do families coordinate as they engage within the
chronic illness experience? The facilitating conditions of coordinating care strategies to ease
the stress of families includes communication, organization, schedules, and routines. The
constraining conditions include busyness, lack of communication, lack of organization, and
lack of a schedule. Nursing actions to coordinate family caring strategies throughout the
chronic illness experience to ease the stress of families include facilitating creation of
routines and schedules, educating families on effective coping techniques, facilitating
effective communication between family members, and guiding therapeutic communication
in a safe calming environment. The implementation of these nursing actions allows nurses to
provide families with the necessary tools to coordinate during the chronic illness experience.
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23. Family Communication Construct: Examining Family Nursing Science and Practice
Allison Maleska
Norma Krumwiede, Faculty Mentor (Department of Nursing)
Communication is essential to forming relationships, interacting with others and exchanging
information. Communication is an ongoing process that families use to create meaning,
establish a sense of well-being, share experiences and build relationships with one another.
Therapeutic communication between nurses and families facilitates co-construction of
meaning and promotes adaptation to the demands of the chronic illness. The purpose of this
research was to conduct an integrative research review to examine the nursing construct of
Family Communication and identify nursing interventions that promote healthy family
communication and discussions. Searches were conducted using the CINHAL and ProQuest
data bases with the key terms of ‘family communication’, ‘nursing actions’, ‘nursing
strategies’, ‘nursing interventions’, and ‘nursing actions’ that yielded 147 results from
publications dated between 2000 - 2015; 21 studies met the inclusion criteria. Findings of
nursing interventions during the review were: Establishing relationships; Providing family
members with adequate, accurate and timely information; and Engaging family members in
planning, decision making, and patient care. An unexpected finding in the literature was that
nurses reported a perceived lack of communication skills when dealing with difficult
emotional situations, within trauma, crisis, or critical care settings, and with families from
other cultures. Nurses play an important part in the family communication process and the
findings from the integrative review can be used by nurses in various care settings to
facilitate communication with the family and its members.
24. Pondering Processes Used by Families Managing the Chronic Illness Experience
Tara Reynolds
Norma Krumwiede, Faculty Mentor (Department of Nursing)
Family nursing has been evolving since the 1980’s, yet there is still limited research
pertaining to the family chronic illness experience. Effects of chronic illness are not restricted
to the individual and can be described as a family affair. The purpose of this qualitative study
was to identify pondering processes that support families experiencing a chronic illness.
Understanding how families use the process of pondering when managing the chronic illness
may identify family patterns, roles, and inform a collaborative process to execute novel
strategies for family decision making. Utilizing Strauss & Corbin’s grounded theory
paradigm model of open and axial coding, data from nine archived family interview
transcripts were examined to answer the research question: How do families use the process
of pondering when a family member has a chronic illness? Findings revealed two causal
factors- perceived family threats and unpredictability. The core phenomenon is the ongoing,
dynamic process of pondering in order to reflect on important decisions and find shared
meaning. Intervening factors were determined to be either facilitating or constraining in
nature; findings showed facilitating factors of hope, spirituality, and religion; support and
resources; and continuity in roles. While facilitating factors positively influenced outcomes,
constraining factors hindered them. Constraining factors included stress, poor relationships,
and vulnerability. Several nursing action/interaction strategies were identified to support the
family’s development of effective pondering strategies. Consequences include reaching
meaning and understanding, reflecting on decisions, and enhancing family relationships. The
use of pondering assists families to alleviate stress, worry, and anxiety.
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25. Examining Empirical Evidence to Conceptualize the Family Anxiety Construct
Mara Irmiter
Norma Krumwiede, Faculty Mentor (Department of Nursing)
Chronic illness is a family affair. Families struggle as they respond and attempt to adapt to
the ever changing illness demands. These demands often lead to high levels of stress,
uncertainty, and distress that results in anxiety. The purpose of this research was to conduct
an integrative research review to examine the nursing construct of Family Anxiety and
identify nursing actions that address the families experience throughout the chronic illness.
Literature searches were conducted using the CINHAL and ProQuest data bases with the key
terms of ‘family anxiety’, ‘nursing actions’, ‘relationship strain’, ‘coping’, and ‘stress’ that
yielded 286 results from publications dated between 2005 - 2015; 16 studies met the
inclusion criteria. The antecedents of Family Anxiety were ‘relationship strain’ and
‘ineffective coping’. The Family Anxiety Construct encourages supporting family throughout
the course of the chronic illness trajectory, maintaining normalcy in family life, and coping
with the reality of the illness. Clinical practice nurses will be able to utilize this information
to create nursing actions to address the anxiety experience for the family.
26. Personality Differences in Deception Detection
Samuel Spencer
Emily Stark, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
Although a consensus has been reached that humans are no better than average in regards to
deception detection, researchers continue to investigate individual differences in deception
detection (Aamodt & Custer, 2006). The Big Five model is a widely used personality
taxonomy often used to investigate personality differences in deception detection ability
(John & Srivastava, 1999). Enos et al. (2006) concluded that there was a correlation between
deception detection and openness to experience, agreeableness, and extraversion,
respectively. This current study predicted that high levels of openness to experience,
agreeableness, and extraversion will correlate with accuracy in a video clip deception
detection task. There were 160 undergraduate students who participated in this study. Almost
90% of participants were in the 18-22 age range. The Big Five personality trait openness to
experience had a significant correlation to overall accuracy on a video clip deception
detection task. None of the other personality traits had significant correlations to accuracy.
Although the results of this particular study were not entirely conclusive, the identification of
personality differences in deception detection ability could be very useful for careers that rely
on deception detection, such as corrections and law enforcement. Future research may want
to consider different types of deception detection tasks, as well as different measures of
personality. One limitation of this study is that it only focused on college students. It would
be beneficial for future research to investigate personality differences in deception detection
ability in different populations, especially those whose careers rely on veracity judgments.
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27. Psychological Comprehension
Haley Rohloff and Katelyn Hakinson
Karla Lassonde, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
Misconceptions have been heavily investigated with an emphasis on identifying false beliefs.
One known method for knowledge revision is to provide learners with refutation information
about misconceptions. A refutation explains that a misconception is false and then provides
scientific information describing why. Across numerous experiments, we have found that
student’s knowledge for common psychological misconceptions can be revised after reading
refutation-style texts in the lab. However, one potential limitation is the reading skill level of
students. Students with high reading skill are better at maintaining text coherence, making
inferences between old and new information, and developing a complete understanding of
text. The goal of this study is to determine whether reading skill level influences conditions
that attempt to revise psychological misconceptions. Participants first take a survey testing
misconception knowledge. Participants then read passages elaborating upon 16 psychological
misconception statements on a computer; half of the passages contain information that
refutes and explains why a common misconception is false and half do not. Reading speed on
sentences that wither directly refute the misconceptions or do not is measured. Time it takes
to participants to read these sentences can be used to indicate whether they have integrated
new knowledge about the misconception while reading. After, the Gates-MacGinitie (4th ed.)
test is administered to assess reading skill. One week later, participants take a final survey
assessment to determine whether misconception knowledge is changed.
28. Sex Worker Stigma: The Influence of Job Title on Victim Empathy
Zoe Schaefer and Kayla Van Amber
Eric Sprankle, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
Cody Butcher & Neil Gleason, Graduate Student Mentors (Department of Psychology)
The present study was designed to better understand the expressions of empathy toward sex
workers as victims of sexual assault. Participants were randomly assigned a news article that
described a sexual assault of a woman with a certain title (escort, sex worker, social worker,
woman, dominatrix, prostitute or prostituted woman). After reading the article, participants
were asked to complete the Victim Empathy Scale. The scale is divided into three composite
categories: Victim Blame, Perpetrator Blame, and Empathy. Three independent samples ttests were conducted to assess the differences between all sex worker conditions (escort, sex
worker, professional dominatrix, prostitute, prostituted woman) and non-sex worker
conditions (social worker, woman). All three composite categories of the Victim Empathy
Scale did show a significant difference between sex worker and non-sex worker categories.
This supports our hypothesis that those labeled as sex workers receive less empathy and more
blame if victimized by sexual assault compared to non-sex workers. Further research could
investigate the mechanisms behind this difference in empathy and blame.
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29. Understanding Influences on Successful Performances in Groups
Kendra Steinberg and Paige Wheeler
Emily Stark, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
Working in groups is implemented in many settings and is especially prevalent in academic
environments. In schools, the quality of work while collaborating in groups is dependent
upon how well group members are able to work together, which makes group work an
important topic of study. Some research using classroom groups suggest that students who
perceive themselves as similar to their group members trust them more, and have higher
performance on group projects (Ennen, Stark, & Lassiter, 2015). Studying groups in a
laboratory setting will help determine which aspects (similarity, trust, etc.) are most
fundamental in order for students to achieve their highest quality of work. The current study
assigns student participants to groups of 2 to 6 people. Participants introduce themselves,
individually note their initial impressions of their group members, and then work together to
complete a draft schedule and leadership goals for a psychology club. They are given
information about the club, and have 20 minutes to go through the information and complete
the tasks, which means they need to work together. Then, they individually complete a
questionnaire rating their trust in their group members and their satisfaction with the task.
Their tasks are also scored for completeness, giving an objective measure of performance.
Data collection is currently ongoing and a total sample of at least 25 groups will be collected.
Understanding which characteristics are needed to create ideal groups will enhance group
work efficiency, work quality, and how well students perform in group settings in their
classes.
30. Truthfulness and Deception: How Do People Tell the Difference?
Katelyn Hakinson and Megan Lahti
Emily Stark, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
Does increased eye contact mean one is telling the truth? Do people telling lies give out more
irrelevant information? Our research examines questions like these and whether people use
these ideas in order to decipher between a truth and a lie. Our research is based on an article
by Albrechtson et al. (2009), in which participants watched either short clips, acting upon
their intuition, or long clips, acting upon their logical reasoning. Their results found that
participants more accurately detected lies when relying upon their intuition. Our current
study examines the cues our participants used when deciding whether a person was telling a
truth or a lie, and it looked at how their intuition affects their response. We anticipated that
participants will be more accurate at detecting lies when relying more on their intuition
compared to relying on logical reasoning. To test our hypothesis, we had participants watch 8
short video clips of people telling stories, either a truth or a lie. For each clip participants
rated: how much they trust and like the person in the clip; whether the story was a truth or
lie; and what cues helped them make the decision. After rating the clips, participants took
personality scale questionnaires and a test of beliefs about deception cues. Data collection is
ongoing and our result will determine whether participants are able to accurately detect lies,
and whether intuition is more accurate than logical reasoning. It will also determine how the
ability to detect lies relates to personality.
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31. Analog vs. App: Math Fact Fluency
Kourtney McNallan and Rachel Kramer
Shawna Petersen-Brown & Carlos Panahon, Faculty Mentors (Department of Psychology)
RaeLynn Lamminen, Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Psychology)
Although iPads have a strong presence in the classroom, their full potential is unknown
(Larabee, Burns, & McComas, 2014). Current uses of iPads within the classroom do not
maximize their potential and there is a lack of data outlining the usefulness of iPads in
different aspects of K-12 curriculum (Lamminen, Ray, Panahon, 2015). Therefore,
conducting research that examines the effectiveness of iPad interventions is crucial. In this
study, 24 fourth grade students will participate in two math fact fluency interventions: one
worksheet-based, the other iPad-based. Students will be randomly assigned to two groups.
All students will participate in a 2-min math fact fluency pretest. One student group will
receive the iPad-based intervention, while the other group will receive the worksheet-based
intervention for 4 weeks. After a second 2-min math fact fluency probes, the students will
receive the other intervention for 4 weeks. A final 2-min math fact fluency probe will be
administered. It is hypothesized that the iPad-based intervention will be more effective and
the students will prefer it. At the time of the presentation, the study will have reached the
halfway point and there will be pre- and mid-test data to report. From this data, researchers
could make further hypotheses about the effectiveness of the interventions, although it will
not be clear until completion of the post-test whether there was an order effect or group
differences. The results of this study will provide valuable insight into the usefulness of iPads
for increasing math fact fluency as a classroom intervention.
32. So You Think You Can Detect Deception?
Shaylyn Lyksett, Kaitlyn Hunstad, and Brianna Fitzgibbons
Emily Stark, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
Past research has found that, generally, we are not very accurate at detecting deception (Vrij,
Fisher, Mann, & Leal, 2010). The current study examines in detail cues people use when
attempting to detect deception. By identifying what processes participants are using to
analyze the true or false videos, we can find the relationship between participants’ use of
behavioral and verbal cues, and accuracy of deception detection. The current study included
160 participants who viewed 8 videos (4 true and 4 false), rated the speaker on several scales,
and determined if they thought the story was true. Participants also listed cues they used to
make their decision. Preliminary analyses have found that participants were generally unable
to distinguish between truths and lies, and we are currently analyzing their cue reports to
determine whether relying on useful cues (such as speech-related cues) will lead to better
accuracy than relying on non-useful cues (such as fidgeting or eye contact). This study adds
to our knowledge of accurate and inaccurate deception cues and people’s overall ability to
detect deception.
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33. Effective Paraprofessional Implementation of Reading Fluency Intervention
Krystal Klement
Shawna Petersen-Brown & Carlos Panahon, Faculty Mentors (Department of Psychology)
Cassandra Schreiber Graduate Student Mentor (Department of Psychology)
Basic skills such as reading and writing lay the foundation for future educational success.
According to the National Reading Panel (NRP), reading fluency (reading with speed,
accuracy, and expression) is an essential skill for developing reading comprehension (NRP,
2000). However, students do not attain reading fluency at equal rates. Therefore,
paraprofessionals in schools can provide individualized extra practice for struggling students
to improve reading fluency. The purpose of our study is to examine the effectiveness of
repeated reading (RR) when implemented by a paraprofessional with struggling readers, as
compared to a self-monitored RR intervention. Our study will use a multiple baseline design
in which two elementary students identified as struggling readers will begin in the selfmonitored RR condition and transition in a staggered fashion to RR implemented by a
paraprofessional. The self-monitored and paraprofessional-implemented RR conditions will
each include repeated practice reads of the same text. The self-monitored condition will
include recording and listening to one’s own performance, while the paraprofessionalimplemented condition will include a skilled model, error correction, and graphing. Sessions
in each condition will require approximately 15 min and will be implemented up to 4 times
per week. We anticipate students’ reading fluency will increase more quickly when RR is
implemented by a paraprofessional as a result of the modeling and additional feedback
provided.
34. Choice Intervention on Writing Performance
Erin Kahnke and Carrington Riss
Shawna Petersen-Brown & Carlos Panahon, Faculty Mentors (Department of Psychology)
Within the American education system, concerns linked to students’ academic skills have
continuously developed. Currently, 10-15% of all elementary aged students in the United
States are struggling to succeed in the areas of mathematics, reading, and writing, (Eckert,
Lovett, Rosenthal, Jiao, Ricci, & Truckenmiller, 2006). Within these core academic areas,
writing has been recognized as a neglected skill (National Commission on Writing, 2006). A
recent writing intervention that has produced promising results involves providing students a
choice of story prompts. This research was conducted to investigate the potential impact of a
choice intervention on writing performance between genders across two studies. Participants
included male and female elementary (sixth and second grade) students across two school
settings who were randomly assigned to either choice or no choice group. Students’ writing
responses following the provision of the choice or no choice intervention were assessed by
examining two writing measures: total words written (TWW) and correct word sequences
(CWS). Additionally, male and female writing responses were compared to identify potential
gender differences.
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35. Well-known Techniques Lead to Memory Improvement in Students
Luke Zabel and Rebecca Osborn
Karla Lassonde, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
A person’s ability to remember is something that was relied upon heavily centuries ago.
Today, technology allows individuals to access endless amounts of information without
relying on their own abilities. However, there are many situations in which a good memory is
still needed and many are not aware of basic strategies that could lead to memory
improvement. In the current study, students enrolled in a Human Memory course were asked
to complete 3 Personal Memory assessments: one at the beginning of the course, a second at
the mid-term, and a third during the final week of the course. This assessment contained a
variety of basic memory tasks that examine working memory span, operation span, shortterm memory, and the students own subjective understanding of their memory. These
students were simultaneously engaging in well-known strategies to improve their memory.
The goal of the assessment was to determine whether students’ memory would improve
based on course learning. After analyzing the data collected, the results have shown for some
of the assessment tasks, student memories have significantly improved from assessment one
to assessment three. Results demonstrated benefits of learning course strategies to improve
memory. This was evidenced by students’ memories significantly improving on several of
the assessment tasks from assessment one to assessment three. These results suggest that
memory techniques learned by students within the Human Memory course are being utilized.
Results will be used to inform others on how basic memory tools, with some effort, can be
used to reliably improve memory.
36. Veteran Stereotypes
Katherine Sherrard
Karla Lassonde, Faculty Mentor (Department of Psychology)
This study aims to assess stereotypes for military personnel by asking both a sample of
undergraduate students and a sample of veterans from MSU, Mankato to reflect on how
soldiers are viewed in society. Though there is a significant body of research on group
stereotypes, there is no known work describing common perceptions held about military
service members. It is projected that within the United States over 200,000 service members
will transition from the military into college each year for the next four years; as this group
grows there is attention needed to best understand how these students are viewed.
Specifically, an understanding of common stereotypes may help indicate to those in the
service the challenges they face-in a college environment. To determine held stereotypes, a
sample of undergraduate and veteran students completed a survey assessing how much they
agreed or disagreed with statements about military personnel that were either positive,
negative, or neutral. They also completed a survey to determine whether or not they were
responding in a socially desirable manner. Results revealed that overall both the veteran and
undergraduate student samples predominantly ascribed positive attributes to veterans, such as
a good work ethic, and practicing gun safety over negative. Differences between the two
samples were found, with undergraduates indicating higher agreement that veterans are prone
to illness and hostile. More information on the implication of these results on both veteran
students and institutions of higher learning will be discussed.
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37. Why Women Stay in Abusive Relationships
Kathy Thao
Afroza Anwary, Faculty Mentor (Department of Sociology)
Intimate partner violence is a social issue that needs to be recognized and addressed. Nearly
half of all women in the United States 48.4% (Domestic Shelters 2015) have experienced at
least one form of psychological aggression by an intimate partner during their lifetime, with
40.3% reporting some forms of nonphysical abuse, or some form of coercive control (41.1%)
by an intimate partner. Intimate partner violence is categorized as physical, sexual,
emotional, and psychological harm and caused by a current or former partner or spouse.
Cases of intimate partner violence often are unreported. When victimization of intimate
partner violence is reported, it causes problems in the lives of victims, especially when
victims decide to return to the abusive relationship. This research focuses on intimate partner
violence against women in heterosexual relationships. By using the feminist theory, this
research attempts to understand victims' resilience to the violence. It examines why women
stay in abusive relationships.
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Development and Leadership: A Case Study of Mobutu’s Leadership
Celine Kyelem
Agnes Odinga-Oluoch, Faculty Mentor (Department of History)
In the wake of independence, Africans sought to establish democratic ideals mirroring the west.
With independence, many believed in an African leadership that would restore African values
and reconcile people. The unfolding reality since the 1960s when ¾ of African countries gained
independence tells a different story. Although different regimes were parading symbols of
democracy such as multi-parties and elections most of them remained dictatorial. The former
Belgium Congo and its dictator Mobutu is an example of leadership failure. This paper analyses
leadership failures in post –colonial Africa. Through a closes analysis and evaluation of
Mobutu’s leadership and reign, this research will illustrate the correlation between leadership
failure and development in post-colonial Africa. I will argue that imported western systems were
not suitable within the African context, and that the transplantation of western style democracy
was incongruent with traditional and prevailing governance realities in Africa. The study begins
with historical examination of Mobutu’s ascendancy to power and then explores the reasons for
and why his leadership failed. The study makes a contribution to governance, leadership and
economic development in post –colonial Africa.
Ellen Sirleaf-Johnson and the Role of Women in Post-Colonial African Politics
Aaron Flomo
Agnes Odinga-Oluoch, Faculty Mentor (Department of History)
Colonialism in Africa had a devastating impact on the participatory role of women in politics.
Europeans introduced new perceptions of gender and practices that altered the traditional
leadership roles of women in African societies. These changes often led to the marginalization
and disempowerment of women in Africa in politics and development. Although in post-colonial
Africa gender continues to mediate African women’s experiences and role in governance and
politics, the election of Ellen Sirleaf-Johnson, Liberia’s first female president re-affirms the
centrality of African women in politics and challenges the prevailing public/private dichotomy in
African gender leadership discourse. This paper is based on the life and work of Ellen SirleafJohnson to interrogate and re-examine the role and work of African women in politics. Evidence
will be drawn from both secondary and primary sources. The study makes a contribution to
African gender, leadership, and governance studies.
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Rethinking Kwame Nkrumah's Pan-Africanism and its Legacies in Post-Colonial Africa
Nana Afua Asong-Morfaw
Agnes Odinga-Oluoch, Faculty Mentor (Department of History)
This paper will examine Dr. Kwame Nkrumah Pan African vision as an ideology and a strategy
to forge African development. In a recent AU strategy paper, this vision still lingers in the
horizon and perhaps seems elusive than it was in the 1960s. Why has pan-Africanism not found
resonance in Africa? This is the question this research paper seeks to answer by interrogating Dr.
Kwame’s vision, post his death pan-Africanism rendering and an assessment of development
ideologies and development paths in post-colonial Africa. Based on preliminary research
findings, Pan-Africanism is captive to international organizations, colonial legacies, ethnicity
and leadership. The paper will be based on secondary and primary sources housed at Minnesota
State University, Mankato and around the United States repositories on Africa. This paper will
make a contribution to the growing literature on post-colonial studies, development discourses
and governance.
Impact of Coaching Feedback on Cultural Competency of Undergraduate Students at
MSU, Mankato
Jordan Hassemer, Arinn DiSalvo, Kwame Opoku Akyeampong, Chloe Nicol
Elizabeth Sandell, Faculty Mentor (Department of Elementary Education)
Previous investigators have suggested that cultural competency (the capability to understand and
adapt behavior to cultural differences and commonalities, Hammer & Bennett, 2010) is more
than knowledge and understanding and more than classroom diversity or study abroad (Peterson,
2009). Investigators noted that support and encouragement of critical thinking played an integral
role in participant growth. This team of student researchers wondered if experience with
diversity combined with structured coaching might make a difference. Subjects included 70
MSU students participating in a Human Relations course during Fall 2015. At the beginning and
end of the semester, students completed the Intercultural Development Inventory (IDI) (Hammer
& Bennett, 1998, 2001). The IDI scale measures individual and group intercultural sensitivity
and is based on Bennett’s Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity (Bennett, 1986).
Students in two sections of EEC 222w were randomly assigned to groups. Group 1 received
coaching from the instructor about their results from the IDI and suggestions about how to
enhance their cultural competency. Group 2 had a one-on-one meeting with the instructor about
their learning style. Students in both groups participated in the class as designed with service
learning, cultural partnerships, textbook readings, and class panel presentations. Data analysis
suggests that coaching made a statistically significant difference in changes in developmental
orientation towards other cultures.
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Coherent Optical Fiber Communication System Modeling and Analysis Using Ptolemy II
Sanjina Maharjan
Qun Zhang, Faculty Mentor (Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering Technology)
Ptolemy is an open-source modeling and simulation software tool that focuses on minimizing the
accidental differences in syntax, semantics and pragmatics between different domains of
practical systems, such as mechanical systems, electrical systems, and control systems. In this
regards, Ptolemy can be used to model the so-called heterogeneous systems that span over
multiple domains. The motivation of the project is to utilize Ptolemy to model and simulate
complicated optical fiber communication systems that involve continuous-time and discrete-time
domains, and possess optical and electrical devices. The system architecture and the data
structure in Ptolemy are briefly introduced, with a focus on a class of models named actororiented models where “actors” are used to refer to concurrently executed components.
Furthermore, the hierarchical design capability of Ptolemy is illustrated using a simple example.
A particularly useful modeling and simulation domain i.e., the synchronous data-flow (SDF)
domain is explained, and is used for the set-up and simulation of an example optical fiber
communication system. After the explanation of the designed optical fiber communication
system components and configuration, we give a live software demonstration of this system
using Ptolemy software, to show how components can be added, how simulation can be
configured and run, and how simulated signal wave forms and system performance can be
visualized.
Hybrid Renewable Power Systems: Analysis of Feasibility and Design
Katherine Rasley
Mohammad Fanaei, Faculty Mentor (Department of Integrated Engineering)
Ron Ulseth, Faculty Mentor (Department of Integrated Engineering)
Historically subject to fluctuations of the iron ore market, an innovative solution is needed to
facilitate sustainable economic growth for the communities in Northeastern Minnesota. The
objective of this research is to analyze the feasibility of a hybrid renewable power system that
utilizes the natural resources of Iron Range communities to produce clean energy with minimal
environmental impact. The proposed renewable power system integrates a pumped-storage
hydropower (PSH) facility used as a battery with renewable power resources. Surplus electric
energy produced using green resources (i.e., wind and solar) is used to pump water from a lowerto a higher-elevation reservoir. A network of abandoned open-pit mines that are filled with fresh
water exists in the region. These “pit lakes” could provide storage for the proposed system, while
minimizing the environmental impacts of large infrastructure projects. The stored energy in the
PSH system will be harnessed by running water to the lower reservoir, turning a turbine to
generate electricity during peak hours. The feasibility study used statistical analyses and climate
data to determine the power production capabilities of solar and wind resources. These
technologies have no greenhouse gas emissions, and the Iron Range has developed a skilled
workforce in these fields. The broader social, economic, and political implications of
implementing this project were investigated using market analysis tools. Mathematical modeling
was performed to understand the potential storage of several pit lakes using GIS software. By
combining renewable sources with PSH storage, a more environmentally-sound power producing
grid was proposed.
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Enhancing an Offline Transcriber for the Speech Recognition Virtual Kitchen
Zhejian Wang & Sungwoo Choi
Rebecca Bates, Faculty Mentor (Department of Integrated Engineering)
The Speech Recognition Virtual Kitchen (SRVK) is a web resource (http://speechkitchen.org)
created to improve community research and education infrastructure for automatic speech
recognition (ASR). SRVK has been developed by researchers at Carnegie Mellon University, the
Ohio State University and Minnesota State University, Mankato. The resource is comprised of
Linux based virtual machines (VMs) and open-source software which can be run on multiple
platforms, allowing a wide range of users to participate in ASR research. This project evaluates
the Eesen offline transcriber, a Kaldi-based offline transcriber that transcribes audio speech files
into text files, that should be easily used by researchers not familiar with ASR software but who
would benefit from transcribed data. Kaldi (http://kaldi.sourceforge.net) is an open source ASR
toolkit developed at John Hopkins University, typically used for research. The speech data used
in this project are interviews with SRVK users about their experiences and provide evidence for
toolkit improvements. Here, we investigated changing parameters within the decoding script,
improving existing acoustic models and examining ways to improve transcription of non-native
speakers and the performance of speaker diarization, or segmentation of the speech signal for
individual speakers. We use Sclite to calculate the word error rate (WER) and use it to evaluate
our VM performance. Our goal is to reduce WER, thus enhancing the performance of the
existing offline transcriber. The work presented includes an overview of the toolkit and its uses,
results of transcription performance, and avenues for transcription improvement for non-native
speakers of American English.
Catalyst Metal Nanoparticle Size Study Using Atomic Force Microscopy
Jonathan Cody, James Adams, Daniel Fleming, & Aldo Kusnardi
Sungwon Kim, Faculty Mentor (Department of Mechanical & Civil Engineering)
Carbon nanotubes are an emerging nanomaterial with exciting applications in nanocomposites,
biosensors, and much more. The properties of carbon nanotubes are partly dependent on the size
of the catalyst metal nanoparticles from which the carbon nanotubes are grown. This project
aims to produce a recipe for specifying the size of the catalyst nanoparticles by controlled
annealing, thereby providing researchers with an additional avenue of control for the final carbon
nanotube properties. It has been hypothesized that the size of catalyst nanoparticles can be
predetermined by appropriately selecting the initial catalyst film thickness, plateau temperature,
and plateau time of the annealing process. To this end, three different thicknesses of nickel
catalyst metal film were deposited onto silicon wafers and annealed in a tube furnace to form
nanoparticles. Fifteen unique combinations of anneal plateau temperature and plateau time were
applied to samples of each thickness. The annealed samples were then characterized by atomic
force microscopy, and distributions of the equivalent diameters of the nanoparticles were
collected using a software package. From these distributions, a correlation was developed that
connected catalyst particle equivalent diameter to the three aforementioned process parameters.
This correlation will allow researchers to more reliably tailor catalyst nanoparticle size and final
carbon nanotube properties to their specific application.
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How Does the Minimum Wages Affect Teen's Unemployment: Time Series Analysis
Cisse Amadou
Kwang Woo Park, Faculty Mentor (Department of Economics)
There have been a lot of arguments on the real effect of minimum wages on teenagers, noneducated and low-skilled workers. Even though minimum wages should be used as a factor
increasing the economic well-beings of low-skilled workers, many of the recent studies showed
that a substantial portion of low-skilled worker’s jobs are negatively affected by the increase in
minimum wage. In this sense, this paper attempt to identify the real effects of changes in
minimum wages on low-skilled workers by looking into 50 U.S. states panel data. The empirical
findings show that an increase in teenagers’ unemployment is caused by a minimum wage hike.
The Effects of Gasoline Prices on Alcohol Related Incidents
Katie Boswell
Kwang Woo Park, Faculty Mentor (Department of Economics)
There were 25,258 alcohol related incidents in 2015 in Minnesota. These incidents including
fatalities cost Minnesota over $200 million dollars. (DSP MN) All of these fatalities and
incidents are completely preventable and may have a relationship to the price of gasoline. This
project will look at the price of gasoline’s effect on the number of alcohol related incidents in
Minnesota. The data will be monthly from the years 2005-2014 focusing on Minnesota. This
time period shows a significant level of fluctuations in prices of gasoline. The model will also
take into effect the monthly unemployment rate as a factor that shows economic conditions. The
trends seem to show that as the price of gasoline goes up there are fewer alcohol related
incidents. Which may be related to a decrease in recreational funds. The opposite is true as well.
As the gas price decreases there is a higher number of alcohol related incidents. People have
more money to spend since they are not paying as much per gallon of gas. The results can lead to
a policy implementation when the price of gasoline is changing significantly. There could be a
higher number of patrol vehicles out to watch for drunk drivers when the price of gasoline is
lower and they may decrease the number of patrols when the price is higher. They may also
implement a harsher penalty for those caught drinking and driving during specific time periods.
Analysis of Income Inequality
Pape Oumar Ndjaye
Kwang Woo Park, Faculty Mentor (Department of Economics)
Over time have been addressed many possible impact of of income inequality increasing. In this
paper we choose to measure the effect of changes in structural national income state by state tax
systems on observed and actual income inequality.The measurement method employed in order
to assess the trend over the last decades is the income assessment before impact of taxes and the
ten percent holders of the national income.The share of total income earned by the top 1 percent
of families was less than 10 percent in the late 1970s but now exceeds 20 percent as of the end of
2012.After the Great Recession ended in mid-2009, income and consumption inequality
increased, thus resuming what has been a nearly relentless growth in inequality over the last 30
years. The lowest income quintile secured only 3.4 percent of total income in 2012 (CENSUS
2014).While the results for the overall income inequality evolution are conflicting, it is possible
to assert whether the position in the income distribution improved or worsened for specific
groups of households. The paper further analyses the characteristics associated with differences
in income between households, which is important for designing appropriate policies and
remedies for rising inequality.
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The Cause and Effects of the Obliteration of the Lakota Ghost Dance
Claire Achen
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance)
In the late 1800s, the Lakota people practiced the Ghost Dance. The dance served as an
optimistic, sacred, religious ritual and as a prayer for peace. It was believed that the dance helped
the Lakota connect with their ancestors and served as a prayer for peace. The purpose of this
research was to better understand the Ghost Dance’s impact on the Lakota tribe and what it says
about 19th century Lakota history. The misunderstandings between the Lakota people and the
U.S. government amounted in the senseless killings of about 150 to 300 Indians at the historic
Wounded Knee Massacre, which left a brutal mark on the history of Lakota and U.S. relations.
The disaster all but wiped the practice of the Ghost Dance from Lakota existence. Through
research methodology, the results indicate that from this catastrophic event, one can piece
together the painful origins of this tragedy: lack of cultural knowledge, combative
misinterpretations and misconceptions of indigenous religious practices. The effects of such
destruction lead to Lakota, as well as Indian history often being told from an ignorant and
opposing point of view. This past history influences present day discrepancies and current
unresolved issues among races.
Dancing to Survive
Bethany Koshak
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance)
Native to the Great Plaines are the Lakota people. During the colonization of the U.S. by the
government, the Lakota were greatly affected. One of the most remarkable reactions to
confiscation of their lands and demise of their culture were the ways in which the Lakota dealt
with this this cultural crisis through dance. The purpose of this research was to discover the ways
in which the creation and performance of the Ghost Dance allowed the Lakota people to deal
with the extreme lifestyle changes they were forced to face. Methodology entailed an analysis of
several different sources ranging from scholarly articles, YouTube clips, and a testament by Dr.
Westerman a respected scholar and native Dakota woman. Results of this research revealed new
insight to the dances’ cultural and spiritual significance. These findings create an understanding
of how dance was not only a coping method of the Native plains people, but can serve the same
purpose in dealing with modern problems.
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Lakota People: Wounded on Their Own Homeland
Kristine Dunnum & Madison Wittenburg
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance)
This essay highlights indigenous cultures’ history, way of life, and practices that are unknown to
the majority of American people, creating many cultural boundaries. Gathering information from
various sources, some including Dr. Gwen Westerman, a native Lakota woman and an excerpt
written by Raymond J. DeMallie, we found the continuous idea of powerful whites attempting to
control and change the Lakota's way of living, beginning with the spiritual practice of the Ghost
Dance. To the Lakota people, it was a way of dealing with stress caused by the disappearance of
the buffalo while western settlers colonized their homeland. To the western settlers, this dance
symbolized warlike movements and rebellious acts. This dance created a cultural conflict
between the native people and the whites which would lead to lasting impacts and wounded
hearts of those who had everything taken from them. From this, we were able to conclude that
problems from the past still exist today.
The Lakota’s Dying Culture
Nyairah Abdullah
Julie Kerr-Berry, Faculty Mentor (Department of Dance)
In the late 1800s, the Lakota culture was nearly exterminated by the U.S. Government. The
Ghost Dance was created as an attempt by the Lakota to restore their culture even as their lands
and culture were diminishing at the hand of the government. In response, the Lakota people
created the Ghost Dance to keep hope alive, restore the sacred buffalo, and reunite with their
ancestors. This research focused on the role the Ghost Dance played in the Lakota’s dying
culture. It also addressed the impact this history had on the present. Methodology entailed an
analysis of a variety of historical documents, class lecture notes, and information from a guest
lecture presented by a Dakota poet, writer, and visual artist. Research results revealed that the
Lakota endured the loss of their culture only to re-emerge in 20th and 21st centuries to tell their
story. Nothing will ever make up for the past, considering the overpowering force of the U.S.
Government. Recognizing the Ghost Dance as an important aspect of the Lakota people was vital
to understanding this culture’s past with implications for its restoration today.
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